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ABSTRACT 

Languags maintenance and le-cieation are burning issues for many indigenous 

communities around tiie world. Child language acquisiti(m and socialization aie 

processes integral to understanding these issues, bi order to design realistic language re

creation projects, research must first address the many fintors impacting the acquisition 

and maintenance ofa language by children. This dissertation shows how different 

contexts, historical, environmental, interactional, relate to Kaska language socialization 

and acquisition. Kaska is aNorthem Athabaskan language ̂ ken in the Yukon 

Territory (Canada). In particular, it shows how the shift fiom Kaska being a language of 

everyday communication to one associated with authority and respect constrains 

children's Kaska production. 

To examine this shift, a combination of linguistic and ethnographic methods are 

used. Linguistic description identifies the grammaticai structures of the target language. 

These are the structures that children need to acquire in order to be able to understand and 

speak the Kaska language. Additionally, grammatical description of adult utterances 

reveals that children are being exposed to a full Kaska grammar. This suggests that 

children may understand more Kaska tiian th  ̂produce. 

Ethnognqidiic methods identify the social constraints on speaking the Kaska 

langu  ̂and help establish Imks between mteraction patterns and ideological constructs. 

Th  ̂reveal that language choice is related to a ̂ )eaker's age and social positira. Older 

intedocutors may choose to speak Kaska ̂ xitOe younger mteriocutors typically choose 

Pnglish. Children have incorporated this pattern into their playgroups. Bypodudnga 
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Kaska utterance, a child may become leader of tiieplaygroiQ). HeorsheusesKaskato 

attain tfiis social position. 

Speaking Ka  ̂is also related to the concept of respect Nanativeson 

socialization wnpham^g this by instructing children on how to behave respectfully. 

While children ate exposed to an adult Kaskagtanmiar, they predominantly speak 

English. This pattern is notjust the result ofpastassimilationist practices; it is part of 

Kaska language socialization. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Language maintenance and re-cieadon have been a burning issue for indigenous 

communities around the worid over the past century. Linguistic anthropologists, linguists, 

and educators ate devoting increasing attention to tfwse issues, inspired by a heightened 

awareness ofthe dangers fecedl̂  indigenous languages. Michael Krauss, a linguist, 

reports that of the estimated 300 or more indigenous languages once spoken in North 

America, only 210 are still spoken today (1998:7-9). Of these, the indigenous languages 

of the circumpolar North and of the U.S. Southwest "exhibit the greatest retention 

[though] still &ce the threat of extinction" (1998:7). However, he notes that most of 

these languages are not spoken with equal finquen  ̂ or fluency across generations; use 

varies with age, with older individuals most fluent Such languages may disiqipear or 

become dormant, resulting in a loss of diversiQr significant to academia as well as to the 

indigenous axnmunities themselves Qlale 1998,1992, Nfithun 1998; see also Crystal 

2000, Fishman 1982). 

Reacting to the grave predictions of linguistic extinction, a number of Native 

American communities have begun to implement language revitalizadon or recreation 

projects, focusing largely on teachingthe heritage language to their children through the 

schools Q4cCarty and Zepeda 1998; Zepeda and IfiU 1991). Heritage Imguagpte&ts to 

the indigenous language ofan indigenous community. The most successful revitalization 

effrat in the United States to date has been with the Hawaiian language, combining 

language immeraon for children and language classes for adults with at-home use Obid; 
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see also Zepeda and Ifilll991). Most school-based projects, however, have not been as 

successful. As McCarty states, "promising though many school-based efifoits may be, 

th  ̂cannot substitute for mother tongue transmission in the fiunily and home" (1998:39). 

Successful language maintenance appears to be dependent on at-home tcansmissi(m. 

This is discouraging news for most language revitalization efifoits because many 

patents do not speak their heritage language and subsequently do not transmit the 

language to Aeir children direct̂ . However, many parents retain a passive knowledge of 

their heritage language, and are aqnble of using the language with their own parents. 

Such circumstances suggest that children may be exposed to the heritage language in 

^)ecific contexts, such as a context where a grandparent is talking to a child's parent in 

the heritage language. Grandparents and odier elders then become the language models 

for children. 

Drawing on this situation, two approaches have been taken to compensate for the 

lack oftransmission in the home. First, elders who are fluent speakers are brought into 

class rooms and dî care focilities to expose children to indigenous language use and 

promote learning (see Cantoni 1996, Dementi-Lecxiard and Gilmore n.d., Dick and 

McCarty 1997,Fishman 1991, McCartyandZepeda 1998, Reiner 1997, Zepeda and 

Hill 1991). Second, language educators have begun to use indigenous cultural activities 

in their curricula to fiirdwr promote indigenous language use. This (Hactice often requires 

elders ̂ o have linguistic knowledge to teach the children these activities because th  ̂
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are the only ones who still have knowledge of them.' 

These two approaches share the incorporation of practices from family/home into 

the educational setting, creating a link between these two different contexts by pairing 

children with elders (or even their grandparents) in a school-based environment. But they 

also have in common the shortcoming of being top-down methods for language learning, 

working fiom adult speaker perspectives and through institutional approaches. In other 

words, they are designed with children in mind, but do not address what is in the 

children's minds. Even though these approaches emphasize community and a grassroots 

or (metaphorically) bottom-up approach for dealing with language teaching (McCarty 

1998), they are not bottom-up approaches with respect to language development. Only on 

a macro-societal level is placing language learning back into the community a bottom-up 

approach. 

To illustrate, Din£ College (formerly Navajo Community College) has two types 

of Navajo language classes. The first class assumes that the enrolled students are fluent 

speakers of Navajo, speakers who learned the language at home, outside of this 

classroom. The second class assumes that the enrolled students do not speak Navajo and 

most likely have no knowledge of the language. The students enrolled in the first class 

have learned Navajo in their communities; this is a bottom-up approach. The students 

enrolled in the second class are learning Navajo outside of their commimities or families; 

' Willie (2001) makes an unpoitant po  ̂here m that to make mdigenous languages usefiil to children thQr 
need to be used to talk about everyd  ̂activities (such as video games) and objects (such as computers) m 
toda/s world, not just those from the past (see also Hill 1993:88). 
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tfaisisatq>-dowiiq)pfoach. However, institutioDalizedconuniiDity-based approaches are 

still top-down in that th  ̂b în with the assunqjtioii that children do not know the 

heritage language, resulting in simplified curricula based on fonnulas reminiscent of 

"occidental" methods for foreign language teachiî  of hdo-European languages with an 

emphasis on rote memorization of lexical items, eqiecially nouns. 

This instructional model raises two problems for Athabaskan language teachers 

and planners in particular. First, Athabaskan languages are structurally very different 

from hido-European languages. Athabaskan grammatical structure is morphologically 

complex. Meaningful expression is codified, modified and created most productively 

through the comlnning of morphemes. This means that instead offocusing on vocabulary 

and rote memorization of phrases, Athabaskan language instruction needs to focus on 

morphology. Especially, mstruction should hî ght the construction of verbs and their 

morphophonemic alternations. 

SeoMid, children may be at different levels of ability. Abilities can predictably 

vary across ages and within ages, as well as depending on a child's home environment 

Thus, language educators and planners should begin by examining children's native 

language knowledge before beginning instruction so that the language curriculum is 

leamer-q>propriate. One probable consequence of not designing curriculums appropriate 

forthe students' levels or curriculums fi)cused primarily on teaching nouns, is that 

students vAto know the language will not be challenged or leam anything new. 

Additionally, such a curriculum positions the heritage language as not grammatical (and 

consequently socially) equal to other languages, in particular die majorily language, 
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because ofthe different teaching styles. One way language re-creation efforts can address 

this is by developing language immersion programs. This is the route Hawaiian language 

programs have taken with positive results (see Wilson 1998; Maka'ai et al. 1998). 

It is implied in many academic writings as well as overtly believed in several 

indigenous communities that maiQr adults were fluent speakers of theirnative language 

prior to attending school (see McCarty and Zepeda 1998; see also Pinker 1995). Outside 

of North America, language shift research has addressed this {riienomenon by focussing 

on semi-speakers, speakers vdx> comprehend more than they produce (Dorian 1977, 

1982a, 1982b, 1982c; Dressier 1988). This suggests that children today may have a 

stronger, more fluent bilingual knowledge when they begin school than educators give 

them credit for. Further, children's knowledge may be primarily passive, where they 

comprehend more than th  ̂produce. Thus, the most common source for determining a 

child's linguistic ability, production, is not a reliable indicator of his or her linguistic 

knowledge ̂ cKee 1994). 

One final issue is relevant here, the matter of linguistic transference through 

interaction. It is important not to assume that all indigenous conununities have similar 

interaction styles. Previous anthropological studies on child language socialization 

(KuUck 1992,1993; Ochs 1988,1982a, 1982b; Ochs and Schieffelin 1979,1983; PhiHps 

1970; 1983,1988; Pye 1992; Schieffelin 1990; Schieffelin and Ochs 1986a,b; ScoUon 

and ScoUon 1979,1981; see also Bavin 1995; Gomez-hnbert 1996; Hill 1993; Ochs 

1990,1996; Odis and Schieffelin 1995; Pye 1988) stress the different socialization 

practices of non-Western communities, result̂  in varied speaking practices among 
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different gtotqn of diildren. For exanq>ie,Ochs (1988) shows children refraining fipom 

using Samoanetgative case maridng. She omcludes that this results from the use of the 

distribution of themaiker in aduh qwech. That is, eigative use indexes (Silverstein 1976) 

male speech and social distance and is therefore not used in the speech of child caretakers 

due to their social closeness to their chaige and their female sex (see also Duianti 1994). 

On a more macro-linguistic scale, Kulick (1992) shows how changing cultural ideologies 

impact child language development, resulting in a Imguistic shift fix>m the local language, 

Taiap, to the national language, Tok Pisin. 

Among these monographs few address the relationship between child language 

develoiment (acquisition and socialization) and language shift Those that do limit their 

research to a subset of {q>proaches relating language acquisition and shift For example, 

Kulick (1992,1993) focuses on larger, macro-societal practices and associated ideologies 

impacting code choice. Scollon and ScoUon (1979; see also 1981) direct their attention to 

the impact of spcskas' ideologies on language choice, explaining Giipewyan language 

shift in relation to the "reality sets" of speakers. Pye (1992) analyzes language loss in 

Chilcotm as a phenomena of language acquisition, looking at how the socio-economic 

situation has affected language choice. 

Drawing on suchreseareh, the stucfyhere analyzes Kaska language shift fioma 

child language iv>Poach, concentrating on a range of issues fiom macro-societal 

influences to micro-linguistic interaction. By centering on both acquisition and 

socialization in child language development, the multi-dimensional a^wcts of language 

shift (within these multi-linguistic contexts) can be ascertained. 
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Motivations for Research Methods 

The primary goal of this stiKfy is to show how the stnictuie and use of Ka  ̂a 

Northern Athabaskan language qxdcen inthe Yukon Teiritoiy (Canada), in conjunction 

with ideologies associated widi the language itself impact Kaska acquisition and shift. 

To do this, I have combined various research methods in order to find out > îat children 

know in relation to what they speak and what is spoken and expressed around them (see 

Hill 1993:88 on methodology; see also Schieffelin 1979). The methods are {wimarily 

linguistic anthropological; thqr include linguistic descripticm and analysis, participant 

observation, tape-recording, and interviewing. A p^holinguistic compidiension task 

was also devekiped and piloted. I do not report on that task here, but I do mention below 

the importance of comprehension tasks in relation to stocfyiî  situations of language shift 

Linguistic anduopological methods provide a w^r of assessing the impact of 

different social ccmtexts on a child's linguistic use and knowledge, with potential insights 

into a child's retention or loss of specific linguistic structures. In particular, these 

methods analyze mteraction patterns and evaluate the role these play in the maintenance 

and acquisition ofa (minority) language in a multi-lmgual context Itisimpoitantto 

understand the ways in ̂ ch these different c<Hitexts and patterns may either promote 

language retenticmor encourage language loss m order to deteimme measures for 

stainlizing an indigenous language. Additionally, language ideologies are relevant to 

child language development in that the ways in ̂ ch individuals view competing 

languages may covert̂  undermine any effat to revitalize or maintain the heritage 

language. 
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Developmental psycholingnistic methods in general provide a way of assessing a 

child's linguistic kno^edge^nchronically and diachronically. It is important for 

examining when children acquire particular linguistic structures or for sinq>ly identifying 

v4iich structures they have acquired. Language shift studies should draw on 

conqndwnsion techniques for a number of reasons. First, there is the problem of 

production reliability M îere speakers or language learners know more than th^r produce 

(McKeel994). Participant-observatioii and socially-occurring speech are bodi limited in 

this way, providing evidence for a subset ofa speaker's grammatical knowledge. Second, 

younger adults passively use their linguistic kno^edge î ien interacting with (older) 

heritage language speakers. Th^r show evidence of grammatical knowledge throî  

interactional competence and conqnrehension, not through production. Third, children are 

Q^pically the generation that evidences the greatest shift. They primarily (or exclusively) 

use the dominant language for everyday interaction, not their heritage language. 

However, they may still have opportunities to acquire knowledge of their heritage 

language because aduhs and Elders still know and speak the language, hi sum, 

comprehension tasks provide an extremely useftil means for examining a population's 

Imguistic knowledge in contexts of language shift, especially ̂ xdiereqpeaking is left to the 

elders and not the children. Thus, developmental p^cholinguistic techniques can be used 

to examine what a child knows with respect to her heritage language, be it passively or 

actively used. 

&L sum, a CQmbmation of medKxis is necessary for understandmg the conq[)lac 

aspects of child language development in diese multi-linguistic settings and for infoiming 
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language ve-«reation efforts, t̂hout knowing children have or have not acquired, 

it is difficult, if not impossible, to develop a language cuniculum that draws on their 

already-developing (or develq)ed)granunars. Furdiennore it is necessary to show the 

ways in v^ch everyday interaction and fimily-community knowledge impact language 

development Finally, it is important to know how the hetitage language is ideologically 

positioned across different contexts in order to promote these local language efforts in a 

constructive way. 

Without knowle  ̂of these different linguistic reahns, language re-creation 

efforts may achieve only minimal success. Most language re-creation projects focus on a 

part ofthis big picture. That is, the [Hocessoflanguage re-creation or revitalization is 

limited to the classroom or the home. Educators and linguistic consultants often talk 

about the need to expand these contacts of use, to develc  ̂more teaching materials and 

'̂ culturally-oriented" activities like language camps, and to focus on child language as 

well as adult language, but we offer only a call to arms as opposed to tangible, tqiplicable 

soluti(Mas( see Fishman 1991). This research examines the contexts affecting one 

particular instance of language shift in order to gain further insight into the development 

of successful language le-creation programs. 
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Aborigiiial Languages of the Yukon Tenritory 

Kaska is one of the Northern Athabaskan languages spoken in the Yukon 

Territory, along with the following: Gwich'in, Han, Northern Tutchone, Southern 

Tutchone, Tagish and Upper Tanana.^ Besides these, Tlingit is also spoken. All of these 

langui^e are "endangered" or "obsolescing" to some extent. In Krauss and Golla (1981), 

ail of the indigenous languages in the Yukon are Usted as "moribund," except for 

Gwich'in (also called Kutchin or Lx)ucheux).^ The Han language in particular has 

undergone a radical shift with the remaining speakers estimated at less than IS (ALS 

1991). 

According to the 1996 Census (Statistics Canada 1996), of the 6,175 aboriginal 

respondents in the Yukon Territory, 770 claimed an aboriginal langut^e as their "mother 

tongue," with 70S of these being in the category "other Aboriginal languages".'* "Mother 

tongue" is defined as "the first language learned at home in childhood and still understood 

by the individual at the time of the census" (Statistics Canada 1996). Additionally, 18S 

respondents chose both English and an Aboriginal language as their "mother tongue." 

Overall, 890 respondents claimed an Aboriginal language as their first language, or 

approximately 1S% of the Aboriginal population in the Yukon Territory first learned and 

 ̂ Some speakers of Mountain Slav  ̂and Tahltan also live in the Yukon, but these languages are not 
necessarily considered mdigenous to the area (see Hamum 1998). 
 ̂ Krauss and Golla (1981) lump Sekani, Tahto and Kaska together as one language and claim that only a 

few hundred speakers ofeachremam (see also Cook 1998:131). Interestrngty, the reported overall Kaska 
population is only 1,526 (Statistic Canada 1996). Given a few hundred remaming speakers, it is feasible 
throne thM ofthe population are fluent Kaska speakers. This suggests that Kaska nuQrnot be "moribund" 
(where "moribund" means that no children are learning the language) because some acquisition is still 
occurring. 
'* None of the categories in the Census correspond wfth any of the aborigmal languages mdigenous to the 
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still understand a local Aboriginal language. This is slightly lower than the overall 

Canadian petcent^e of 16.9% (DIAND 1995).^ 

Examining langui^e shift within the Yukon, a comparison of Census data for 

"home language use" and "mother tongue" clearly shows that shifts have occurred for the 

languages indigenous to the Yukon (see also Cook 1998, Drapeau 1998 on tabulating 

language shift for Canada's aboriginal languages). Since data for the Yukon is sporadic, 

the following table provides percentages, not by language, but by community, or location, 

where available. (Given the linguistic homogeneity of these communities and correlation 

with individual First Nations, I associate particular locations with particular indigenous 

languages.) The percentages refer to the percentage of people who learned, use or know 

an aboriginal langu^e. They are based on the total population for the statistical 

community, and not the aboriginal population only. 

Yukon. I assume that the 70S responses correspond with the Yukon languages. 
 ̂Interesting  ̂DIAND (1995) shows an increase m "Amermdian language as mother tongue" acquisition for 

all subcategories (Registered Indian On Reserve; Registered Indian Off Reserve, Inuit, and M^), yet a 
decrease overall. Thus, the 16.9% reported must reflect responses from Aboriginal individuals are not 
registered. 
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Table 1.1: Distribution of Aboriginal Languages Across some Yukon Conununities 

Language Location Column A; 
% Learned 

Column B: 
% Use at home 

Column C: 
% Knowledge 

Northern 
Tutchone 

Carmacks 12.9 4.3 17.0 

Mayo 9.2 3.1 14.1 
Pelly Crossing 17.0 0.0 21.3 

Gwich'in Old Crow 38.2 182 39.3 
Tlingit Carcross 10.3 0.0 12.8 
Tlingit Carcross Indian 

Reserve 
12.5 0.0 12.5 

S. Tutchone Burwash 25.0 16.7 16.7 
Kaska Ross River 40.0 22.9 40.8 

Upper Liard 36.4 9.1 36.4 
Two Mile Village 45.0 15.0 45.0 
Two and One-
Half Mile Village 

0.0 0.0 33.3 

Lower Post (B.C.) 0.0 0.0 16.0 
Good Hope Lake 
(B.C.) 

11.1 l l . l  11.1 

Source; Statistics Canada's Internet Site, http;//stiategis.ic.gc.ca/cgi-bin/bizmap, 2/4/01 

Except for Good Hope Lake, all communities show a degree of language shift when 

comparing column A (aboriginal language first learned and still understood) to column B 

(aboriginal language spoken at home). However, it is important to bear in mind that these 

are percentages derived finm the total community population, not the aboriginal 

population alone. Thus, the percentages would be the same or higher when tabulated for 

the aboriginal population alone. '̂̂  Additionally, Cook (1998) notes that existing speaker 

estimates are not very reliable or complete, stating, '1 suspect that the number of bilingual 

' DIAND (199S) tepons thatO% ofthe noit-Aborigiiial populadon first learned an Amerindian language. 
 ̂Adjusted numbers are the foUowmg; Carmacks 20.0, M^o 1S.0, Pelly Crossing 19.0, Old Crow 42.8, 

Carcross 16.7, Carcross bdian Settlement 14 J, Burwash Landmg 37.5, Upper Liard 36.4, Two Mile 45.0, 
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communities, in which an Aboriginal Language is acquired and maintained as a second 

language, is growing" (1998:140). Overall, though, the above percentages show a 

decrease in in-home use for the Yukon's indigenous languages, resulting in a territory-

wide shift fit)m aboriginal languages to English. 

Description of Research Project 

The research took place in the community of Watson LakeAJpper Liard, with 

visits to Ross River and Lower Post fix)m January 1998 to March 2000. Watson 

Lake/Upper Liard is located in the southeast comer of the Yukon Territory, Canada (see 

Figures 1.1 and 1.2). There are approximately 97S speakers of Kaska in the Yukon today; 

approximately 67% are members of the Liard First Nation (see Chapter 2). According to 

a 1989 language survey sponsored by Aboriginal Language Services (ALS 1991), the 

most fluent speakers are Elders, ofBcially defined as members aged 51 years and up, and 

the least fluent speakers are young adults, aged 16 to 35 years.' This exemplifies a 

common trend across all of the First Nations in the Yukon Territory. 

Two and One-Iblf Mile 0.0 (2S.0), Ross River S0.9, Lower Post 0.0, Good Hope Lake 133 
* Based on data from the 1996 census, 15 Elders, aged 55 years old and up, resided in the Upper Liard-Two 
MOe-Two and a half Mile area; 125 nodividuals were betw  ̂the ages of25 and 54; 30 individuals were 
between the ages of 15 and 24; 75 mdividuals were between the ag  ̂of 0 and 14 (source: Statistics 
Canada's Internet Site, htlp://stra(egB.ic.gc.ca/'cgi<btn/btlmup, 2/4/01). 
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The language replacing Kasica as the langu  ̂of everyday use is English. 

I situated myself in the conununity  ̂of Watson Lake/Upper Liard volunteering at 

the Uard First Nation's Aboriginal Head Start center and at the elementaiy school, as well 

as woridng with the Kaska House of Language project sponsored by Kaska Tribal 

Council. A number ofpersonalfiictors impacted the collection ofdata, including my own 

identity, and my roles in the local community. I have categorized these fiutors in the 

following way: (I) lole-based, (2) social-based, (3) political-based and (4) ideological. 

The combination of these challenges has determined the iqiproiffiate methodology for 

different contexts and has molded the types of data collected. My initial volunteering at 

the local Aboriginal Head Start (AHS) program defined me as an educator and child 

development specialist Fortius reason, parents began to repress to me their concerns 

over their children's English competence, reacting to educators' comments about Kaska 

children's inability to speak "correcf English. As a result, parental fears tiiat their 

children were not omipetent êakers of English often ovoshadowed any concern ibey 

might have about their children's acquisition of Kaska. This affected my role in that 

parents looked to me to either di^l these misconceptions or to teach their children 

"better" English. 

In contrast to this role, my work with the Kaska language woricshops defined me 

as a teaching assistant to the primary instructois, as well as a student of Kaska myself. I 

had IMtedaudKnrity in this context Additionally, most participants ate paid to attend 

these wodcshops, either throu  ̂their own jobs or through woriohop fimdmg and I was no 

exception. This monetary compoisation placed me directiy in the role of assistant. 
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making me re^nsible for the piqiaiation and administering of language materials. 

FuEthennoie, my (assumed) age in relaticm to the other participants (and my sex) 

positioned me as having minunal authority. This meant that I was ocpected to act in an 

accommodating role by serving food and beverages, fetching pencils and pqier, attending 

to children and other youths, cleaning, driving individuals to and fiom the workshops 

during the day, and note-taking^writing Kaska. 

bterestingly, my ability to write Kaska was valued and created a space for me in 

the community's language projects. Many people were fluent speakers of Kaska but did 

not write the language. They were at the workshops to learn to write their language. I, on 

the other hand, was able to write the language (because of my linguistic training) but did 

notspeakit My skills, then, as a linguist were complimentary to their skills as speakers, 

creating a relationship between us that otherwise might not have been established. 

Additionally, because of my involvement and interest in iCaska language projects and my 

contmual presence in the community, my immediate presence did not influence people's 

language choices (see Chapters 5 and 6). 

Three personal fectors that plqred into how I was positioned were; (1) my own 

identity as a mixed blood Native American, (2) my training under Dr. Mary Willie and as 

a graduate student from the University of Arizona, Tucson, and (3) my knowledge of 

other Athabaskan languages, in particular, Nawy'o. Combined, these three fiictors led to 

an introduction to and acceptance by the staff of Aboriginal Language Services, a 

territorial-level funding program for indigenous language projects. The staff, in turn, 

introduced me to various First Nations members who invited me to become mvolved in 
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community-level language work. The First Nations members, ail women, involved in 

these projects readily accepted me because of my background as well. Some had studied 

under Dr. Willie at the American Indian Language Development Institute (AILDI). These 

factors, however, only affected my role when I self-identified as her student or when 

those who knew me informed others of this dimension of my identity. Not everyone had 

direct access to this knowledge, whereas my participation at the AHS and in the 

workshops was community knowledge 

Finally, I became identified as a member of the Wolf Clan  ̂and with a particular 

family. As such, I assumed the role of daughter in relation to a number of women. This 

meant that I was required to participate in everyday family activities while at the same 

time respecting the privacy of this space. My family and clan afiiliations might also have 

meant that certain individuals in the community would refiise to work with me. But, to 

my knowledge this did not happen. Finally, my gender and the nature of my research led 

me to work primarily with women and not men. Being female I was expected to work 

with and learn fix)m women. Researching child rearing and language development also 

predisposed me to work with mothers and women involved in raismg children. Hence, 

women were my socially appropriate teachers. As one Elder remarked, "it is important 

that there are men teaching the boys, and women teaching the girls." 

Social-based factors affected my research in a different way. In particular, I had 

' This happened durmg a podatch in Cannacks. Indivithials were being identified by ther clan 
memberships (with the clans seated on opposite sides of the room), and members of the Egunde (WolQ clan 
were pinned with a ribbon, t was pmned with such a ribbon (for personal reasons). SuKe this clan system 
is pan-Yukon, my affiliation stuck with me when I went to Watson Lake. 
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to be flexible and creative in collectii  ̂data because plans were often changed. (Md 

absenteeism at school and AHSiwas common. Children we often sick, or not prepared 

togo. They would go on trips to Whitehoise with their parents, missing a week or two at 

a time. Some children did not ahways have transportation to AHS. Overall attendance in 

the program was random and uip«dictable. Along with fluctuating attendance, fionilies 

moved and changed fiequently. Parents would move to Whitdiorse or another 

community for a period of time fiom weeks to months. Children would be sent to live 

elsev^dwre for weeks or numths. Additionally, some children were in foster care, Miiich 

moved them around fiomfionily to fimilyeveiy three to six months. These foster 

fimilies were not always located in the same town as the birth finnilies. 

Another significant fiictor affecting the planning and execution of this project 

were the community deaths that occurred during my fieldwork. When a ECaskaband 

member dies, all Kaska-run &cilities close, including AHS, and Kaska individuals who 

are not employed by the band have the option of taking the day off from their respective 

jobs. There is a sense, dien,tfiat one should not be working or doing researdi at these 

times. The focus should be on the deceased person, helping the fiunily cope, arranging 

the funeral, and cooking for the potlatch. Often deaths in one Athabaskan community 

affect other communities to the extent that the honoring of the deceased by closii  ̂First 

Nations ofBces and other ftcilities is a Yukon-wide j^ienomenon. 

Band ofGce and band fiicility closings were not limited to periods of mourning. 

Government-level events often resulted in the band ofBce being closed, whidiintum 

resulted in tiie closing of AHS. The territorial government ̂ nsors frequent workshops 
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for band eiiq>loyees, as weU as federal meetings pertaimog to the settling of land claims 

negotiations. All Fiist Nations in tibe Yukon Tenitoiy are involved in land claims 

negotiations. Some First Nations have conchidedtiieir negotiations; the KaskaFiist 

Nations have not As a result, many members attend land claims meetings locally and in 

Whitehorse. Meetings can be scheduled at any time, day or evening, and require Kaska 

interpreters when Elders attend. Additionally, there is afinancial incentive to attend the 

various meetings, eqwcially for Kaska Elders. This means that a research schedule must 

be flexible, working around the obligations and concerns of the community. 

The fiequen  ̂ of workshops proved to be the most challenging and intemiptive 

fector. First Nations'individuals were and are constantly being asked to attend three-day 

to week-long woricshops, held locally or else^^iere. Those held in Whitehorse require 

two travel days, resulting in individuals leaving Watson Lake on Monday morning and 

returning Friday evening. Often, people spend the weekend in Whitehorse as well, 

playing bmgo, visiting family and fiiends, and shopping. The Yukon Government, in 

particular, ̂ nsors workshops and pays participants to attend. These woricshops provide 

additional job training, or are of a thenq)eutic, or "self-help,** nature, providing a forum 

for every travelling motivational speaker passing through the North. Research had to be 

scheduled around tiiese educational oppratunities and participation in the stu(fy varied 

according to whom was availaUe and wanted to work at those times. Thus, a variety of 

individuals participated in different cqiacities at different times, resuhmg in diverse, and 

not always comparable, results. 

Finally, my tE  ̂recorder was controversial. Everyone was fiuniliar with tape-
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recQidiiig and had participated in OT used a tqieiecofder at some time (see Quarter 3). It 

would seem then that tqw-recording would be an acceptable method to use in research. 

Recording, however, was not as simple as it seemed. For instance, t^se-recording was 

not allowed in the home at random. For tqie-recording to occur, a learning situation had 

to be constructed. Upon request, parents were willing to let me record their children and 

plqr language games with them. But, they were not as willing ixliere they themselves 

might be recorded. Additi(Mially, parents would express tfieir views on education, 

language ability, and such, but, again, some adults objected to being recorded, especially 

when q)eaking Kaska. Elders, on the other hand, were willing to be recorded as long as 

the topics focused on information that they wanted passed on to their children and other 

young relatives; traditional stories, personal narratives, descriptions of traditional 

practices and the Kaska language itself were all recordable topics. These discussions 

often led to commentary on other topics too. hi such cases, if an Elder did not want to be 

recorded, she or he could simply tum off the tape recorder. 

Recordable contexts were often public, and the recorded material itself was 

intended to be public. In contrast, recording in private contexts, such as in fitmily homes, 

or during'private'occasions, was not as acceptable. Tq)e-tecording is e^iecially 

associated witfiteachmg. At a community meeting on language, a number of comments 

were made associating recording with language instruction. One participant noted, 

"Our language was taken away, so our situation is not like French. 
This is Mdiy we lost our language. Some people spoke even li^ien they were 
threatened. We need to sit down and wo& together to bcmg it back. We need to 
educate our children...We need more materials, including t{q)es that show us how 
to pronounce the words." 
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Other paiticipaiits noted the need to "keq>iecoiding stories" and "make tqws for kids." 

Any dialogue or information to be recorded tiutt was not regarded as instructiraal was 

potential  ̂problematic. Children's interactions were an exception, periuqs because the 

children themselves liked being tape-recorded. (Th  ̂liked playing with the ti  ̂recorder 

and enjoyed listening to themselves on tqw.) However, adults, as noted above, often did 

not want to be recorded. For this research, recordings were done at the Aboiigmal Head 

Start, the Kaska House of Language woricshops and Elders' homes or camps. 

hnportantly, these recordings show the predominance of Engli  ̂across contexts and 

speakers and the limited role of Kaska in everyday interaction. 

Overview of Dissertation 

Contexts of language shift involve the presence of at least two languages or codes 

and are often situations M^iere a dominant majority language is replacing a subordinate 

minority language. Lithe Yukon, English is the dominant language that has become the 

language of everyday interaction, replacing the subordinate indigenous Athabaskan 

language. Population-wise, though, the First Nations people make 20% of the total 

Yukon population (see Chapter 2). 

Anyprogramoflanguagere<reationormaintenanceTaisesanumberofissues. If 

such a program is meant to succeed (1  ̂increasing a community's use or knowledge of its 

heritage language  ̂then all ofthese issues must be addressed. To identil '̂̂  these issues, 

this study undertakes edmogrqihic research on phenomena related to language acquisition 
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wilfaiii tiie Kaska community, across and in idadon to diflfering contects, past and 

present 

Qiqrter 2 presents geogn^c and demogn^c infoimadon on the Kaska 

community and the Yukon Territory in general. It describes the broader historical and 

political contexts that have impacted the Kaska language situation. La particular, the 

focus is on the changing practices of the indigenous Yukon populations in relation to 

historical events. This covers: (1) events such as the Klondike Gold Rush and the 

constniction of the Alaska Highway, (2) the shift from a subsistence economy to a market 

economy, (3) the change fiom fiunily-level control of resources (and education) to 

government-level control, (4) the development and implementation of language policies 

by the Yukon and Canadian governments, tn relation to these policies, the chi^iter also 

focuses on the resulting projects and fimding opportunities, with an interest in how these 

policies and projects have afifected the current langu^e situation. 

Chiqrter 3 describes the current Kaska language environments, focusing on 

particular contexts of use and language choice within the community based on participant 

observation. In addition, a description ofthedififerent types offimnal Kaska language 

instruction is presented, raising the issue of the fiaming of Kaska as a subordinate 

language, atypical fiaming for many minority languages and populations. This chqiter, 

then, articulates the inqnct of this fiaming on the practice of language instruction. This 

contrasts with the local ideological positi<xiing of Kaska within the conununity and 

government (see Guqiter 6). 

Giq[)ter 4 provides a grammatical sketch of Kaska, showing the complexity of this 
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target language. It focuses on the semantic categories of the classificatory handling verbs 

and related grammatical structures (verb morphology and word order). It is important to 

note that the actual data presented depicts the linguistic knowledge of a particular 

generation of Kaska speakers, and a specific community of Kaska users. It is not 

necessarily representative of all Kaska speakers/users. 

Chapter 5 draws on the contextual patterns of use explored in chapter 3, tying 

together context and interaction. In particular, this chapter illustrates how Kaska and 

English are used in everyday situations across a range of participants using interaction 

data firom transcripts as well as ethnographic observation methods. This chapter 

compares and contrasts child interaction with adult interaction, showing (1) that children 

seldom speak Kaska, (2) that child-directed Kaska speech is different fix>m adult-adult 

Kaska language use and reflects a pattern found in formal educational contexts, and (3) 

that this speech emphasizes nouns, commands/directives, and colloquialisms, which are 

often followed by English translations. 

Chapter 6 explores the ideological positioning of Kaska and makes predictions for 

the fiiture state of the language. The particular pattern that surfaces is the shift fix>m 

Kaska as a language of everyday use to Kaska as a language specialized for use by Elders 

and other esteemed community members. As such, Kaska is re-acquiring a certain degree 

of prestige. This specialization means that speaking Kaska is related to ideological 

constraints on language use, just as much as it is related to the impact of historical 

assimilationist practices (Chapter 2). The fiict that children are not speaking Kaska, then, 

is not as much of an immediate concern among adults, because it is assumed that they can 
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^leakAe language Utter. They have not yet attained the status requisite for speaking 

Kaska. Ofmoieinunediate concern is children's acquisition of English. Additionally, it 

is generally assumed that eveiyone understands Kaska to some extent and will continue to 

leamitasth^rgetolder. Part ofthe motivation for tape-recording Elders'q^h is so 

that \^ien children are older they can continue to leam more Kaska and speak themselves. 

Thus, ccmtexts and ways of q)eaking, range of linguistic knowledge, and historical events 

all play into the cunent state and ideological fiaming of Kaska. Understanding this 

framing is essential to develq)ing a better design for a language re-creation project 

Chqrter 7 reviews the findings of the previous chqMers. It also summarizes 

current Kaska language re-creation efforts and discusses some of the issues raised. To 

address some of these issues as well as findings of this research, this charter also 

provides suggestions for modifying curtent Kaska language re-creation efforts. 
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2. SHIFTING CONTEXTS, SHIFTING LANGUAGES 

This chqjter begins with a brief geognqrfiic overview of the region \^iere Kaska 

people live. I then turn to a demographic (and linguistic) description of the research area, 

the Kaska town of Watson Lake, followed by a brief recounting of pertinent historical 

events in die Yukon Territory. This history covers the fiir trade, the gold rushes, the 

arrival of the Hudson's Bay Company traders, and the construction of the Alaska 

Highway. It is drawn fiom ethnografdiic and historical sources, as well as from personal 

narratives told by local Elders. Following this is a discussion of the impact these events 

have had on the indigenous languages of the Yukon Territory and especially on Kaska. 

Finally, I describe the current socio-economic environment of the Yukon, focusing on the 

Watson Lake area and the fiunilies ̂ 10 participated in this project 

Geognqriiical Context 

The climate in Watson Lake is one of extremes. The average winter temperature 

for this area is -24.6 degrees Celsius, and the average summer temperature is 14.9 

degrees Celsius with extreme high and low temperatures of 34.2 degrees Celsius and 

-58.9 degrees Celsius respectively (Bureau of Statistics 1997). Summer lasts fiom 

^^proximately May 24 to September IS, averagmg 109 days total. Winter lasts fiom 

^^proximately October 19 to April 16, averagmg 179 days total. Annual precipitation for 

Watson Lake is 413.8 (mm), with 62% as rain and 38% as snow. 46 mammal species 

reside in tile Yukon, (not all ate present in Watson Lake). Some species sighted in the 
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Watson Lake area are black bear, grizzly bear, moose, caribou (Woodland), wolves, 

beaver, (coloted) fox, and wolverine. Also common to this area are rabbits and different 

kinds of grouse. Common fish are trout, iKiiitefish and grayling. Finally, tiienuyor tree 

species are si»uce, pine, pedlar, and buch. Other kinds of vegetation {Hesent include 

labrador tea, bluebenies, low-bush and high-bush cranberries, willow, moss, lichen, 

crowbemes, rosehips, and strawberries, hi the Yukon overall, there are estimated to be 

over 1300 plant species. 

Watson Lake is located in the southeast comer of the Yukon Teiritory near British 

Columbia, and is situated at the intersection of the Alaska Hi^way and the Cassiar/ 

Campbell Ifighway. It serves as a major hub along these travel routes. Whitehorse, the 

ciqntal of die Yukon, is 283 miles to the west along the Alaska Highway. Traveling in 

the other direction will take you to Edmonton, Albeita, 1001 miles away. FoUowmg the 

Cassiar Ifighway south eventually leads to Vancouver, British Columbia, over 1300 

miles away. Two additional Kaska towns are Ross River (Yukon TerritoryX 231 miles 

north of Watson Lake on the Can^ll Highway, and Good Hope Lake (British 

Columbia), neariy 100 miles south of Upper Liatd down the Cassiar Highway. Despite 

the distances between these c<»nmumties, residents frequently travel between them, 

thinking nothing of driving for hours to go shopping, play bingo, or just visit fiiends and 

fimaily. CommuniQr members, e^iecially Elders, often travel hundreds ofmiles, in all 

kinds of weather, to attend fimeral potlatches in different towns with different heritage 

languages. 
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The town of Watson Lake was initialed by the settlement of a **stainpeder  ̂on the 

way to the Klondike gold fields in 1897, but only developed when the U.S. Aimy buUt an 

airfield tiieie as part of its "Alcan Project (the Alaska Ifighway). Reflecting the policies 

ofthe time, Fiist Nations peoples intheaiea were pushed onto leserves and away fiom 

town centers. This resulted in the hidian Setdements of Upper Liard, Lower Post, Two-

mile, and Two-and-a-half-mile, \^ch surround Watson Lake. 

Four hotels in Watson Lake house travelers year round, widi an additicmal one 

opening only during the peak tourism months, M{Qr to Ai^iust Three ofthese hotels have 

restaurants. There is also a Qiinese restaurant between one ofthe hotels and the 

govemment-nm liquor strae. One grocery st<»e (which recently burned down) and three 

gas stations, centrally located, serve the annmunity. Two of the gas stations tent videos 

that are predominantly in English, along with a few foreign language and French movies. 

One also functions as a bus depot, laundromat, and fiist-food establishment Since it is 

also located near the high school, it serves as a local hangout for pre-teens and teenagers. 

Another gas station and mini grocery store are located at a public campground just east of 

downtown. Just west oftown is the now-closed sawmill. 

Also downtown are the post ofiBce, some shops selling clothes and tourist 

memorabilia, the Northern Lights Centre, Radio Shack, a bank (and ATM machine), and 

the dentist's ofBce. These are all along the Alaska Ifi^way. Along the CassiarlGghway 

to the nordi are the hi  ̂school, the Liard First Naticn's band ofBce and a community 

recreation center. The hospital, doctors'offices and elementary school are also located 

just north of downtown. Additionally, a number of daycare centers, acoiq>leof auto 
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repair shops, two more laundromats, a few churches, two hardware stores and the Kaska 

Tribal Council offices are scattered around Watson Lake. 

Southeast of Watson Lake, along the Alaska Highway, is the community of 

Lower Post, and to the west Upper Liard. Facilities in Lower Post are limited to an 

elementary school and a commimity center that houses the band office. Upper Liard has 

a restaurant/gas station, a Catholic Church, a golf course, an adult learning center and the 

Aboriginal Head Start/Child Development Center. 

Demographic Context 

The total population in the Watson Lake-Lower Post-Upper Liard area, based on 

the 1996 Canadian Census, is approximately 1,378, with the population of First Nation 

peoples estimated at 470, or 38% of the population. This is rather high compared to the 

national average of 3% First Nation people and the territorial average of 20%. (The 

numbers in parentheses include the population for Lower Post, British Columbia, a Kaska 

community that is part of the Watson Lake area.) 
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Table 2.1: First Nations Population Comparison 

Watscm Lake area' Yukon Territory Canada 

a. First Nations 

Population OFP) 

470(580) 6,175 799,010 

b. Total Population 

(TP) 

1253 (1378) 30,655 28,528,125 

c. Percentage: 

(FP/TP) 

38% (42%) 20% 3% 

^urce: Statistics Canada's btemet Site, ht^;//strategis.ic.gc.ca/cgi-bin/bizmap, 2/4/01 

Again, the data above show that the Watson Lake area has a denser population of First 

Nations people than either the Yukon Territory or Canada do. The table also shows that 

the Yukon Territory has a higher population of First Nations people than the country as a 

whole. Given this, the First Nations population is a greater minority population 

territorially than nationally, and the Watson Lake Athabaskan population is an even 

greater minority populatiott This si^ests that the local First Nations people should have 

more political, economic and social control and autiiority than other First Nations within 

the territory and across the country. 

Most First Nation mdividuals in the Watson Lake area identify as Kaskaand are 

members ofthe Ross E(iver,Dease River or Liard First Nation. The Kaska Tribal 

 ̂ The second number inchides die populatHXL for Lower Post, a commimilyplvskalfykxaledmBTiti  ̂
Colombia bat socaify tied to Wteaa Lake. Forexampl  ̂Lower Postchiklraianendtaiglisclioolm 
Watson Lake  ̂and an lesidenis bi  ̂ther groceries in Watson Lake. 
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Council links together all Kaska First Nations, including those across the border in 

Britisii Columbia, for purposes of land claims negotiations, language planning, and other 

enterprises requiring interaction with Territorial-level government ̂  Hie British 

Columbian counterpart, the Kaska Dene Council, looks out for the Kaska First Nations' 

interests in the provincial government of British Columbia. 

Official membership in a First Nation, as defined by the federal government (see 

Indian Act, section 11 and Bill C-31) can be determined throi  ̂either one's mother or 

one's father as long as one parent is an official member of a First Nation. Official 

membership in a First Nation also defines one as being a Status Indian. Status Indians 

are people who are registered with the federal government as Indians according to the 

terms of the Indian Act, and Non-Status Indians are people are not registered. 

Today, both Status and Non-Status Indians are referred to as First Nations peoples. Clan 

membership, \«4uch is defined by the community, is strictly matrilineal. Like other 

northern Athabaskans, the Kaska have a moiety system, with eveiyone having a 

designation as either Crow or Wolf. If your mother is Crow, then you are Crow. Ifyour 

mother is Wol  ̂then you are Wolf. This is important when choosing a partner, of course, 

since the moieties ate exogamous. Beneath the level of the moiety ate fionily groups, 

\^ch ate also economic units. 

Family group affiliation also parallels culturally-recognized linguistic divisions 

(dialects) within the community Q^cClellan 197S). There ate at least three fimily 

 ̂ Lower Post has a band ofiBce located inthecomnuiDiQrceDleniriudifimctioiissepanietyfioinLiaid 
First NatioaCLFN). Nationally, however, the Lower Post coatmgent is not recognized as independent or 
sepnaiefiomLFN. Subsequently, Lower Post members are inchided in die LFN roster. Loodfy.Lower 
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dialects repcesenled here: the "origmal", the Pelly Banks, and the Stone Mountain dialects 

(see Chqrter 4). In addition to these linguistic distinctions, there are two other clwices: a 

standardized Canadian English and Kaska English. Li everyday interactions, communily 

members may use both English dialects as well as their own Kaska dialect However, it 

is clear English is rapidly replacing Ka  ̂The following table shows the 

distribution of Kaska use for the Watson Lake communities (from the 1996 Canadian 

census data). 

Table 22: Kaska Language Distribution for the Watson Lake area 

A 
Aboriginal 
Population 

B 
% who first 

learned and still 
understand 

Kaska  ̂

C 
%use Kaska in 

the home 

D 
% who have 
knowledge of 

Kaska 

Watson Lake 220 n/a n/a n/a 

2MUe 100 45% 15% 45% 

2.5 Mile 40 0% 0% 33.3% 

Upper Liard 110 36.4% 9.1% 36.4% 

Source: Statistics Canada's Internet Site, ht^://strategisic.gc.ca/cgi-bin/bi2in ,̂ 2/1/01 

Comparing columns B, Cand D, we see that a number of individuals learned Kaska first, 

still understand it, but few still use it in their homes. 

Post and Linl are viewed as sqnnie Fast Nations. According to die federal government, thoagii,diere 
are oofy dvee Kaska First Nations; accofdmg to die Kasica bands and councils, dwre are four. 
 ̂Hie phnse "language ftst learned and still understood" reftn to "the ftst language learned at home in 

cfaOdhood and still understood by die tndivktaialatdie time of die census. Sometimes tefaied to as modier 
tongue" (StMutics Canada 1996). 
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Unfintunately, census data on the Kaska language for Watson Lake itself are not 

available. However, my own research indicates that all individuals who first learned 

Kaska and still understand Kaska are older adults; few, if any, use Kaska at home. A 

number ofyounger adults have knowle(  ̂of Kaska. Also, those ̂ o responded as 

having knowledge of Kaska {4)pear to be the same individuals who responded to "first 

learned and still understood" Kaska. The Two-and-arhalf-Nfile numbers are problematic 

inthisrespect Ofthe 30 individuals i^m I know ace living there now, 13 of these 

individuals, or 43%, first learned, still understand, and have knowledge of Kaska. 

Extending tfiis comparison beyond the Watson Lake communiQr, we see that the 

Kaska language has more speakers and/or passive users than do aboriginal languages in 

general in the Yukon Territory or in Canada as a i^le. The percentages given in Table 

2.3 below show that the Watson Lake numbers are higher than those for the Tenitoty and 

forCanada. 

Table 2.3: Comparison of Percentages of Aboriginal Language Acquisition 

# Aboriginal language 
first learned and still 

understood 

% Aboriginal language 
first learned and still 

understood 
a. Watson Lake area 85 34% 

b. Yukon Territory 960 16% 

ratiaHa 208,615 26% 

Source: Statistics Canada's hitemet Site, httpy/stntfBgisic.gc.ca/cgi-bin/bizmq), 2/1/01 
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la (2.3a), census data for the Walson Lake area shows that there aie 85 people, or 34% of 

die population, learned Kaska as their first langua  ̂and stiU understand it today, hi 

comparison to the Yukon Tenitoty overall, a greater proportion of tiie people in the 

Watson Lake area acquired and understand their heritage language. Percentage-wise the 

Kadca language has mote speakers and passive lai^vage users than many of the other 

indigenous languages within the Yukrai Territory (Aboriginal Languages Services 1991). 

Those individuals responding "first learned and still understand" their langut^e 

varies across the communities. For example, 382% of the population in the town of Old 

Crow report having first learned and still understanding their heritage language, 

Gwich'in, M^iereas 12.9% report the same in Carmacks, a Northern Tutchone community 

(Statistics Canada 1996). Even though many of these communities, including the Kaska-

speaking ones, still have Elders and older adults use the local indigenous language, 

these languages ate not being acquired and reproduced by the younger members. They 

ate also not being qraken or used as fisquently as the dominant language, English. There 

are a number ofreasons for the endangered condition of these languages. The rest ofthis 

chapter lays out the historical and socio-political events that have amtributed to the 

lowered status and loss of speakers among these languages, focusing on Kaska in 

particular. 
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Historical Context 

Accoiding to previous edmogn^c accounts (Cruikshank 1990,1975; 

Honigmann 1981,1954,1949; McClellan 1975; Osgood 1971; see also Yetbury 1986), 

indigenous Atbapaskan communities inAe Yukon, the Kaska included, were semi-

nomadic hunter-gatherers. For these OHnmunities, kinship was matrilineal, with 

matrilocal or neolocal residence depending on the season. The typical family unit was 

often the nuclear iamily, but could mclude extended finnily members such as maternal 

grandparents or maternal sisters and their femilies. Until recently, Kaska femilies moved 

around in the bush year round, congregating in larger numbers in spring and early 

summer, and staying in small family units during the lean winter months. Moose meat, 

the main staple, was sm<dced and dried, creating stores of food that would get fiunilies 

through the winter. Odier game animals included rabbit, and "gofrfiers," actually arctic 

ground squirrels, and v^t Kaska call "chicken": grouse and ptannigan. They 

supplemented this protein-rich diet widi betries~blueberries and cranberries being 

&vorites-, bearroot, mushrooms, roadiips, and teas made fiom a variety of plants. 

Political structure was not finrnal. Family groups had "headmen" who hekl the positi(m 

of authoriQr,Qrpically the oldest adult male. These patterns were consistent across the 

Northern Athapaskan bands (Van Stone 1974; see also Hehn 1981; Krech 1980; 

Rushforth 1991b). 

Prior to the 1830's die mdigenous populations of the interior Yukon Territory had 

had litdeifany contact widi non-native populations or individuals. M**pre-contacf 

days, trade widi die mterior was ccHitrolled by coastal Tlingits. When Russian traders 
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entmd the scene, seeldng fur for the lucrative European marioet, tiwy were halted by this 

coastal power. Throu  ̂these ancient networks, however, European trade goods and 

diseases were introduced to populations never laid ̂ es on Whites. Thefiistnon-

native individuals to venture into the Territory (coining fiomthe east) were employees of 

the Hudson's Bay Company (Coates 1991 ;21; see also Cruikshank 1990, McClellan 

1975). With the arrival of the Hudson's Bay Company ̂ C; see Appendix A for a list 

of acronyms) in the 1840's, interaction between non-native and native fiir traders began. 

The local annmunities suddenly had an opportuniQr to directly exchange their goods and 

services for commercial goods provided by HBC, including hardware like guns and 

ammunition, as well as an abundance of foodstuff such as flour, cofifee, sugar and other 

grocery items. 

These goods quickly became st2q)les. Talking about her mother, one Elder recalls 

making trips to the local HBC store. 

(She) make something, we pidc 'em Woric on a hide, sell hide. 
(She) just trade it for groceries. No money that time, cant use money. 
Mom just buy flour and anything with it Thin one th  ̂just make vests. 
But they dont make much. Sellittooche^>. Fifteen dollars. 

A fewfiunilies also planted gardens, growing rhubarb, turnips, potatoes, and the like, 

although the subsistence economy also persisted. The following quote illustrates the 

mixing. Talking about her childhood and what her mother used in the bush, one Eldn 

recalls. 

Fish, dry fish, dry meat, mom picking berries in August 
Cranberries, lots of different blackberries he pick, he dry them. 
We got dad, mom make a little garden like that, big as ̂  place. 
Turnips, we gotpotatoes, beets, cabbage, lots, big. 
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Moose guts, you know, he clean it, he Sfxead them all over winter time. 
Dishes, ixdienyou wash didies, you throw that soap in it 
Anything grows huge. Rhubari),wegotlots. 
First tune she make tiiis big, pretty soon that &r. Oh anything grow. 
We don't buy potaU)es. Mom try save them. Some dry, some get moldy. 
That time you cant jar nothing, no jais, not very many pot either. 
You have to woik everyday, pull garden. 

Today, moose meat is still a staple-especially witih the high price of groceries in 

the Yukon and everyone's preference for meat at meal times. A &vorite meal would be 

something like moose stew (moose meat, carrots, potatoes, onions, in gravy), fried moose 

steaks with onions, bannock (fry bread), cranberry sauce, black tea and a salad. Asthe 

horsd'oeuvre, dried moose meat dipped in moose iat is served. Hunting, fishing and 

berry or mushroom picking are still important subsistence activities for many. 

The HBC established two trading posts on traditional Kaska land: one on Frances 

Lake and another on the upper Pelly River (Coates 1991:24). hi a collection of 

narratives produced by the Kaska Tribal Council, Mrs. Liza Magun, a Kaska Elder, 

retells an account of when Kaska first encountered skukani (v^iite person). It seems 

likely that the skukani she talks about are die ones fixim the HBC party led by Robert 

Campbell, ̂ o set iq> the Frances Lake HBC post in 1839-40. 

"Sa'i, si dene gedi' Frances Lake la l| kdhseh skukini gigenehtSn," li di'. 
IsS dene you don't kow nothing iSgfhcfi 6h(fi. 
Ifih meat, gudzjh kit's, gofdier kit's kf. 14' zedlS' nf^da'. 
You dm't know tea. Tslkfihllylgedfh. 
Just tuzel gudzpideli' zedlS' nlg€d  ̂

lyShigeghQhMgadfifi. L| geygh nSgSnton. 
LI skukai g^ts'ek dni. 
lyfh skukini tea gedege tsedittto usjT y6h. 
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Tea mddla', shugi getsT n^gendla*. I kit's skukan di6' y .̂ 
Teagedegenagedek(ta,sliugS. IskulOnlhetakesome. 
They tell hmi," Drink it," eh. Tbeydothat. 

Tea yed6, anything bannock y ,̂ gedii kingages. Flour yiM geyila*. 
They do it right away, they say. They learn fast I guess, eh. 
One boy kdde d6h he understand'em kflidi na. 
Indian, white man him tsTguded^h. Ktkfedfhhetake'emgedid^ndia. 
I li the first kuskini glgenehObi, ̂ di'. 

Long, long ago they say people at Frances Lake saw the first ̂ te people. 
They say those people long ago didnt know about many things. 
They were living on wild game: caribou meat, gopher and things like that 
That's all th  ̂lived on. They didnt know about tea, didnt know about tobacco. 
They only dnmk soup made with caribou blood. 

They came to the white people and were astonished to see them. 
They didnt understand them. 
Then those ̂ te people put tea in a pot on the fire for them. 
They poured tea put scnne sugar in and offered it to them as well as other 
kinds of white people's food. 
They di{q)ed tea out for them and put in sugar. 
That \yMe man took some and told them, "drink it," and they did that 

The white traders stored tea and bannock and everything in fiont of them. 
They gave them flour and everything. 
The Kaska learned quickly and th^r were able to do it themselves right away. 
One boy understood them after only a short time and spoke to the people, 
th^say. He cai^t on right way, they say. 
That was the first time that they saw ̂ ^lite peq)le, th  ̂say. 
(Mrs. Liza Nfogun 1999:434^3; translated by V^lliam Atkinson) 

During the initial invasion of non-native fur traders, the native population held 

dominion. Th  ̂were fimiliar with the landsoqpe as well as fiir trading practice.̂  

Demographically they were also dQmmant(Coates 1991). As aresult, the Yukon natives. 

* As mentkned above, the coastal Tltngit had a well-established trade opentkm and trading loutes by die 
time die HBC arrived in die Yukon (see Coates 1991, Ciuiiahaiik 1990, McCieOan 1975) 
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includiiig tiw Kaska, were able to maurtain an equitable standing in the iiir tiade business 

and native languages woe not impacted. 

In anoAer naiiative, ̂ s. I\^iy Charlie recounts a stoty about a winter ̂ K^wie 

starvation was rampant, affectii  ̂the HBC employees as well as the native population. 

In her account, a Kaska man takes the two HBC men some caribou meat and finds only 

one of them still alive, having survived off the flesh of the other HBC man, a forbidden 

practice for Kaska as well as Whites (Charlie 1999). This stoiy is intended to show the 

ability of the native people to survive under duress and the weakness and immoraliQr of 

the foreigners under the same conditions. It also effectively reveals the dependence of 

the non-native population on the native population, important because, as the non-natives 

assumed a role of dominance, th  ̂increasingly rationalized their role as one of helping 

the natives, wiio, it is said, could not take care of themselves. 

According to Coates (1991), the shift in economic power in theYukon and the 

resulting marginalization of the native population occurred with the Klondike Gold Rush 

in 1897 (see also Cruikshank 1990; McClellanl97S; Osgood 1971). When news of the 

riches broke in the lower forty-eight, non-natives tarn all over North America and 

Europe fled to the Yukon to find their fortunes. It is estimated that 100,000 people 

flooded the region. Many, encountering a har  ̂forbidding environment, turned back. 

Those actually made it to Dawson and tiie gold fields found that most of the stakes 

had been claimed, and many ofthese also abandoned the effort Anumberstayed 

however, resulting in an increase in overall population and a sudden, permanent, shift in 

native to non-native ratios, with non-natives greatly outnumbering natives. By 1901, 
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after the Rush, the total Yubm population was 27  ̂19, wiA a native population of 3,322 

orl2.2%(Coatesl991:74). 

The Klondike Gold Rush also gave birth to the Yukon's mining industry. M 

contrast to Ae fur trading industry, the mm-native population controlled mining fiom the 

start They allowed native participation in only a limited ciqiacity. First Nations 

individuals were hired as casual laborers, deckhands, packers, woodcutters, guides and 

"meat harvesters" (Coates 1991:41-3). Most of these jobs were temporary and/or 

seasonal. For example, deckhands were only needed when the steamboats ran, \i4iich 

was only vrfien the river wasntfiozen, i.e., in the summer. 

Additionally, the Gold Rush "determined the two-sector economy of the Yukon 

Territory," minmg versus hunting and trqiping (ibid: 46), with Fust Nations people 

linked to hunting and trapping ventures and non-natives with mining. This meant that the 

high-paying, full-time jobs of the mining industry were given to non-nadves, a practice 

that was largely the result of non-nadve racist views of First Nations peoples. 

(Only) a small number ofTndians actually worked in the mines, especially at the 
small copper properties near Whitehorse. But few managers, most of whom 
carried (^d^y negative stereotypes of Indian labour with them fiom the south, 
willingly substitated Native workers for the readily available and skilled, albeit 
more expensive, white workers (ibid: 49). 

For the Kaska communities, mining was not a local enterprise. And, although they 

remained relatively isolated firan the invading non-native population and tiieir racist 

attitudes, some sought enqiloyment or temporary jobs fiom non-natives. In one 

interview, a young man recalled helpmg his grandftther work (m the riverboat during the 

summer montiis. 
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YM: we used to 
well my gcandfiiUier used to wcnk uh running liveiboat 
and weie building a bridge on the Thompson highway 

BM: oh yeah 
YM: yei  ̂
BM: ohneat 
YM: yeahjlusedto 

sit there and bail water firom the boat Qaughing) 
cuz it get so deep 

Apait from mining-related employment opportunities (such as running a 

riverboat), Kaska fimailies had contact widi non-natives at the local trading post. Nfo. 

Alice Btodhagen, a Kaska Elder, talks about her father and his occupation v«4ien asked 

about M^iether he went to the post to trade: 

[My dad] too busy, he was going to help us, learn us how to school, busy 
tnq[tping. Sunmier time he cut wood fi>r winter, 

no time, he just got enoi  ̂time to sit down a little bit 
He cut trail dl over Watson Lake, for trapping, make tent fiame. 
Lot ofwork, mate cache. All over he m  ̂cache. 
No time to teach us school, too busy. He cut wood for old people too. 
With cross cut saw, three old people there, six I think. He cut wood for ail them. 
Hejust get little mon .̂ Big pile, winter time he haul it Really big dog. 
Lot of work those days. Mom told me diat story. I was too small, didnt know. 
[...] Edna [older Inodier] used to help him. Knockthose wood, with a little axe. 
Asnow [older brother] he's more work. 
He cut wood with saw even, he's a lot older. 

Additionally, many of the Kaska Elders' historic narratives depict a context iKiiere there 

was minimal contact between the Kaska people and n(Hirnative individuals. Asdescribed 

by Coates, most of this early contact occurred at trading posts and during seasonal work, 

such as woridng on the rivers on a steamboat or chopping wood. 

The event in Kaska history that significantly changed this mode of existence was 

the building ofthe Alaska Hi^way in 1943 (Coates 1991, Cruikshank 1990). The 

construction ofthe highway brought die non-native population to their doorstq). This 
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provided certain economic oppoitunities for native mm, such as guides for survey crews, 

laborers, equipment operators, and for women, suchas launderers, seamstresses, 

housemaids and waitresses. With these new employment opportunities and economic 

viability, the aboriginal communities along the highway suddenly found themselves 

participants in a larger economic system. The mtruding Canadian government resolved 

to incorporate the aboriginal populations into the now-dominant, "non-traditional'* 

economy and to make diem independent and self-reliant, - overlooking the foct that they 

had been just tfuit up until these intrusions (Coates 1991). 

This desire to incorporate First Nations' peoples into the Canadian system 

inompted the development of territorial and federal programs aimed, paradoxically, at 

assimilating the native populations into Canadian society, yet ̂ niule maintaining a degree 

of social and physical distance between the two. Coates argues that this segregation 

resulted from two ideologies: (1) to protect the "childUke" Indian firom debauchery, and 

(2) to maintain non-native "purity" and "cleanliness" (1991:93). The method with the 

greatest onpact came fiom the institutionalizati<m of education, especially in die form of 

residential schooling, and its associated assimilationist ideology. The goal here was to 

strip all Indians of their language and their identity as natives, thereby transforming them 

into Canadians. 

Four residential sdiools were built around the territory, one each in Dawson, 

Whitehorse, Carcross and Lower Post The Lower Post residential school was the one 

attended by many oftoda/sKadcal^ders and younger adults. It opened in 1949 and 

closed in 1975 (ibid: 155,205). Catholic French-q;ieaking nuns and Spanish-speaking 
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priests ran the school (Mrs. l>da Jules, personal coDununication). However, rather than 

fiicusii  ̂ their attention on education, much of die students' time was spent maintaining 

the school buildings and gardens ̂ ucnaby 1999). As part of these assimilationist tactics, 

children were restricted from speaking their first language(s); for Lower Post, this meant 

Kaska and/or Tlii^t If a child was cai^t speaking his/her first language, punishment 

ensued. One Kaska Elder recounts an episode wAiere she and a friend of hers were 

speaking Kaska and joking around. A nun overheard them, assumed they were making 

fim of her, and punished them by making them scrub the dormitory staircase (three 

floors) with toothbrushes. On another occasion, this Elder and her friend were tied 

together at the waist for an endre day. This was punishment for always '*buddying~ 

around together and not interacting with children they did not know. Sheexclaims 

that they even had to go to the bathroom this way. According to this Kaska Elder, this 

imposed assimilation included not only EnglislK)nly communication, but cleaning rooms 

until they were spotless, darning socks to perfection, and cutting their hair, activities 

symbolic of the dominating culture and non-native practices. 

Residential schools were reserved for Status Indian children only, children who 

were registered as Indian by the federal government ̂ umaby 1999). All other children 

were sent to public schools. This reveals the governments' efforts to maintain a 

separation between idxmginal and non-aboriginal populations, cleariy emphasized racism 

and separation while, ironically, at die same time professing an assimilationist program. 

Another area that clearly illustrates this racist s^regation is the way in which 

communities were and are arranged. F(Mr«canq>le, residents oftowns such as Watson 
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Lake are predominantly Anglo, or at least non-native. Most of the indigenous population 

is removed to communities outside of the town, places like Two Mile, Upper Liard, 

Lower Post. This division is an historic artifact resulting fiom the federal government's 

initiative to settle the aboriginal population on reserves (see Coates 1991). Thus, Lower 

Post and other native-dominant communities are the remnants of old Indian reserves, now 

technically labelled "Indian settlements" by Statistics Canada. This segregation 

inevitably led to racial conflicts (and still does today). "Watson Lake, for example, was 

notorious for the tensions between the white and Indian sectors" (Coates 1991:222). 

Describing in 1962 the interaction between natives and non-natives. Dr. O. Schaefar 

states. 

Lower Post now appears to have the reputation of being extremely lawless. No 
doubt because of this, workers fix»m Cassiar and Canada Tungsten and others 
flock there. The Lower Post Hotel is their hangout...it appears the Lower Post 
Hotel is being used as a 'brothel.' The Lower Post Indians have only been in 
contact with civilization for the last 25 or 30 years and they certainly have not 
built up an immunity to liquor. Because of this the Indian girls and women can, 
after a few drinks, become the victim of unscrupulous "White Trash.' 
(quoted firom Coates 1991:225) 

This representation, of native peoples having only recently encountered "civilization," is 

a mainstay of occidental historic discourse (Deloria 1998). Ironically, it is natives' 

embracing of "civilization," i.e., liquor, that produces and reinforces the negative 

stereotypes portraying indigenous peoples as "drunken," "debauched," "dirty" and 

"diseased." A similar description to that for Lower Post is given for the state of affairs at 

Upper Liard in 1966: 

Upper Liard is a village of problems. The people are apathetic, unskilled and 
oftra unemployed. Childrm are poorly cared for. Severe drinking is wide spread, 
reaching down to the younger school age group. While the adults drink, night 
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after ni  ̂the school childtoi wander the village, sometiines until day bceak 
(sic). Violent strife fiequently breaks out in manifestation ofthe ever present 
hostility between fections and femilies, husbands and wives. There have been 
killings. We have reason to expect more. 
(quoted fiom Coates 1991:227) 

Though this description dates to 35 years ago, the same image, of First Nations peoples 

as wild, unccmtrollable, and immoral, still suifeces tod^r. Kaska people are no exception 

as initial viewed as uncivilized and inebriated. 

A recent example, though drawing back finm goieraUzations about the Kaska 

community as a whole, subtly indexes the First Nation by negatively depicting individual 

members. For example, the brodier of a translator with whom I worked died while I was 

living in Watson Lake. The man had been anested for public intoxication and died^xMe 

in the custody ofthe Royal Canadian Mounted Police OienceferthfRCMP). The reporter 

coveting the story interviewed a local bar owner and quoted the following: 

He was not allowed to drink in any of our bars...He might come in to socialize, 
but as soon as he becomes a nuisance, he's out We dont serve him. 
(Whitehorse Star, 3/20/00) 

This suggests that he was frequently drunk and belligerent, an image contested by those 

who knew him. Needless to say, controversy surrounded the man's death. 

Undocumented reports noted that he had been severely beaten by unkiK>wn persons 

before being anested the RCMP. Locally his death was explained as resultmg from 

tiie injuries and the Mure on the paitoftheRCMP to treat than. Alater Whitehorse 

Star article leportedthat an autop  ̂revealed his cause of death as aspiration; he inhaled 

his own vomit, dius blocking his airways. The association ofdrunkenness and being 

bdian is subtle in these reports because the alleged drunk is not always idoitified as 
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being aboriginaL However, the last name, an indicator ofone's heritage, clues in the 

reader. 

In a similar stoty, the Whitehorse ̂ ar (10/30/00) reported the death of two more 

First Nations individuals v«^e in the custody of the RCMP, both for having been drunk 

in public and other alcohol-related disturbances. Hiis article also mentioned an earlier 

case (see Whitehorse Star, 3/20/00 above). Unlike the eariier articles, the reporter for this 

story actually identified the individuals' heriti^e, stating that they "were all of first nation 

ancestry." 

One last example is a report oik a manslaughter verdict for a man fiom Watson 

Lake. The reporter states: 

The jury heard how Rafter, Crasser and Johnny had all been drinking in Johnny's 
home on the m'ght of June 28. The jury learned Johnny had told Rafter she was 
afiaid of Crasser, and there had bera violence in their relationship. Raftertold 
Johnny he would make sure nothing hiqjpened to her while he was around, 
McWhinnie [Crown prosecutor] explained. A fight began, in wdiich Crasser 
suffered much more severe injuries than Rafter. After the fiacas ended, Johnny's 
mother called for help. When the police arrived on the scene, they found the three 
> Johnny, Crasser, and Rafter-lying in the living room. Crasser was wounded 
and blee^g, and Rafter was paked out Police records said Johnny was very 
intoxicated. 
(Whitehorse Star, 3/10/00) 

First, Johnny is a common First Nation last name. Second, although Crasser is Johnny's 

common-law husband, note that the reporter states that all the drmking had been done in 

Johnny's home. Third, all three, including Johnny, were found "lying in the living room," 

even though <mly Crasser and Rafter had been fighting. Finally, before returning to 

rep(»ting (m Rafter's verdict, the writer notes tiiat Johnny was "veiy mtoxicated," 

implying that her state on the floor was not due to external jdiysicalhann, but possibly by 
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her own actions. This gratuitoiis detail in tfie report ofthe fight and trial illustrates how 

the s^regation and radst attitudes of the past are still present today, though periiq>s 

expressed in more subtle ways. 

Discussion 

Two important observations relating to today's indigenous language situation stem 

fiom the history of the Yukon Territory. First, the active implementation of segregation 

and assimilation forced tiie Yukon's indigenous population to change and adapt to new 

economic conditions. They did not succumb to these pressures because they thought they 

couldnt survive otherwise, but because the Canadian government decided that tiiey, the 

First Nations peoples, could not survive within the Canadian system in any other way. 

The effect this has on language is clear. The Kaska language was forced into 

obsolescence and/or dormancy. 

Second, the underiyii  ̂social construction of native peoples as either "childlike" 

or "savages," an historic image that has been produced and reproduced up into the present 

^erichofer 1978, Cassuto 1997, Deloria 1998X deters individuals fix)m wanting to claim 

native ancestry or finding pride in their origins. It is possible, then, that this shame 

carries over to speaking their heritage language ̂ ol  ̂1988). That is, Kaska and other 

F  ̂Nations peoples may r^am finm speakii  ̂their reflective languages because of the 

negative stereotypes that surround their kientity as "Indians", and subsequentiy their 

languages. In a passing conversatimi, a young woman ̂ ^thou^t of herself as Kaska 

only commented to me tiiat she didnt know she was an **&idian" until she went off to 
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school. It was then that she leanied that she was included in this negative, racist 

stereotype and was supposed to be ashamed of her heritage. 

For the indigqraus languages of the Yukon, and Kaska in particular, these 

ideological associations have served to suppress indigenous language use in public and 

private contexts. In public, individuals are ashamed to use their own language because of 

the negative attention it invokes. A Northern Tutchone speaker remarked to me once that 

«^e m Dawson a non-native came up to her and a fiiend and told them to stop 

"speaking Indian." They obeyed his instruction. Additionally, I have often been told that 

it is impolite to "speak bdian" around those who do not understand the language, i.e., 

around non-natives. The focus on politeness overlays another explanation. A number of 

native speakers have told me that non-native speakers, upon hearing a native langu^e 

being spoken, intopret the discourse as being about them and in particular, as poking fun 

at them. As aresult, native speakers refrain from using their langu^e in public and 

around non-native speakers. 

hi private, heritage language use is also diminished, replaced by an emfdiasis on 

speaking English. This seems to stem firan peoples' not wanting their children to 

experience the same disciplinary action and scrutiny that they experienced. As one 

young adult noted, 

A lot of people, I guess, say they were forbidden from speaking their language 
and stufi  ̂that's probably because diafs the only thing tiwy could speak at the 
time, (their) language. 

Additionally, one young Elder remariced that "if anythm  ̂it was through residential 

school that we lost our language." More specifically, this shift in speaking Kaska reflects 
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the hope that if their children learn English well at home, they will never have to endure a 

residential school-like atmo^iete. Resulting from this practice has been the 

displacement of the heritage language by English in the home (see Chapter 3 for further 

details). When younger adults are asked idmut not speaking their heritage language they 

often state that they don't speak their language well enough and/or are ̂ y about speaking 

it. Shyness is by far the most common explanation for choosing to speak English (as 

opposed to Kaska) in contexts vAiere Eiders are present 

Whether First Nations peoples refiain fiom using their heritage languages out of 

shame, politeness or shyness, the feet that they do so is resonant of their oppressive 

history, including a long history of negative contacts with non-natives and their 

awareness of the derogatory ideological associations that non-natives maintain with 

respect to First Nations peoples. 

Changing Political Conditions 

Aware of these circumstances, the federal and territorial govermnents have taken 

steps to dispel the negative stereotypes surrounding First Nation individuals as well as to 

re-instill a sense ofpride in being aboriginal. At the federal level, the Canadian 

government's platform became the promotion of a multi-cultural society and a celebration 

of Canada's cultural diversity, indigenous and otherwise. Two Acts were passed relating 

to this qypioach: the Offical Languages Act and the Muhicuhuralism Act (Noels and 

Client 1998). hi particular, these Acts focused on the promotion of linguistic diversity 

and the incorporation of diis ideology into education, mcluding language education 
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^ods and Clement 1998X in a reaction to tiie eariier assuniladonist approach, most 

strictly enforced in residential schools. 

As part of this movement, tiw Yukon Territorial government established 

Aboriginal Language Services (ALS) in 1989. ALS fimds local projects aimed at 

promoting all of the Yukon's indigenous languages through grants for specific activities 

and programs, as well as paying for resident translators in the communities. 

Additionally, the Council of Yukon Indians (now Council of Yukon First 

NationsXCYFN) started the Yukon Native Languages Project in 1977 to document and 

develop materials m the indigenous languages of the territory, a project fimded by both 

the federal and territorial governments. This project gave rise to the current Yukon 

Native Language Centre (YNLC). The Centre is primarily concerned with developing 

educational materials in tiie respective aboriginal languages of the territory and training 

individuals to use these materials, la. addition, the Centre personnel direct literacy 

workshops and provide teacher training. 

Unfortunately, both of these programs are embroiled in the bitter political batties 

revolving around land claims settiements and self-governing agreements, and end up 

accomplishing very littie toward their mandates. For example, to be certified by YNLC's 

Teacher Education Program, (me must be a member of one of the Yukon's First Nations, 

a speaker ofthere^>ective language AND an already-employed languf^e teacher. Asa 

result, some individuals have registered, paid for and received training from YNLC 

without having been awarded theur degrees, simply because tiie Yukon's Department of 

Education did not employ tiwm as language teachers and regardless of the fiKt that the 
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Fiist Nations themselves employed them as language teachers. Similar problems abound 

at ALS. For instance, as it dumges hands fiom the Yukon Territorial Government (YTG) 

to CYFN, some First Nations feel th  ̂are being excluded because they are not affiliated 

with CYFN (v«4iich the government considers to be a union of all Yukon First Nations). 

The Kaska are one of the peoples who ate not associated (ofBcially) with CYFN 

and one of the First Nations have yet to settle their land claims. This means that 

they ate not operating under the rules of the new treaties that other First Nations ate 

already benefiting from. There are at least two reasons for this. First, the Kaska First 

Nations cannot agree on whether they should settle jointly as Kaska Tribal Council (and 

Kaska Dene Council, in British Columbia), and, second, the individual Kaska First 

Nations cannot agree within their own First Nations on what they should do. 

Exacerbating the situaticMH, one of the Kaska First Nations (Lower Post) and a few Kaska 

busmess ventures si^jported by the Kaska First Nations (the Watson Lake sawmill. Dene 

Ventures in Ross River) have gone bankrupt To deal with such circumstances, ofBces 

are closed and the federal and territorial governments are asked for more money, mon  ̂

slotted to help the First Nations establish their independence once land claims are settled. 

Another difficulty is that personnel within the First Nations governments keep 

changing. This means that the Fiist Nation must Constantly be training and re-training its 

peisomwL For example, the last Liard First Nation (LFN) elections resulted in a new 

chiefbeing elected, as well as three new council members. The result ofthis chaise was 

to scrap the almost-ratified constitution, halt all land claims negotiations, and dismiss the 

lawyer \«4io had been negotiating tiie land claims agreement along with replacing all of 
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thepeis(Hmelwfaohadbeenworidngoiiit Eventually, the federal government withdrew 

from the negotiations, fieezing all federal monies to ̂ ch LFN had access. 

Changing Economic Conditions 

With both the institution of self-governing amcmg the First Nations and the 

creation of native language programs, new employment opportunities have been created 

for native people. Unlike the existing job opportunities, such as mining or fire-crew 

work, can be temporary, seasonal, or uiq)tedictable, the new government positions 

offer long-term employment, and m<xe secure and higher-paying positions. More 

importantly, they are positions M^Kre the Fust Nations individuals control the 

commodity, much as they did in the earliest days of the iiir trade. They are the only ones 

wiio have the cultural and linguistic knowledge some jobs require, and for others, being 

of First Nation ancestry is the only requirement, with training provided. 

The impact this has had on aboriginal communities and their heritage languages 

varies. In part this is due to the significant variation in the effects that historical events 

have had on the different communities. For example, the Han language has few to no 

speakers remaining (ALS 1991; see also Osgood 1971). This is understandable wiien one 

considers that the Klondike gold fields, and now the dxy of Dawson, are located in their 

territory. On the other hand, the Gwich'in language (also known as Loucheux) is still 

spoken many in the Old Crow community (ALS 1991; see also Cook 1998). Butthe 

groiq) is still relatively isolated; th  ̂are the only groiq> that still does not have a 

permanent toad connecting them to any other Yukon community. Joboppoftunitiesin 
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language programs, tiien, depends on vAat the particular situation is in a given 

community. Overall, however, the Yukon government's drive to siqpport language 

preservation woric, in conjunction with community interest, has resulted in the creation of 

jobs. ALS, a branch of YTG, has a staff of five people, three of v^iomworic in their main 

ofBce in Whitdiotse, one mCarmacks and another in Watson Lake. Threeoftiie 

permanent employees are from Yukon First Nations, including one from Liard First 

Nation. ALS also provides fimding to pay honoraria and travel expenses for Elders for 

many of the events they participate in, and pay others for temporary work on projects. 

The territorial government has also created jobs in the schools specifically designed for 

First Nations mdividuals still speak their language, bi Watson Lake, there are three 

native language teacher positions, two full-time (one at the high school, one at the 

elementary school) and one part-time (at the elementary school). Additionally, the 

Aboriginal Head Start program/Child Development Center employs a part-time native 

language instructor. Finally, YTG also provides funding to hire Elders to come and teach 

on occasion in the schools. At the high school, in particular, an Elder comes in regulariy 

to teach and assist the native language instructor. All of these jobs are local. 

Much more significant, however, are the First Natiiws government positions. The 

main employers of First Nations people in Watson Lake are Liard First Nation and Kaska 

Tribal Council. Most oftheir employees ate Kaska. In contrast, all other local 

businesses and government-run fiuilities (excluding the sdxwls) are owned and operated 

by non-native persons. I never ran into a native person working at any of these 

establishments; Iknowof only one person, was hued as a temporary cleanmg lady 
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one of the hotels. One exception is the sawmill, in ̂ chLFN holds a ten percent 

share, a share that tequues the sawmill to hire a certain number of LFN members. Kaska 

men could find employment there, but only in the lower-level jobs. All management 

positions were held by nonrnatives. Thus, employment opportunities for LFN members, 

outside of the band office, KTC or the school, are slim. Most woric for men involves 

temporarily moving somei^ere else. Currently, a number of LFN men are working 

down at Fort Nelson on oilrigs. They also work as miners, loggers, and heavy equipment 

operators. If not working, individuals ate usually receiving social assistance (SA) or 

unemployment insurance (UI). 

Regarding the &milies and individuals that participated in the interviews and 

child language project, or worked with me in some cqiacity, the following table reflects 

their enq)loyment distribution (at that time). Theymakeup 15%(38of250)ofthetotal 

Aboriginal population for Two Mile, Two-and-a-Half Mile and Upper Liard. The 

employment distribution is representative of the communiQr; however, the samples by sex 

are not representative. According to the 1996 census, the communiQr overall had a larger 

population of men (150 males) than women (95 females) at that time (Statistics Canada 

1996). Nfany of these men, however, are employed outside of the community and do not 

reside in the Watson Lake area year-round. The distribution by sex given below is more 

representative of the terntory's distribution; the teiritory has a larger population of 

women than men. 
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Table 2.4: Distributton of Employment by Sex 

Women (N=^) Mend N=16) 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Unemployed 6 27% 5 31% 

Employed 16 73% 11 69% 

This table shows that most participants are employed The women are unemployed 

are either Elders or students. The unemployed men are all Elders. Across the sexes, 

employment qipears comparable. While I was there, though, the local sawmill went out 

of business. This changes the numbers slightly, showing women with a higher rate of 

employment than men (27% to 50%). This is more typical of the unemployment patterns 

throughout the Yukon Territory and points to the &ct that men tend to be employed in 

seasonal jobs or, at least, less stable ones (Statistics Canada 1996). The largest employer 

of both sexes, however, is the local First Nations government This is shown in table 2.5 

below. 

Table 2.5: Distribution of Employment across Employers 

Women (N=16) MenO N=ll) 
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Employer LFN 11 69% 6 55% Employer 
YTG' 5 31% 0 0% 

Employer 

Luiustry 0 0% 5 45% 

 ̂AO of these jobs are lefadBd to tBidiing or using the Kaska language. 
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As noted, LFN is the largest employer. This is not surprising given that one of the 

mandates at all levels of govenmient is for First Nations governments to regain control of 

their afi&irs. This includes the employment ofFirst Nations members. However, this 

statistic may also be reflective of the difGculty many native people have finding work 

outside of their own First Nations. For women, the second nugor employer is YTG. 

Interestingly, none of the men are employed by the territorial government (YTG) whereas 

31% of the women ate. On the other hand, 45% of the men are employed in primary, 

resource-based industries, either the logging/forestry industry (at the local sawmill or as a 

logging truck driver) or oil drilling industry. None of the women have employment in 

these industries. 

Returning to the distribution of employment, over 50% of the project participants 

are employed. This is ̂ own in table 2.6 below. 

Table 2.6: Overall Distribution of Employment 

Sample 
Frequencies 
(N=38) 

Sample 
Percentages 

Employed 27 71% 

Unemployed 11 29% 

The sample's unemployment rate is higher than that for die town of Watson Lake in the 

1996 Census (11.4%) as well as being higher than the Yukon's overall unemployment 

rate (11%) (Statistics Canada 1996). However, in comparison to Two-Ii^e's 

unemployment rate (at 40%X the rate here is lower. 
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Since the distributioos above suggest that the miy ority of Kaska people in the 

Watson Lake area find employment through LFN and since LFN is a Kaska-controlled 

goveinment, it should be a simple matter to use Ka  ̂as the language ofbusiness and 

everyday interaction within the band ofiSce. Yet, even though it has been recommended 

that all band employees use Kaska, few appear to do so, or only do so in the privacy of 

their ofBces. As one patent stated, 

I thmk they should use Kaska more than th  ̂do, if everybody's so concerned 
about our culture and all that I mean you can'tjust go to meetings and bitch 
about it and not practice it Ya know, like at the band ofBce, there, they should 
encourage their woricers to use Kaska and [...] then th^  ̂have influence on 
people...(...) they should practice in a plaM l&e that 

To recap, there are no private businesses where the language of the woric 

environment is Kaska, and even in local government, the language ofbusiness is English. 

OfiBcial documents, like treaties and settlements, are written in English and French, and 

all negotiations with federal and territorial governments are in English. The schools 

provide a similar experience. The business of teaching and learning is conducted in 

Knglish i^e Kaska is tau^t as asubject, something that is talked about (see Chiqjter 3). 

Therefore, in order to participate not only in the greater Canadian economy, but even in 

the local ̂ em, one must speak English or French (and French is rarely spoken in the 

Yukon). 

For tile Kaska community, this has resulted m monolingual speakers of English, 

in bilingual users 1)  ̂are English-dominant but first learned Kaska and in the emergence 

of a Kaska Engli  ̂dialect This in turn has affected child language learning in that 

parents em^iasize learning to speak "conect" English over learning to speak Kaska. As 
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one parent noted in leqioiise to a question about teaching children English in school, 

"well, yeah, good proper English, even I could use some." Not only does this reflect an 

emphaiM« on learning Kngiwh, this statement reveals this parent's assessment of their own 

linguistic ability. That is, many aduhs perceive their English dialect as being deficient in 

someway. Thus, parents wanttheir children to learn a standard English dialect and not 

their own. 

Summary 

The histny of socio-ecoiomic interaction between the indigenous peoples of the 

Yukon Territory and the non-native peoples exploiting the tenitory's resources has been 

Hemeanitig and dearly nMirgimiliTing for the First Nations. This socio-econmnic history 

has had a devastating impact on aboriginal languages. The direct assimiktionist tactics 

of the Canadian government, through residential schooling in the Yukon in particular, 

quickly demoted the local languages to passive language status. This contact also led to 

images of First Nations peoples as wild and child-like, characterizations that continue to 

be produced and refxoduced through public mediums in the Yukon today. 

hi efforts to combat these derogatory representations, all levels of government 

have attempted to re-negotiate the economic opportunities for today's First Nations. The 

federal and territorial governments in particular have been concerned with giving bade to 

the First Nations the economic independence and power thqr once had. hithe Yukon, 

this focus has resuhed in the setting of individual First Nations governments, the 
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negotiating and settling of laiul clauns, aod tiie develofniieiit of projects for the 

mamtenance and/or preservation of then heritage, includii  ̂their heritage language. 

Today's language situation reflects this history. What is interesting is the feet that 

there are numerous opportunities to rectify language loss and yet individuals remain 

hesitant and refrain fiom^eakmg their herita  ̂languages, hi order to understand mote 

My the exact nature of the diiit and to design wi^s to reinstate Ka  ̂as a language for 

everyday communication, contexts of langua  ̂use and patterns of interaction in relation 

to child language developmem must be investigated. It is necessary to find out how 

different everyday contexts play a role in language dhoice, the choice between English 

and Kaska, and whether or not certain contexts aimed at pamoting Kaska language are 

conqpatible witii these contexts. 
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3. SITUATING KASKA IN EVERYDAY LIFE 

A clear sign that an indigenous language is losing ground is its leplacement by a 

dominant language in everyday contexts. This has been discussed and documented 

extensively (for examples see Casagrande 1954,1955; Fallon and Scott 1983; Grenoble 

and Whaley 1998; Hill 1978,1985,1993; HiU and Hill 1986; Hinton 1994; Kroskrity 

1993; KuUck 1992,1993; Leap 1973,1981a, 1981b; Liebe-Haikort 1980; MiUer 1971; R. 

Moore 1988,1996; Pye 1992; ScoUon and Scollon 1979,1981; Spolsl  ̂and Kari 1974; 

see also Bright 1973; Dorian 1982a, 1982b; Dressier 1981,1988; Fishman 1964,1966; 

Gal 1978,1979; Giacalone Ramat 1983; Philips 1983; Silver and Miller 1997). 

Children's linguistic practices accelerate this process, and of course powerfully determine 

the fide of a language. This is not to say that a language is necessarily doomed if there are 

no child speakers. In fact, one goal of my own work is to reveal that children may have 

linguistic knovidedge without linguistic fvoduction. That is, transmission is still 

occurring, albeit of a possibly incomplete grammar, and a language may not be "lost" or 

entirely "moribund" if most or some of the speech community still understands the 

lai^iuage. 

But before discussing this ongoing linguistic transmission in the Watson Lake 

Kaska community, it is necessary to describe the actual contexts of everyday language 

use, for both adults and children (see Duranti and Goodwin 1992 on the complexities of 

the concept of context; see also Hymes 1974,1%7,1%2). The notion of contact covers 

a variety of dimensions, such as social and q>adal settings ̂ ^lere mteractions take place. 
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the actual pineal behavior of interactants, language itself as amstitutive of context(s) 

and background knowle  ̂(Ducanti and Goodwin 1992:6-9; see also Ochs 1979). This 

clu|Mer in particular fi)cuses on the spatial settings, or physical contexts, that contribute to 

the social and ideological positionii  ̂of Kaska (Chapters 5 and 6 address the social and 

ideological a^)ects). 

Understanding the jdiysical contexts and the construction of language therein is 

integral to understanding and transforming Kaska language use. That is, part of re-

creating indigenous languages involves re-creating contexts for its use. This entails 

understanding the contexts that already exist and promoting them, as well as 

reconfiguring dominant-language contexts as contexts for heritage language use. The 

contexts being examined in this charter are physical contexts, or settings, M^ere Kaska 

and English ate used, either written, spoken or both. One goal is to show how Kaska is 

framed by and subordinate to English, especially in institutional and/or Anglo-controlled 

settmgs. 

This ch^[rter begins by providing an overview of the different settings or 

environments supportive ofKaska language use in contrast with English. Predictably, 

"traditional use areas" (a government term defining land settled in land claims) and 

Kaska-controUed events conespond with Kaska language use while English dominates 

federal- and territorial-contrDlled contexts. 

These non-Native contexts and policies, however, affect children m different ways 

than theur parents and other adults. For instance, children do not have economic Qob 

oriented) motivati(His toward speaking Engli  ̂At school diey are permitted, and even 
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encouraged, to speak their heritage language. Also, the media do not direct  ̂discourage 

child viewers or listeners fiom learning their heritage language, nor do children's peers, 

nor their fiunilies,nM)cktiiem when they ̂ )eakKadca. Given these features, is it 

that still choose to q)eak English only? What are the non-linguistic, contextual 

patterns that influence young language learners' linguistic choices? 

Language Choice in Media 

English is one of the two national langut^s of Canada, and is the majority 

lai^[uage in the school and work environments of the Yukon Territory, as well as in the 

media. Historically, Engh'sh has been the langu  ̂of domination and assimilation, 

directly through residential schools and the English-only policy of business and 

government, and indirectly through the English-based job maricet (see Chapter 2). The 

effects of this English-only poller ate still felt todqr, and "healing" fix>m the abuses 

(sexual, physical, and emotional) endured is one motivation mentioned by First Nations 

members as they seek to replace English-dominant venues, such as schools and the 

media, widi dieir own. 

Atlonpting to undo past abuses, and following the broader Canadian ideal of 

cultural diversity, the Federal and Tenritorial governments support a variety of projects 

(described earlier) and several media outlets. The govenoment-runteleviskm network 

CBC (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) and its radio equivalent (CBC radio) reach all 

the communities widiout need ofthe popular cable and satellite services. V^local 

afBliates in Whitehorse and Yello^i^aiife (N.W.T.), it is known "nortfi of 60" as CBC-
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North. One of the most-watched piogiams (and one of the few that distinguish CBC-

North fiom CBC) is Northbeat  ̂broadcast fiom Yello^Kimife. This program is hosted by a 

Dene speaker and covets news and stories primarily among the hiuit Duringthese 

segments, hiuit language is spoken ahnost exclusively, reflecting the stability of these 

heritage languages. Segments of interest to everyone are in English, as are most segments 

dealing with Dene issues and events. 

One notable exception is the broadcast (and fiequent re-broadcast) of s^ments 

fiom shows such as Nedaa (fiom Northern Native Broadcasting Yukon)(NNBY). 

Produced with funding fiom the government and covering all the native languages of the 

Yukon, Nedaa is a forum for traditional culture and an excellent site for native language 

use. Over the years, many, if not most, of the Yukon's Elders have been interviewed on 

the show, sang or told stories, or gave demonstrations on i»oducing traditional material 

culture, and so forth, all in their native language. The shows are quite interesting, and are 

watched by children and adults over and over again. 

The radio station of choice in Watson Lake, CHON-FM, primarily broadcasts in 

English. However, there are several features that include native language. One example 

is a series of spots in wliich a young person asks an Elder how to say certain words 

(mainly drawn fiom the YNLC teaching guide). For a year or so, there was also a brief 

native-language news report in several Yukon communities (ones where an ALS 

translator still worked). For Kaska, Mrs. Leda Jules broadcasted (xice amonlh in her 

heritage language. The reports are short summaries ofparticular news items that NNBY 

considos of interest to the F  ̂Nations communities. At this time (March 2000), these 
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news broadcasts are no longn airing and, accoiding to one of my consultants, ifaey are 

gteatly missed by the Elders, even tliose broadcasts given in die other Yukon languages.̂  

Beside these regular venues dwre are a number of events that temporarily 

construct native language-fiiendly environments. One of the best knoiwn is the Yukon 

Ihteniational Storytelling Festival. Although the great migority of stories told here are in 

English (which is the language of the audience) some native storytellers perfonn in their 

native language and use a translator (see Cruikshank 1997). New on the circuit is the 

Commissioner's Potlatch, hosted the Department of bdian and Northern Affairs. 

There are also similar annual events sponsored by the Skookum Jim Friendship Centre 

and Yukon College. Finally, native language is also reproduced fiequently during small 

projects that record Elders for various reasons, such as for land claims purposes, or just to 

preserve language and culture. Many recordings exist in the holdings of ALS and YNLC, 

as well as at the Council of Yukon First Nations (previously the Council of Yukon 

hidians), NNBY, the Yukon Archives, and among the individual First Nations. 

But despite these promising-sounding sources of native language in the media, 

they cannot compete, especially among children, with the overwdielming predominance of 

Englishmedia. As mentioned, cable and satellite television are gaining popularity and 

even CBC-North has only a miwmQr of its tune devoted to native language. Children's 

&vorite movies, such as Disn^sTiirzan and Toy 5irofy 2, are in English. Theirprefened 

'There is h^iiitellibil^acroaslheAtfaabwlninhnigiMgrs, especial  ̂aaoss those geognphkall  ̂closer 
to eich other to die pomt wiwie liogaiAs debtfe over when to define a code as a language (V a dialect 
(Krech 1980:84). 
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television piogiams are in RngKah, and tbeir finroiite video games have English-speaking 

characters. One grandparent commented that her grandchild was speaking Kaska until 

the diild started playing videogames. Hie instructions for tiiese games are also in 

English, border to play along widi television's "Who wants to be a millionaire" or 

"Wheel of Fortune," viewers need to speak English and participate in English-speaking 

culture. English dominates children's sources of entertainment 

Language Choice: Kaska Contexts 

Kaska is used most frequently in Kaska-controUed contexts, such as camps. First 

Nation meetings, some social events (such as stick gambling, drumming, storytelling, 

etc.), and in the home. Often these lii^[uistic contexts overlap i^ysical contexts, 

especially with geographically-marked "traditional use areas," ancestral land ̂ niieie one's 

predecessors worked, camped and sodalized, as designated by the land claims 

agreements that are now being settled. 

There ate two kinds ofcamps, permanent camps and tempraary camps. A 

permanent camp is mariced by the presence of acabin or other permanent structure, such 

as a cast-iron wood stove around i^ch is placed a canvas tent Permanent camps are 

visited periodically throughout the year. These sites are called''site specifics" in land 

claims parlance, meaning that they are controlled by particular family heads ̂ i^e 

remaining the general property of the band. The Elder ofthefimiily and any 

grandchildren or unmarried children that remain usually occi  ̂the (main) tent or cab  ̂

The adult diildren tend to visit the camp for recreational purposes and \^en the (moose) 
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ineatsiq;>plyathoineislow. Ifistorically, men hunted and iwomen prepared the meat for 

drying. These activities once occupied entire days or weeks, but now, due to external 

responsibilities and restrictions on resources, die woric is not as intense and only a 

tnimmal wotk force (i.e., one or two persons) is needed to (xepare the meat. 

Temporary camps may or may not be in the same place each year. Thesecamps 

are set iq> in relation to trap lines or hunting areas. Traditionally, children used to 

accompany their parents on these expeditions to temporary camps, but today most 

children are in school during the seasons for trying and hunting. Additionally, trap 

lines are not as economically productive today, so fewer and fewer individuals continue 

to maintain them. Temporary sites have also diminished due to easier accessibiliQf. That 

is, hunters do not need to camp overnight as frequently now, but instead use their "four-

wheelers" and "skidoos" to access hunting sites and haul their kill back to distant 

permanent camps. As a result, hunting requires less time and energy. Similariy,the 

availability of produce at the local store diminishes the amount of time and energy 

required for food procurement Families are neidier reliant on the success of an 

individual's hunt nor do they exploit moose and caribou as their primary food source. 

Moose and caribou have become s^)plemental sources of meat 

Both English and Kaska are spoken at the camps, hi general, the language of use 

depends on the audience. When ̂ waking to an inrlaw or someone fiom outside of the 

First Nati(», English is used.̂  When speaking to a child or grandchild, Kaska may be 

 ̂ It is possible diatEngltsii is used to sidestep taboos restrictnignKiivkiualsfinnspeiknig with oAer 
mdivxtaals (as m the motber-iii-lawcvoidince practice). 
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used. Finally, ̂ i^ien Eldeis speak to each other, Kaska is often used despite the presence 

of a non-Kaska speaker. 

The First Nation's ofBcial Meetings are generally held in both English and Kaska. 

Li particular, the General Assembly, a yearly 3-5 day meeting held in the summer requires 

the use of both languages. At other meetings, an interpreter is presem for translating, but 

only vdien the Elders present at the meeting request this service. Also, translation is from 

English to Kaska, not vice versa. So, ̂ iien an interpreter is present at these meetings, he 

or she may not always be translating. Again, these meetings and the GA are conducted at 

traditional use areas-either the First Nation's meeting hall or Francis Lake. 

The Qpical meeting scenario is as follows. The meeting opens with a prayer 

given by an Elder in Kaska. Then, the Chiefgives a briefaddress, in Kaska and/or 

English, dependmg on the Chiefs native language abilities. This is followed hy 

individual presentations on monqr expenditures and other First Nation's business. 

Individual presentations are conducted in Engli  ̂or Kaska, depending on q)eaker choice. 

The meeting is then closed with a prayer given in Kaska by an Elder. Older members and 

Elders, along with the translator, predominantly use Kaska during such inoceedings. 

With respect to social events andconmiunity-wide entertauunent, Kaska is 

commonly used. Songs accompanying drumming are sung in Kaska and pn^ers are 

spoken in Kaska. Stick gambling, a hand game, uses Kaska words, both in the singing 

that acc(Mnpanies the game and m the utterance deyah ("opposite'̂ , used to indicate a 

particular hand position in the game. A renewed effort to tell stories and put on plays for 

children m their heritage language has also begun. This includes publishing these stories. 
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as in tiw recent book Dene GtideJi(P. Moore 1999) as weQ as developing otfier language 

materials, such as the Kaska alphabet book and previously published noun dicti<H)aiy, 

Guzagi KU%€ (KTC1997). Individuals of all ages participate in these activities, 

speaking and understanding Kaska but iwith varying degrees of ability. 

A Di  ̂in the Life (of a Child) 

Both the home and school provide important contexts for reinforcing Kaska use. 

These contexts were the primary sites of research and discussion of them constitutes the 

rest of this study. To focus more direcdy on a child's perspective and child-focused 

contexts, this section describes particular contextual moments based on participant-

observation. The descriptions depict real contexts, data based on my field notes. 

However, in order to preserve participant privacy, the children move through a 

fictionalized account of typical practice. The goal is to highlight the linguistic elements 

of the different contexts that pby iqpon a child's perception. 

Morning: A Home Setting 

Tory rises early, at the sound of ins alarm clock, and runs into his parents' room 

to check on his mother's state of alertness. Tory's mother tosses on a robe, quickly rouses 

the rest of the children, and heads towards the kitchen where a hrecHfast of Cam Pops 

and Fruit Loops will attract the children's attention. She hauls the cereal bawls down 

from the cupboard so the children don't have to climb the cabinetry to get them and then 

goes dawn the hall to check on tluir progress. 
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Tory is dressed and ready and offto the kitchen to stem his hunger pangs. His 

siblings are still attempting to dress themselves. He pours his cereal of choice, grabs the 

milk from the fridge, andplops down at the kitchen table with the cereal box for a good 

read Soon siblings follow and the table is fidl After reading iq> on the latest toy 

promotion on the back of the cereal box, Tory rinses out his cereal bowl and heads back 

to his room to gather up his school papers. He sits down in the living room and attempts 

to finish his homework, discreetly asking his mother questions until she realizes that he 

hain't finished. She irtforms Mm that he will have to start his homework as soon as he 

arrives home after school, no playing. As an expected consequence, he frowns a little, 

puts away his pepers and begins to put on his siww pants, boots, andparka for the frosty 

wait at the bus stop. 

The entire morning is filled with EngUsh-centered images: the cereal box 

promoting the latest toy or movie At Jour, the homeworic instructing the child in English 

to add and subtract, his mothei's voice warning him of the consequences of not finishing 

hishomewoik. The calendar on the wall is in English; the morning cartoons that his pre

school sibling has decided to watch are in English; his mothei's warnings for them to be 

quiet so as not to wake their fither are all in hushes and English iduases. Thebusdriver 

as well is a monolingual English speaker, and Tory's siblings giomble their displeasure at 

the morning in English. 
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AnElementaiy Sduol Setting 

At 8:30 a.m. the doors < ên to let the children in from the freezing cold Greeting 

them is a sign welcoming them to Johnson Elementary in English, French and Kaska. 

Kasha drums are displayed in a case below the sign. Over the stage in the gymnasium 

hanĝ  the text of the Canadian anthem, with French and Kaska translations beside the 

English text. Further down the hallway are photos from a Kaska language and culture 

workshop decorating the wall The children scatter to their individual classrooms, 

desiffuaed by grade. OutsUk of each room are hall-length benches with coat hooks 

above and murals of children's artwork above that. One section delays children's 

descriptions of autumn in French, an assignnuntfor the French class. They dun̂  their 

coats and boots in their own personed space and head into their classrooms. Attendance 

is taken and the school day commences. 

For Libby, Kaska class meets at 10:30 am. JTie class is a combined class of 

kindergartners and first graders. They file in and sit down in chairs arranged in a half 

circle facing a chtdU>oard Kts. Albert, the Kaska language teacher, sits in front of 

them. To the It̂ ofher is a calendar with the month written in Kaska. Onthefarwedl 

across from where she is sitting is a bulletin board The Inside has cards hung each 

with a child's name on it and the middle section is bUmk, waiting for the next project. 

The right side has the children's artwork hung. Pictures of culturally expropriate objects 

are more present in the classroom than are Kaska words. 

Mrs. Mbert begins the lesson by gpir̂  around the classroom of twenty and asking 

each cfttld, "Enddiiya?" To which each cMdresponds, "(own name) gOye'." After each 
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child takes a turn, Mrs, Albert (Hrects the children's attention to some flashcards. The 

theme Jbr this month is weather. Also depicted on the flashcards are two activities 

fishing and berry picking, and words related to the activUies. Mrs. Albert holds iq) a 

flashcard (a simple sketch in black and white, produced by YNLC) and says the 

â opriate Kaska phrase. The children then repeat what she has just said 

On this day, Libby rqpeats the fttllowingphrases in the order given below: 

(3.1) Flashcard utteiaiices 

a. n^decUkhay autumn (lit, if s blowing) 

b. chQ' n61etl1t rain is Ming 

c. IgiiBn it's foggy 

e. 

f. 

g-

h. 

J-

k. 

1. 

ihts'i nihts'i 

k'osgiffin 

sigdiin 

gfdini 

dene 

IQge 

gSs 

wind it's windy 

it's clowfy 

it's sunny 

woman 

man 

fish 

salmon 

denet^mdldetl'̂  the man is setting a fishnet 

g6d^dzfdzeneb  ̂ the woman is piddngbenies 

m. eschul 

n. dzfdze 

rosehip(s) 

berries 
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0. gedi moose 

Following this exercise, Mn. Albert presertts two sentences of her own: 

{32) Albeifs Exeicise 

a. Nfrs. Albert rghmfl desetllln. Mrs. Albert has (abeacfy) set a net 

b. Mrs. Albert dfgd'lQgesedbfh. Mrs. Albert caught one fish. 

Then one child is chosen to ident̂  the day's date on the weather calendar. He or she 

first produces a Kaska utterance that describes the weather otaside and then places the 

corresporuHng picture on the corresporuHng date. On this day the correct response is 

diQ* n6detl1l; so Libby chooses the picture of rain. As Libby does this, A ŝ. Albert 

directs one of the children to behave: '̂ tl'i' kah senda'" CSit on your bum'). 

During the last ten minutes of class, the children color pictures of a woman, a 

man, some berries, a cow moose, and a moose calf. Just before 11 a.m., they are all told 

to line tqf a the door, with greetings of englnustlnzf will see yousmgniar) and 

nehginustinzf CI see yoû mi)- Next is a class ofthird and fourth graders, then 

second gratkrs, followed fy a lunch break At 1 o'clock another class ofkindergartners 

comes, and at 1:30, another class of third and fourth graders. 

Once Kaska class is over, Kaska language use within the school enviionment 

dimmishes to little or none. And, as is discemable fiom the description above, Kaska 

.language use within the Kaska class itself is limited. With respect to written text, it is 

interesting to note that neither Kaska text nor Ei^sh tact dommates. Infect, writing 

exercises are not part ofthecinriculum until grade 3/4. Even then, writing pl  ̂a 



marginal cole in the children's education. The classroom is amazingly devoid of Kaska 

text (and English text as well). 

Every child is given the option of studying Kaska or French to fulfill his or her 

second language requirement, except for grade K. All kindergarmers are required to 

attend the Kaska language class. Kaska language instruction mimics foreign language 

instruction, emphasizing color terms, numbers, weather, clothing, animals, body parts, 

seasons, food and so forth. Classes at the elementary school are 30 minutes long, four 

days a week. 

Two women teach these classes. One teaches kindergarten through grade 3/4, and 

the other teaches grade 3/4 through grade 7. Both teachers are first language Kaska 

speakers, are married to Kaska men and have grandchildren living nearby. They also both 

received their teacher trainmg through the Native Teacher Training Program offered by 

Yukon College in Whitehorse. The main technique for teaching is flashcards, along with 

word games like Bingo or Simon Says. The main activity is coloring-coloring pictures 

associated with the word(s) learned that day. Each grade participates in the same activity 

or theme, so fiom kindergarten to grade 7 children are learning and re-leaming the same 

items over and over again. 

This is a non-productive way to leam a language. From a language acquisition 

perspective, a language learner needs to acquire both words (the lexicon), the focus of 
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what is being taught in the schools, and the system for putting the words together (the 

grammar). 

In the high school (grades 8-12), Kaska language instruction begins to emphasize 

reading and writing. These classes are an hour long and the current high school teacher 

has a B.A. and an M.A. in Education as well as being raised speaking both English and 

Kaska. The two previous language instructors did not speak or know any Kaska. To 

counterbalance any lack of linguistic knowledge, an Elder was (and still is) brought in to 

help with instruction. Again, crafts such as sewing mitts or carving wood represent the 

instructional focus. 

Again the problem with this instructional approach is the limited grammar that 

children are taught, accompanied now by learning how to read and write Kaska without 

giving them the grammatical tools necessary for knowing how to create a basic sentence. 

Furthermore, the curriculum still refiains from explicating the complexities of Kaska 

morphology. To construct a grammatical sentence or phrase in Kaska a person needs to 

know not only how to put the words in order (syntax), but also how to make the words 

relate to each other and the context of the utterance (morphology). 

To illustrate the necessity of having the grammatical tools, the following analyzes 

various English constructions. Keep in mind, however, that English has a much simpler 

morphology than Kaska. Compare Patty lacked me yestercby, a grammatical English 

phrase, to * Kicked yesterday Patty me, an ungrammatical phrase.̂  Obviously knowledge 

 ̂ UDgnuninatical forms are marked with an asterisk (*) at the begimiing of the form. 
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of wQcd (nder is impoitant creating intelligible utterances in English and in Kaska (see 

Chapter 4). Now compare Patty kicked me yesterdê  to Patty kicked J yesterday. 

Maintaining that the wnrH nrder is gnnnmatieal ̂ the mofphology then is not So,howis 

the morphology ungrammatical? First, die object that was kicked is marked with/, the 

person subject pronoun. The appropriate form is me, which is the 1  ̂person object 

pronoun. Second, the y^atA^yesterdî  ̂indicates that the action Odcking) took place in 

thepast The verb, Aicî  however, does not indicate this; it is maridng the wrong tense. 

To make the verb correspond with the tense associated with the meaning of yesterday, the 

verb form, kick, should have a corresponding -ed to make the verb-adverb combination 

grammatical. The morpheme, is missing. In non-linguistic terms, a speaker needs to 

have knowle(^e of not only the right words and the right arrangement (word order), but 

s/he also needs to have knowledge of the endings to these words (suffixes) in order to 

create a meaningful utterance. For Kadca, all of this is needed as well as knowledge of 

the right begiimmgs to words (prefixes) and how these beginnings (prefixes) are arranged 

inrelationto each other. The Kaska language curriculum addresses very littie of this. 

One final comment is called for here regarding tiie emphasis on learning to read 

and write Kaska in the high school. Given that high school students know very littie 

about the actual structure of Kaska, it is possible that the focus on reading and writing 

"words" will mislead the students, especially those students with limited or no knowledge 

of the Kaska language. This focus mqr give them with the impression that the "words," 

e^ecially the verb words, are analogous to English ones, resulting m the rote 

memorization of their meanings and the lexicalization of these forms without 
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understanding are comfmsedofsmaUergiaiiimatical units (moiphemes). In 

general, the Kaska language cuniculum needs to be expanded to cover tfiese grammatical 

dimensions so that young language learners can have the opportunity to produce their 

own novel Kaska utterances. 

A Preschool Settiî  

The Aboriginal Head ̂ art program (AÎ ) is located in a building that had 

previously housed a senior citizens home. The building itself is in Upper Liard, a First 

Nations community eight miles from downtown Watson Lake. It is at the end of a dirt 

road, with two homes on the left and two homes on the right. The smell of smoked moose 

hide is always present. Behind the building are the remains of a partially constructed ice 

rink B ônd this is forest. 

The building looks like any other government building vir̂ fl siding with a wood 

ranqt and wood steps leading up to the door, a single-story construction with a fidl 

basement. The children occupy the main floor ordy. The basement is enq)ty except for 

miscellaneous discarded fiamshir̂ s and a washing machine and dryer which the AHS 

stĉ uses to clean dish towels and children's clothes (when "accidents" happen). 

The chUdren piay and learn in two aĉ oimng rooms. In one room, bookshelves 

and toy bins are located, as well as a table and chairs for the staff"and a mini-stereo 

system on a nearby chibPs table. One wtil has a construction peper tree on it 

introducing the cMdren (photos with names behw). Another wall has a poster with 

pictures of the chil̂ en playing (U AHS. The secorui room houses a LiV Tykes slide, a 
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wooden clothes rack with dress-up item, and a kitchen set-up, complete with microwave, 

dishwasher and telephone. Two cMdren's taNes with chcdrs are also located in this 

room. The children spend ntuch cf their time climbing on the slide and dressing ig?. 

Decorating the walls in this room is the Engfish alphabet. The only item chsplcying 

Kaska script is in the hedlwê , a poster stating "dene k'di giSdzededfli" (Ve speak 

Kaska'). At AHS, most of the children's esq̂ osure to the Kaska language is oral. 

The main focus of AHS's misnon statement is on Kadca laî uage and culture. To 

&cilitate this, a part-time Kaska language instructor worics there, as well as a teaching 

assistant of Kaska descent̂  The emphasis on being Kaska is related to the assumption 

that any Kaska person will be able to provide culturally relevant insights and teach about 

Kaskaculture. Supplementing these staffmembers, one or more Elders ate supposed to 

visit each week. During my entire time at the AHS, Elders visited twice, arranged once 

by the teaching assistant and once by myself. The language instructor is also one of the 

language instructors at Johnson Elementary. She teaches part-time at both places. 

AHS is open from 8:30 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. Most ofthe children are picked up by 

the AHS mirnvan, although some parents are expected to drop off their own children. 

Only children of Kaska descent attend, with the exception of the director's child who 

visits when he is not able to attend his own daycare in town. The children ĵ ay at first, 

then they cmmne for (Arch time where they learn colors iô aninuds or whatever the 

theme is for that week or month. The theme for tins week ̂  the color blue. Duringcircle 

* The diiector/ittacher is a womaaofCiee descent wiM speaks English with the children; she does not speak 
Kaska. 
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time, the teacher introduces the and tfwn goes around the circle, askingeach 

child to say his/her name andfavorite color. Next, they sing a finger play. Afterwards, 

each child must find something blue in the room. Following this are fifteen minutes of 

Kasha language. Here the language teacher holds up fiashcards (the same ones used at 

the elementary school), identifies the picture in Kaska, and the children repeat the Kasha 

phrase after her. The fifteen minutes iqf, children either color or plĉ  until snach time. 

After snack time, the teacfur has the children eh some hind of craft, such as painting. 

For the Iflue" week, the children make blueberry muffins which they later enjoy with 

their lunch. After lunch, the children either play outside or indoors. On occasion, one of 

the staff"reads a book to the children. 

One or two women, employees of the Child Development Center program which 

is a government program based in Whitehorse, visit once a week to work with two of the 

AHS children. The purpose of their visits is to provide information to the children's 

parents on how to develop or improve their child's speech. That is, th  ̂have a child play 

with them, identify his/her speech jxoblems, and then th^r work on these problems with 

thatchild. As I was told by one ofthese women, th  ̂are not there to assess children's 

qieech, only to work with them, instructing them on how to qoeak correctly. Neither 

individual is acertified speechtfwn îstor pathologist nor has any training in child 

language development or Kaska linguistics. In feet, the one woman is not even a first 

language English speaker, hi sum, their role at AHS is to teach a more standard dialect of 

English to die children whose parents agree to this w, at least, dont disagree. 
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Kaska laî ;uage instruction at AHS follows the same model as that for the 

schools, i.e., flashcaids and repetition. For example, here is a typical exercise: 

(3 J) Flashcard Exercise at AHS 

a. ta water 

b. fu milk 

c. bes knife 

d. sunS flour 

e. gedikSge moose print 

f. gahelfge' one rabbit 

g- sas leg6de^f two bears 

Also like the schools, language instruction at AHS is separate finm the rest of the 

educational experience. On occasion, however, the two interm^e. For example, at 

circle time, the word for the day is occasionally translated into Kaska. When the focal 

word was 'blue,' the Kaska word, detl'ise was also taî t to the children once thqr 

appeated competent with the English construction (two days later during review of the 

word'blue'). Another exanq>le is when Elders visit AHS. Kaska use is mote prominent 

then, affording the children the o^rtunity to hear a variety of jditases and conversation 

in Kaska. 

Overall the use and presence ofthe Kaska language at AHS is minimal. Even 

though AHS has the fieedom, opportunity and mandate to promote Kaska language and 

culture combining Kaska-focused topics with standard educational topics and teaching 
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styles, tiw cuniculuni and enyuoimieiit parallels that of any other daycare or preschool. 

On occasion the language teacher traoslates stoiybooks into Kaska when she teads to the 

children, or follows the primaiy teachei's (director's) readings with a Kaska translation.̂  

But, for the most part, her teaching opportunities are limited. First, the language teacher 

is only at AHS in the morning. Second, her hours dinainishedfix>m 4 hours to 2 hours a 

day while I was there. Third, only fifteen minutes of class time are spent specifically on 

Kaska language activities as opposed to incorporating the language into all aspects of the 

children's learning environment 

Part of Ae difficulty, dien, in creating a Kaska-prominent learning environment 

stems fit)m the lack of language teacher support This in turn reflects a lack of support 

fix)m the Watson Lake community as a ydiole that is related to a general concern with 

Anglo-based achievements, not Kaska-based achievements. The AHS is representative of 

this underlying, and overriding, sentiment The program professes to support and 

promote Kaska laî ;uage and culture while spending most of its time, energy, and monqr 

on developing an Anglo-centric cumculuuL Additionally, identifying as Kaska is a 

kinship matter, not a knowledge or linguistic matter. That is, being Kaska involves being 

genetically related to a Ka  ̂person. Kaska identity is not about being able to speak 

Kaska.̂  

 ̂ Itte. Albeit tnmslaied and read Disney's to some of the duhktn. 

' EstahKithing one's identiQr as Kaska is a highly contested and contestable issue at the moment because of 
land claims and to govemment monies. 



Evening; A Home Setting 

Arrivinghome after school, George tosses his coat, bagandboots fy the door, 

grabs a microwaveable snack and juice boxfrom the kitchen, and then flops infiront of 

the television to watch cartoons. When his grandnui arrives, they turn the chtamel to 

Wheel of Fortune, followed by Canadian Alex Trebek's game show, Jeopardy. Tonight 

George's graruima plt̂  bingo, so they don't watch Who wants to be a Millionaire. 

Instead, George's grandma drops him off at his cousin's house to play video games 

(Nintendo 64 or Pleystation). After Bingo, George's grandma picks him up and takes him 

home. He stays up watching television (cable or satellite) for a bit, then heads to bed At 

home, George fî equerUly hears his grmubnother use Kasha in conversation to his aunts 

and uncles as well as to his granê ather. 

Children's nwms tend to have few, if any, wail hangings. Some have plush toy 

animals, toy cars and such, dolls, books, dress-up items and the like. Most children do 

not have a room full of toys and books. The local library loans out both hocks and toys 

and children seem to prefer the toys. Some fioniliesbonow books, and others dont. hi 

most of the homes I visited, books did not occupy much space, children's or otherwise. 

Some parents read to their children at night and others did not However, according to 

some, the latter is more Qpical than the former. Bikes and skidoos play a much more 

prominent role in the children's lives than do books or toys. Children play outdoors year-

round. Whenindoors, they prefer to play video games or watch satellite televisions 

rentedmovies. Some children have computes on vdiich they play games. 
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IJnguisticaUy.aUofdwsefonnsofenteitammeiit are dominated by English. The 

potential exceptions are outdoor activities. During these activities, children have the 

opportunity to hear spoken Kaska and to speak Kaska themselves. Elders often speak to 

the children in Kaskavdwn they see them playing outside. Elders also speak to each 

other in Kaska, even ̂ en children are present Additionally, children develop games 

involving the knowledge of Kaska words. One "game" simply emulates the teaching 

practices in the Kaska class at school. Older children ask younger children to identify 

objects in Kaska. When the younger child fiuls to do so, the older one supplies the 

^propriate Kaska word (see Quarter S). 

Another "game" involves using the language to establish peer control. That is, if 

tiie group of children does not understand \̂ iat one of them says in Kaska, die child to 

produce the uncomprehended Kaska utterance becomes the leader. 

Not only are children exposed to their heritage langu^e, they are incorporating some of 

their knowledge of the language into their everyday activities and into their English 

utterances. Interestingly, spontaneous production data show Kaska speakers inserting 

English noun phrases into Kaska fiames. Likewise, children's production data show that 

they insert Kaska noun phrases into English fiames. Adults borrow English nouns and 

use them in a Kaska grammar whereas children bciiow Kaska nouns and use them in an 

English grammar (see Gutter 6). 

Adult Kaska qieakers do not identify morpholo^cal variations iK îen teaching 

verbs to children. As shown in here and mChî ters 5 and 6, childrm are taught whole 

utterances in question-re^nse formats. Speakers do not typically point out word 
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toundaries or distinguish tiie noun fiom the verb. A child's knowledge of any Kaska 

verb is acquired indirectly, throu  ̂heating verb forms used in everyday speech and 

determining the various meanings with tile umate and contextual tools provided. Where 

adults often explain a Kaska noun's meanmg using an Englî  translation, I have never 

seen an adult explain a Kaska verb's meaning using the same method. Language 

instructors typically do not explain that the phrases they translate are composed of more 

thanoneword. In school, verb phrases are taught in Ae same way that nouns are taught, 

illustrated by a flashcard. Thus, a child seeing a picture with a smiling sun and heating 

the phrase, sd gtilin̂  would most likely assume that this phrase means sun and not, it is 

sunny (literalfy, there is sun). This means that children learn verbs without the help of 

overt direct translation. 

This does not mean that children are without any help or guidance whatsoever. 

As ̂ wn in Guqjter 5, adults often follow their Kaska utterances with their English 

equivalents. Th  ̂do not overtly direct the child's attention to the &ct that their English 

utterances ate parq>hrases or translations of their Kaska utterances, but covertly cue or 

provide child language learners with this knowledge, or awareness of this pattern. 

Additionally, adult-to-child interaction in Kadca (and English) often takes the form of a 

conomand, directing the child to accomplish some task. In these w  ̂children are 

exposed to Kaska verb forms, and the opportunity to acquire this limited tepertoire. 
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Kaska Language Workshops 

One other activi^r that children participate in are the Kaska Language workshops 

sponsored and run by Kaska Tribal Council. These workshops combine language 

leamiî  with cultural activities in order to create contexts for speaking Kaska, and ideally 

speaking Kaska only. To achieve diis, community  ̂Elders, First Nations employees, 

Kaska language teachers, Kadca translators and waves of school children congregate at 

Two Mile Hall, a First Nations building used for meetings and evening bingo, and woric 

together on writing and speaking Kaska for four dî  once a month. The hall itself is 

bare, except around Christmas-time when tinsel garlands are strung around the windows. 

No posters or any other signs hung on the walls. The lone exceptions are the EXIT sign 

hanging over a side entrance and the labels on the restrooms, distinguishing the men's 

from the women's.̂  

Each woricshop has a theme. For example, the theme for the first woricshop was 

moose hide preparation, hi the morning, participants inacticed writing, conjugatmg verbs 

and expanding their vocabularies, exercises that focused on describing moose hide 

activities, such as scrapiî  twisting, and cutting hair. Additionally, simple dialogues 

were constructed for the school children to practice and use in the afternoons when the 

workshop shifted from a classroom-oriented qqnoach to an activity-based aĵ Hoach. 

That is, every afternoon the Elders would demonstrate and teach a particular activity of 

 ̂b die restrooms, as wen as in some iodtvidual homes, signs insiiuctmg die occupant to wash one's hands 
before leiuniiag to woik - die same signs posted m die lestiooms at itstaunnts—aie prominently 
displayed above the sinks. 
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^ch thqr had knoMdedge. For the &st woricshop, a number of Elders (all women) 

showed the children how to cut hair off moose hide, to tie the hides and to scrape 

them. 

Buses fiom the school tran^orted the children to and fiom the hall, accompanied 

their elementaiy school teachers. All elementary school children were given the 

opportunity to attend the woricshop, ixdiether or not they were enrolled in the Kaska 

language class. They came specifically for the cultural activities and experienced the 

event as if it were a field trip, a fomi of entertainment in a way wdiere you observe things 

outside of your realm of everyday experience. This does not hold true for all child 

participants, i.e., those who are Kaska. Subsequently, those most interested in 

participating in the activities were not the students it was designed for but the "outsiders" 

who found the experience amusing and perceived the Elders as "other." That is, the 

Kaska students were related to the adult workshop participants; the non-Kaska students 

were not The Kaska students knew the individuals; they were part of their everyday life. 

The non-Kaska students, for the most part, did not know the individuals; thqr represented 

"bdians" and "Indian culture" to them. Thus, an event meant to promote pride in Kaska 

knowledge and being Kaska qipeared to have the opposite effect on Kaska children. Asa 

result, the most inattentive students at these events were Kaska children. 

For hî  school participants, only those students enrolled in the Kaska language 

course attended. On occasion th^wete escorted by a teacher, but they usually attended 

bythemselves. For them, the woricshops substituted for their Kaska language and culture 

classes. Few, ifany, non-native students were among them. These students quietly 
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poitidpated in tiK woriohop activities, inteiactiiig with the class only whea asked 

questions directly, bi general, the younger children actively participated nxne than the 

teoiagersdo. 

Overall, the woricshops' main activities focus on literal, with an emphasis on 

writing Kaska as oî iosed to reading it Also, these activities are aimed at adults and high 

school students, not younger children. Finally, the workshops, as well as other formal 

educational programs, show a limited emphasis on speaking Kaska. 

Summary 

In sum, Kaska language use (written and spoken) surfaces in environments 

controlled (socially or economically) by Kaska First Nations members, places such as 

bush camps. First Nation meetings, some social events (such as stick gambling, 

drumming, and storytelling) and in the home. Schools, or particular classrooms, provide 

additional settings for (possible) Kaska language use. EngUsh is used in all of these 

contexts as well, including Elders' homes \̂ ere a television set, radio or children are 

heard rambling on in English in the background. It is obvious, then, that control of 

physical contexts plays a role in language choice, resulting in environments that ate more 

conducive to bilmgualism and Kaska use depending on who has control of the physical 

space or activity. 

These patterns reflect the general intentions of the federal and territorial 

governments. By establishing government programs such as ALS and YNLC along with 

die settmg iqi of First Nations governments, various degrees of control have been 
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returned to the YukcMi's First Nations peoples (see Gutter 2). For the Kaska,diis control 

correspcxids with opportunities to speak the Kaska language. These opportunities, 

however, are still enmeshed in and infiltratedby the dominant English langu^e. 

Returning to the question raised above, how do these various contexts predispose 

children to choose to speak English only and v«4iat are the contextual patterns that 

influence young language learners' linguistic choices? Cleariy, popular forms of 

entertainment, the educational system and literal in general reinforce English dominance 

(see MtUhSusler 1990,1996 on literacy and dominance). It is not clear, however, ̂ l̂ether 

or not children's lack of spoken Kaska is attributable entirely to these Anglo<entric 

contexts. Children's peers and ftmily also influence their linguistic choices, resulting in a 

(reference for speaking English rather than Kâ  To delve into this further, Chapter 5 

analyzes actual language production patterns in Kaska-controlled settings. That is, 

Ch^[)ter S addresses the following: What are the interaction patterns that influence young 

language learners' linguistic choices? and/or how are Kaska and English distributed 

across speakers in Kaska-controlledsettiî ? Chqrter 6 then links these patterns to a 

particular language ideology, asking ̂ l̂at the social constraints on speaking Kaska are. 

Before moving on to either ofthese charters, it is important to look at the 

grammatical structure of the Kaska language. As mentioned above, children and other 

language learners need to have knoMedge of both "words" and structure in order to be 

able to speak the language. A granunatical descriptions also important for 

understanding how speakers use the laî iuage differently across different contexts as well 
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as to find out i)diat chfldrm might atiU be acquiring in thb linguistically shifting 

environment (ChqiterS). Chqiter 4 then describes tiieKaska language. 
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4. THE STRUCTURE OF KASKA 

This chapter focuses on the gtammar of Kaska. It begins by discussing the 

relevance ofdoing such an analysis and then proceeds to the grammatical description. A 

presentation of Kaska phonology and verb moiidiology is i»ovided followed a general 

description of Kaska word order. The rest of the chqrter is then devoted to a description 

of Kaska handling verbs, comparing the Kaska verb set to other Athabaskan languages 

and discussing implications for their acquisition. The problem with using a noun-based 

curriculum for teaching Kaska is also discussed. 

Introduction 

Linguists, anthropologists and others involved in language documentation often 

describe spoken languages, languages that are still used in everyday contexts by all 

individuals within a (language) community. Recording and writing gRunmars for such 

langut̂  requires a diligent researcher with a "good ear" and training in language 

description. But special difBculties arise \»4ien the language being documented is 

undergoing a rq)id transfonnati(m, such that the grammatical structures elicited by one 

speaker may differ in various ways fiom those of another. 

Individual speaker variation is often not included in grammars of languages 

because the goal of a grammar is to document and analyze the linguistic structures that 

are constant across speakers. Variation witii reflect to dialect differences is often 

recorded, but ideolectal differences are not In cases involving endangered languages, 
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linguistic variation acfoss speakers may be greater and nuy not readily lend itself to a 

compreheiisive linguistic description. That is, contemporary descriptions of such 

languages may draw on discourse ideologies, concepts of the structure of the 

language should be >^en other evidence is not available (Boas 1966, Stqnr 19S8). 

For Kaska, many of the questions that arise with nspcct to Athabaskan languages 

are difScult to answer because the practice ofspeakingKaska has changed. Different 

speakers mî  recall different lexical items, produce different structures and create 

different forms. Again, such variation nuQr be related to dialect differences within the 

community, but they also may be linked to language transfer (Odlin 1989) and language 

loss in general (Dressier 1988). Thus, much of the grammatical woric done on the Kaska 

language {q;>peals to descriptions of other Athabaskan languages, in particular Slave, and 

historical re-creation (Moore et. al. 1988, Moore n.d.). Since the goal of this chapter is 

not to present a complete description of the Kaska language, it has a synchronic focus, 

presenting a grammaticai description primarily based on linguistic data from Kaska 

language workshops, the few existing Kaska publications, recorded conversation and 

elicitation. Comparisons to Slave are also made. The only section to address ideolectal 

variation is the one on how handling verbs are used semantically. 

la order to begin to examine a chOd's linguistic knowledge, it is necessary to stucfy 

adult linguistic kno^edge because adults have already acquired the target language of 

children (Chomsky 1986,1972; see Pinker 1995). This involves describiî  a language's 

phonological, syntactic and morphological structure as well as identifying the semantic 

features associated with these structures. An important step for stucfying Kaska language 
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acqidsitioii, dmi, b to describe the grammar that children are in the process of learning. 

A grammatical descriptioB is also important forimderstanding how the 

grammatical structures children are prompted to produce differ from those used by older 

qieakers. As Chapter 5 shows, children's {xompted Kaska utterances as well as adults' 

child*directed ones are conq>osed of a smaller lexical set than adult-directed ones. 

However, children are expected to understand the Kaska utterances of older speakers 

without explanation or translation into English. Often this expectation is not met When 

this expectation is met, it suggests that the children who do not speak Kaska but 

understand it are acquiring the grammar to some extent 

One way to qiproach Kaska structure and interactional differences is through a 

description of the classificatory handling verbs. This requires a brief description of verb 

morphology and word order, emphasizing those structures relevant to understanding the 

classificatory verb data. The reason for focusing on the handling verbs is because they 

are used frequently, often as directives (Charter 5; see also Field 1998 with respect to 

Navigo). These verbs are also interesting grammatically because they are deictic. That is, 

the semantic features associated with the stems either identify or directly correspond with 

these same features found in the handled object(s). Other verbs do not relate to their 

syntactic objects in this way. The data below are examples of directives taken from 

everydî  conversation, comparmg three handling verb fixms with two non-handling 

verbs. 
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(4.1) rnmpariann of handling and non.handling verhs (directives) 

a. Esydn'l Give me proportional (default) object (marshniallow). 

b. Esydnt̂ . Give me long, stick-like object Qwncil). 

c. Esy^nhtsQs. Give me cloth-like object (paper). 

d. Entsets. Eat (something). 

e. N6ients6k. Sew (something). 

The first three forms (4. la-c) are the handling verbs and are used with particular types of 

objects. (4.1a) is used with single, proportional objects, an object like a marshmallow, a 

rock, or an qiple. (4.1b) is used with single, non-proportional (rigid) objects, an object 

like a pencil or a stick. (4.1c) is used with single, cloth-like objects, an object like a piece 

ofpq)er or a blanket The forms, (4.1d&e), can be used with any object or objects. For 

example, paper enstets Ceat the piece of paper  ̂and pencil ninentsek Csew a pencil*) are 

perfectly grammatical sentences (though nonsensical), ̂ lereas *pencil esyenktsus Cgrve 

me the pencil, a cloth-like object!) and *marshniallow esyintih Cgive me the 

marshmallow a non-proportional, rigid object̂  are ungrammatical. These classificatory 

handling verbs, then, remain a part of everyday mteractiim for many speakers and are 

used when interacting with children.* Again, this sî gests that children are likely to be 

passively acquirmg knowledge of these linguistic forms, even if thqr are not producing 

them. 

' Willie (2001) also points out Oat tlx cfassificatoiy verbs ate central to Iitavqo langu  ̂acquisitkmaDd 
socialiaaion. 
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A Brief Kaska Grammar 

There ate at least eight Kaska dialects, all of Mdiich have been documented to 

some extent (Moore 1999, Kaska Tribal Councill997)? These dialects ate: Fort Ware, 

Lower Liard, Dease Lake, Good Hope Lake, Upper Liard, Frances Lake, Pelly (Banks), 

Ross River (Kaska Tribal Council 1997:4).̂  Linguistic variation occurs across as well as 

within individual families. The data provided below are given ptimarily in the Pelly 

Banks dialect, siq>plemented widi data fiom the Liard and Stone (Mountain) dialects. 

Since the most fluent and fiequent speakers of Kaska are Elders and older adults, they 

were the linguistic consultants fiv the grammatical description presented here. 

The differences across these dialects are most apparent in phonological and lexical 

variations (see Kaska Tribal Council 1997, Moore 1999). The following table lays out 

the phonological inventory relevant for the data presented here, using Athabaskan 

conventions (Rice 1989:29-30). 

2 These dialects seem to parallel (extendecO fkmOy and/or moiety  ̂divuions. 
3 Mountam Slav  ̂is also included as aduJect 
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Table 4.1a: Kaska Phonological hwentoty: Consonants 

bbial dental alveolar lateral ahrco-
palatal 

vdar labio-
veiar 

glottal 

ftopt/ 
allHcatcs 
voiceless 
unaspiiated 

b d dz dl j g gw 

voiceless 
aspoated 

P ts t ts tl ch k 

glottal ts' t' ts' tl' ch' k' 2 
frkativcs 

voiceless § s i sh X h 

voiced z 1 zh gh w 
raoMuiti 
oral r y 
nasal m n 

Table 4.1b: Kaska Phonological iaventoiy: Vowels 

Tongne 
Position 

Front Central Back Tongne 
Position 

Unronnd Unround Round 
High i l l :  u u u: 
Lower-high I u 
Mid e, 8 0 0 o: 
Lower-mid e, 
Low a a a: 

> __ 

Note: [e] and [i] in unstressed positions are not connastive or piedictable. 

Vowel length may be phcmemic, due to stress, moiphological vaetpag, or a combinatioii 

ofthese. Kaska is also a tonal language, having hî  low, rising and fidling tones. 
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Moiphologically, the Kaska dialects do not vary as much. There may be a change 

in the {Zoological form ofthemoririieme, but not in its function. For example, some 

speakers ofKaska say [dzs] and others say [ts'e]. Bodi forms mark the first person plural 

sulgect,we. The most productive area of Athabaskan morphology is verb morphology. 

Subsequently, the most researched word formation process in Athabaskan literature is the 

construction of the verb. This literature has focused on unraveling the complexities of the 

verb form across a range of Athabascan languages. Some ofthis research is listed by 

language in the table below. 
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Table 4.2: Alistof Some Atiiabaskan Verb Research 

Ahtna Kari 1989,1990,1992 
Apache (Chiricahua) Hoiierl946 
Beaver Randoja 1990 
Chilcotin Cook 1989 
Chipewyan U1946 
DoKrib Saxon 1986,1989 
Hupa Gollal970 
Koyukon Axelrod 1993, Thompson 1977 
Mattole Li 1930 
Navajo Kari 1976, McDonough 1990, Reichard 

19S1, Sapir & Hoijer 1967, Speas 1984, 
Willie 1^1, Young 2000, Young and 
Morsan 1987, Young et 1992 

Sarcee Cook 1984 
Sekani Hargus 1988 
Slave Rice 1988 
General Athabaskan Cook & Rice 1989, Femald & Platero 

2000, Hargus & TutUe 1997, Hoijer 1971, 
JeUnek et al. 19%, Rice 2000 

None of the published literature then describes any of the Athabaskan languages spoken 

in the Yukon Territory, with the exception of Gwich'in, ̂ ch is also spoken in Alaska. 

However, a brief sketch of the Kaska tense/aspect/mode system exists in manuscript form 

(Moore et al. 1988), and a descriptive grammar has been compiled ̂ oore n.d.). This 

section then does not provide an extensive description of the Kaska verb. Rather, it 

emphasizes the structures relevant to this stucfy, as well as providmg a brief overview of 

Kaska structure in general. 

The data below are organized as follows. The first line of the data is the fimn or 

phrase as written in the Kaska orthogrq)!  ̂developed Patrick Moore and the Yukon 

Native Langu  ̂Center (see KTC1997). The second line represents the data in 
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conventional Athabaskan î KMietic symbols (see Rice 1989). bi the morphological 

section and when necessaiy, this line also identifies the individual morphemes. Thethiid 

line gives the morphological glosses \̂ Knlhe moi;rfiemes are identified. Otherwise, the 

third line gives the word gloss. The fourth line is the English translation (in italics). 

Within the text, English translations are indicated by single quotes. 

Kaska Verb G)mplex 

This section presents a general description of the verbal prefixes and their 

arrangement within the verb form.̂  Deletion, metathesis, and reduplication are all 

possible processes that complicate the analysis of the verb morphology. The presentation 

of morphemes below is a basic overview of motfrfiology drawing on both the Athabaskan 

literature and Kaska language research to date for analysis. All of the following prefix 

classes play a role in the composition of the Kaska classificatory verb word.̂  

The number of prefix class positions for the Kaska verb complex is thought to be 

16 (Moore, personal communication). This number is partially based on the number of 

verbal prefixes given for Slave, a closely related language, ̂ ch has 13 position classes 

(Rice 2000,1989). Data for ten prefix classes are described below. The labels for the ten 

classes are presented in die table below. Excluded finm this table are the Mowing 

* Analyses of AthdMskan vetb word fonnaiioa use a number of tenns (see Rke 2000 for an overview of 
different word fonnatkmmodeb). Th  ̂ate as follows: l)veri> root, 2) verb liieme, a root wiifa classifier 
and odier qipropriate thematic prefixes, 3) verb base, a v  ̂theme widi derivational prefixes (or, "verb 
word mmus Section") and 4) verb woird (folly mflected and derived verb fomi) (Riw 2000:16; see also 
WiOie 1991). 
51 am using die term c/ofs m place of the more common term posirtoR c/osr (see Rice 2000) because 

description is or^nized around prefic classes, not their positions. 
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piefixes: iterative (3) and incoiporate (position 4) (see Mooce n.d. for a complete 

description). The first column column is the morpheme/ptefix category, the second is the 

position number, and the third column provides the section number for reference. The 

position numbers correspond to those given for Slave ̂ ce 2000:404; see also Howard 

1990; Rice 1989). 

Table 4.3: Kaska Verb Prefix Classes 

Prefix Class Example Number 

a. Classifier 42 

b. Subject 4.3 

c. Plural Subject ("deictic") 4.4 

d. Distributive Plural 4.5 

e. Tense-Aspect-Mode 

(conjugation) 

4.6 

f. Theme (derivation) 4.7 

g. Direct Object 4.8 

h. Adverb 4.9 

i. Pos^sition 4.10 

j. Object of Postposition 4.10 

There ate also clitic-like sufiBxes and stem variations that correspond with conjugation-

aspect-mode distinctions ixduch are not fiilly examined here. Reference to stem changes 

in relation to temporal distinctions is mentioned below with respect to the handlmg verbs 

(4.19). Descr^ons of Athabaskan languages also divide the prefix (or "position") 
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classes themselves into two categories: conjunct and disjunct Disjunct prefixes ace "a 

group of morphemes with clitic-like piq)erties tfiat attach to the left edge of the conjunct 

domain" (McDonou  ̂2000:155). These prefixes are lexical, and conjunct prefixes are 

functional ̂ ce 2000:402; see also Kari 1975,1989). This becomes relevant when 

trying to distinguish between various homophonous morphemes (see 4.7 below). 

Instead of describing the Kaska verb word as having templatic slots or positions 

^oijer 1971; iCari 1989; Kibrik 1995; Young and Morgan 1987; for an overview, see 

Rice 2000:402-404), another way to think of the verb structure might be to view it as a 

bipartite construction composed of prefix classes (McDonough 1990,1996,2000; Rice 

2000). That is, the verb can be divided into the lexical form (verb root, classifier and 

possible theme), inflectional infoimation (TAM, subject, object) and other derivational 

material (adverbs, postpositions, etc.). To create a word, the speaker takes a lexical form 

(e.g., place), adds an appropriate inflection (e.g., -ed), and produces an utterance (e.g., I 

placed it (som îere)). For Kaska, both/,ir andare inflectional. Ifthe placing of an 

olqect involved putting an object down, then a derivaticmal (bound) prefix is added to the 

Kaska verb form (where English adds the unbound word, dofwn), equivalent to the 

English utterance "I placed it down (somev^diere)." Treating the verb word this wqr 

makes cross-linguistic comparison more straightforward and less idiosyncratic than 

position-based morphological descriptions do. 

Part ofthe theoretical motivation for discussing Kaska verb morphology in this 

way also relates to how the verb form is theoretically conceived. In this case, the 

assumption is Aat the mflected verb form is a syntactic phrase. This is discussed later. 
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The data below, then, are presented witfi this ill mincL Instead ofpcoviding evidence for 

"slot" positions, the goal here is to provide data that hî ght the variety of veib prefixes 

and classes involved in verb word constructions.̂  

Li sum, the minimal fonn of the verb is maiked for tense/aspect/mode (JAM), 

subject, person and number ̂ cDonou  ̂2000:142). The minimal lexical entiy for a 

verb is the root plus classifier. I begin, then, with the classifier. 

Kaska is described as having four classifier prefixes ̂ ooren.d.). Theyarethe 

following (see Appendix B for a list of grammatical abbreviations):̂  

(4.2) Classifier prefixes /h, d, 0,0)/ 

a. Eht'€s. 
[e]-h-t'aBS 

TAM-3sS-CL-Vstem.impf 
He's cooking. 

b. Etsets. 
[e]-0-tsets 

TAM.3sS-CL-Vstemjmpf 
SIk'seating. 

c. Sedluh. 
s[e]-d-luh 
TAM.3sS-CL-Vstem.perf 
It was caught. 

(compare,/seluh/ he caught (it)) 

< A sur&ceordermgofsomeprefices will smpfy^M out from die data. I would like to note diataMiou  ̂
slot or tenqilate-like motphology is not the dKoietiGal padtmany would like to follow (see Rice 2000), a 
descriptioii of die sur&ce odering ofpiefixes is a usefiil mstnictional tool, and one diat has been used 
successiiiUytoteach verb morphology at Kaska language woriohops. 
' The first line is die officnlofdiogn^^TC 1997). The second line is die Adialwskan^MMiotogicai 
representation QUce 1989). Thedmdlineadienioipheme-by-oioiphemegkMs. Hie fiwrdi line is die 
English mnslatkn. 
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As mentioiied ̂ ve, die classifier is included as peit of the lexical entiy for the verb 

stem. Functioiially, classifiers can mark changes in voice (and/or valency) and "can also 

code the thematic role of the subject with respect to the verb" (Rice 1989:451,439470). 

However, sometimes thqr are purely lexical. 

Another requirement for the verb word is the subject Subject morphemes marie 

number as well. For Kaska, these morphemes distinguish between first, second and third 

persons, and singular versus plural subjects.' Gender (feminine, masculine, neuter) is not 

distinguished in Kaska. The following forms exemplify this. 

(4.3) Subject i«efixes: s, n, i{, (V)h, dz(V), g(V) 

a. Estets. 
[e]s-tsets 
TAM.lsS.CL-Vstem.impf 
I'm eating. 

b. Entsets. 
[e]n-tsets 
TAM2sS.CL-Vstem Jmpf 
You're eating. 

c. Etsets. 
[e]0-tscts 

TAM JsS.CL-VstemJmpf 
He/she/it is eating. 

d. Ehtsets. 
[e]h -tscts 
TAM.2pS.CL-Vstemimpf 
You 2+ an eating. 

' The phml subject maikeis are also used with veib stems that indkate dicre are two penons pankipatmg 
m some actioii; veibs of going have dm scmdttic feature (see (4.18) below). 
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e. Dzetsets 
dz[e]-tsets 
2pS.TAM.CL-VstemJmpf 
We 2+ are eating. 

f. Getsets 
g[e] -tsets 
2pS.TAM.CL-Vstein.impf 
They 2-̂  are eating. 

Note also that Kaska plural first person and third person forms conespond 

morphologically with Slave's deictic pronouns (Rice 1989; 623), but differ 

fimctionally/semantically. Unlike Slave, Kaska does not have a first person plural prefix, 

id- (see Rice 1989:471). Instead, the phonologically similar morphemes, ts'e- (or dze-) 

and ke- (or ge-), sur&ce in Kaska as the fust and third person plural subject prefixes. The 

additional examples below show how ts'e/dze- and ke/ge- arc used. 

(4.4) Plural subject prefixes 

a. Dzedeneg€s. 
dzi-dmi-gis 
lpS-THM.TAM-VstenLimpf 
JFe 2+ are twisting it. 

b. Gedeneg^s. 
gi-dinx-gis 
3pS-THM. TAM-Vstem.impf 
T7î  2+ are twisting (it). 

c. Geyedeneg^s. 
gi-yi-dmi-gis 

3pS-3sC)-THM.TAM-Vstem.unpf 
711̂ 2+are twisting it. 

Additionally, m order to indicate that die plural subjects are many (moie than two or 
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three) or, in transitive forms, to made that each subject is acting î wn an object, Kaska 

speakers use the distributive plural motirf)eme,ne-. Forexample, 

(4.S) Distributive Plural 

a. N6g^ydd£n^g^s. 
ni-gi-yi-di. ni-gis 
DIST-3pS-3sO-THM.TAM-VstenLimpf 
They all are twisting it J They cdl are twisting them. 

b. Nddz t̂sets. 
ne-dzc-tscts 
DIST-lpS.TAM-Vstem.unpf 
We all are eating. 

Note that phonologically, the high tone of the distributive morpheme spreads across the 

verb prefixes, stopping at the veib root (4.Sb). This is useful for detemiining M^ether or 

not a moqriieme is the distributive plural as opposed to a thematic or adveri>ial prefix. 

Semantically, this moipheme may also mark objects as plural (4.Sa, second translation). 

However, there remains some ambiguity (as in 4.Sa). For some verbs, consultants do 

pluralize both the subject and object in their translations. Atothertimes, only the subject 

is plural. That is, speakers clearly identify the subject as being plural, but are more 

equivocal when asked about the plurality of the object This, of course, ̂ lies only to 

verbs that take objects. Additionally, other means exist for pluralizing an object For 

example, a speaker can use a different verb stem, or s/he can use an overt noun with a 

numerical modifier. 

Finally, tense/aspect̂ OKxle are mariced in a number of ways using a variety of 

morphemes along with corresponding stem changes. As Rice (1989:485) notes, mode 
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"cannot be discussed independoitfy of the ccnjugadonmaikers" This is not the place to 

distinguish all possible combinations for Kaska moiphology (see Moore n.d.: 37-81 for a 

complete analysis; see also Moore et al. 1988). Briefly, Kaska distinguishes the 

following temporal differences: imperfective, perfective, (^rtative and future.' The 

examples below illustrate the perfective formed with the conjî ation noaricers, 5-, e-, n-, 

and 0-, (and completive aspect). 

(4.6) Tense/Aspect/Mode: Perfective examples 

a. Senht'e'. 
s-[i]ii-h-t'c2 
TAM -2sS-CL-Vstem.perf 
You cooked it. 

b. Gejen. 
g-ae-jen 
3pS- TAM - VstenLperf 

2+ smg. 

c. Y^gen'Sn. 
yi-gi-n-2a:n 
PP-3pS-TAM-Vstem.perf 
IlKy 2+ gave (it) to him/her. 

d. Yedze*un. 
y8B-dze-2iiii 
ADV-lpS.TAM-Vstem.perf 
We 2+shot at it. 

hi order to differentiate between aspectual/non-aqiectual and thematic prefixes, the 

telling feature is that thematic prefixes "occur in all bases formed on a particular theme 

and thus ate best considered to be part ofthe theme, or lexical entry, itself ^ce 

' For Kaska, the fiduie tense is a combmation of O-mperfective, progiressive aspect and (fe-mcqitive (see 
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1989:612). However, teasing î artthe different, often homophonous, moiiriieines is still 

a complicated task, bi this case, drawing on Ae Slave equivalent as a model for 

description is helpful in identifyiî  the thematic prefix for the verb, to twist. As Rice 

(1989:613) shows, this verb takes the thematic prefix, de-. 

(4.7) Theme 

a. Denesg6s. 
di-ni-s-gis 
THM- TAM-lsS-CL.Vstem.impf 
Pm twisting it 

b. Denesg t̂s. 
di-ni-s-gits 
THM- TAM-lsS-CL.Vstem.petf 
I twisted it. 

c. Denusg^zf - sf. 
di-nu-s-gizi si 
THM- TAM-lsS-CL.Vstem.opt 
I will twist it. 

The comparison of these forms across the different conjugations reveals that the £fe-

morpheme is not a TAM morpheme because it does not change along with the changes in 

tense. Finally, a comparison of these forms in (4.7) with the form in (4.8a) (see also 4.4c) 

further suggests that de- is a thematic prefix because of the position of the direct object 

prefix. The direct object prefix functions as a boundary marker between diqunct and 

conjunct prefixes. Diqunct [xefixes surfine to the left of the direct object prefix, and 

conjunct pre&ces to the right Since thematic prefixes are conjunct prefixes, the 

observation ttiat de- surfiices to the right of ye- is evidence for labelling de- as being a 

Moore ad.). 
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thematic prefix and not a diqunct prefix like adverbial and pos^ositional prefixes. 

Again, it is often unclear as to whether a prefix is thematic, aspectual, nxxlal, 

adverbial and so forth. Another means for identifying moridiemes is to compare tiiem to 

easily identifiable ones. As noted above, the positionmg of the direct object prefix, ye-, 

oc^onally helps distinguish between conjunct ptefixes (such as theme, aspect and 

mode) and adverbial ones (see Rice 1989:433). The following examples ̂ w>e-

sur&cing at die left edge of the verb words in (a, b) and medially in (c). 

(4.8) Direct Object 

a. Yedeneg .̂ 
yi-di-ni-gis 
3sO-THM-TAM.3sS-Vstem.impf 
He/she is twisting it. 

b. Yeden6htsdlL 
yc-de.ne-h-tsuk 
3sO-THM.TAM.3sS-CL-Vstem.perf 
He/she smoked it. 

c. G^yeleh. 
gi-ye-leh 
ADV-3sO.TAM.3sS-CL.Vstem.impf (plural objects) 
He/she is carrying them around. 

Because ye- is verb-initial in (4.8a) and (4.8b), ife- and ne- ate at least conjunct prefixes. 

hi (4.8c), gi- is verb-initial, precedu^ye-, and is thus identified as an adverbial prefix. 

Some additional examples of adverbial jMrefixes ate the following: ke', 'of '̂ /e-, 'out of 

water*, and ni-, 'back, again' (see Slave no-. Rice 1989:731-39). 
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(4.9) Adverbial prefixes 

a. K îgeyede îs. 
ki-n-gi-yi-di-t'as 
ADV-DIST-3pS-3sO- TAM -Vstenumpf 
7%ev are cutting it/them off (with a kntfe). 

b. T^ngeyehtsOs. 
ti-n-gi-ye-h-tsus 
ADV-DIST-3pS-3sO.TAM-CL-Vslem.impf 
They are taking U(hide) out of the water. 

c. N6gedehyes. 
ni-gi-dae-h-yis 
ADV- 3pS-TAM-CL-Vstem.perf 
Th  ̂all ran (off) again. 

One final ptefixal category that q^pears throughout the data is incorporated postpositions 

and their objects. Below are two examples, one with a verb of seeing and the other widi a 

classificatory handling verb. 

(4.10) Object+postposition 

a. Meglgenehtan. 
me-ga:-ge-ne-h-tan 
3sO-PP-3pS- TAM-CL-VstemJmp£^perf 
They 2+ looked at it/him/her. 

b. Mey^gen'in. 
me-yi-ge-ii-2a: n 
3sO-PP-3pS- TAM-Vstem.imp£^petf 
They 2+ gave her (it). 

hi these cases, me- marics an indirect third person singular object (in contrast to ye- which 

madcs the third person singular direct object) (see Meek and 01)0006112001 fora 

discussion of these olgect i«^es). 
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All of these piefixal types play a role in the morphology of the classificatory 

handling verbs. Additionally, the s-per&ctive is used to form the intransitive with respect 

to these verbs, as in sekm  ̂'it (contained liquid as m a ciq) of tea) is located there' (see 

Willie 2000 for Navajo equivalents).'** 

Kaska Word Order 

This section presents a general description of Kaska sentence structure. It 

highlights in particular the distributional relationship between overt direct object 

arguments and the corresponding duect olgect morpheme, >e-. The description is 

organized as follows: 

Table 4.4: Organization of Word Order Section 

Word Order Pattem Section Number 

a. SOV 4.11 

b. (S)OV 4.12 

c. (S)PPV 4.13 

d. S(PP)OaO)V 4.14 

e. OMV 4.15 

f. (0)V 4.16 

g. V 4.17 

Word order in Ka  ̂u typically Subject-Olgect-Verb (SOV). It has a fixed word 

order. However, the subject noun that is coreferent with the subject pronoun is often not 

10 Rke (1989:780), foOowmg Davidson etaL(1963X tefen to these fixms as "neuter vetbs." 
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present In this case that the noun most fiequently surfitting is usually the object noun. 

Kaska also does not vaiy the positioning of its vetbal arguments based on agency or 

control (see (fole 1973, Witherspoon l977on agency). The phrases m 4.12 illustrate 

Kaska's SOV order. 

(4.11) Kaska word ordenSOV 

a. dzfdzenebe*. 
gedoQi dzidze nebe2 
woman berries 3sS.pick 
The woman is picking berries. 

b. Kustse demile' detl'yh. 
kusts^e demi:lc2 detl'̂ . 
spider its(own)-web SsSJmit 
The spider is making its awn web. 

Often the subject noun is not overtly marked. The noun most fiequently sur&cing is the 

object noun. The phrases in 4.12 illustrate that Kaska has an unmarked third person 

siî ular subject 

(4.12) Kaska word order (S)OV 

a. Dzfdze nebe'. 
dzidze aebe2. 

berries pick 
She is picking berries. 

b. Ihti' de în. 
ihti2 dct'm. 
bow have (own) 
Heownsabaw. 
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c. Mets'6i8n6 ssk'gdze iXfut yigSU. 
mets'uda.'ne sfik'o:dz8 zo:ze yagaeli. 

her-child bundleid small pack 
She is packing her small bun/Bed child. 

The phrases in 4.13 show the positioning of pos^sitional phrases, to the right of the 

overt subject noun and to the left of the verb. 

(4.13) Kaskawoidorden(S)PP V 

a. Nogha gek'eh atl'eh 
noYa gu-k'eh at1'ci. 
wolverine them-afiec 3sS.tun 
Wolverine ran after them. 

b. Dene sas ks ejedeyah. 
dene sas ka: ejedeyah. 
nuui blackbear for 3sS.hunt 
The man is going hunting for black bear. 

c. Men tsli' ayal. 
sen ts'12 ayai. 
lake to SsS.walk 
She is walking to the lake. 

d. Hi' dekol* dad  ̂seda'. 
tli2 de-k*a2 dadoh suda2. 

I > I 

dog its(own)-house in.fiontof 3sS.sit 
The dog is sitting in front of its awn house. 

e. DetsQyAnegedC. 
de- tsu: yeh nigedae. 
his(own>grandmotherwith 3pS.st{  ̂
They stayed with his own grandmother. 

f. Esdaiguncfech. 
xsda:i gundxc. 
Me-to 2sS.stoiytell 
(fou) tell a story to me. 
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The iduases in (4.14) diow the ordering of arguments. Direct objects sur&ce to the left 

of indirect objects and verbs (a & b), and th  ̂sur&ce to the right of pos^xmtional 

phrases and subjects (c & d). (The direct object forms are in bold for clarity.) 

(4.14) Kaska word Olden S^P)0 (10) V 

a. Dene kedats^n g&l̂  y^nd'an. 
dens kudatsm gedsBni yiiii2an 
Man moosemeat woman SsS.give (symmetrical object) 
The man gave the woman moosemeat. 

b. Ts'6dine ledfhf eht'i!ty6i61a'. 
ts'udanc iedihi eht'ut yinila? 
Child candy baby 3sS.give Q)lural object) 
Ihe child gave the haby some candy. 

c. Ts'€diae eht'Ut degah Mflif n^n61a'. 
ts'udane eht'ut degah iedihi ninzla2 
child baby for candy 3sS.left (plural object) 
The child left some cantfy for the baby. 

d. G^ni doma degah k€ n^aetselc. 
gedaeni doma: degah kae nznitsik. 
woman herjnother for moccasins 3sS.sew 
She is sewing moccasins for her (own) mother. 

The final word order example shows that a modifier sur&ces to the right of the noun 

modified. 

(4.15) Kaska word order O MY 

a. Keda cho' ginestin. 
kuda cho2 ga:nesta:n 
moose big lsS.see 
I see a big moose. 
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b. Debe n^on ginestin. 
dsbe nzstlon ga:nesta:n 

sheq) max  ̂ lsS.see 
I see lots of sheep. 

c. LQge gone' nezen. 
iu:ge gone2 nezEii 

fish dried 3sS.waiit 
She wants dried fish. 

d. Son tedet'S giflin. 
son tsBdet's gulin 

star three 3sS.exist 
Tfure are three stars. 

bi sum, the overt subject noun is positioned at the leftmost phrasal edge. Overt object 

nouns sur&ce at the left edge ofthe verb that subcategorizes for them. Postpositions 

occur to the right edge ofthe nouns with ̂ chthQTcortespond. And, adjectival 

modifiers appear at the right edge of the nouns thqr modify. 

One pattern worth noting here is the alternation between object nouns and their 

associated verbal prefix. For Navajo, a well-known Athabaskan language, the overt 

object noun may co-occur with the third-person object prefix. Kaska, however, does not 

allow for this occunence. A speaker will either marie the object with an overt noun or she 

will use a third-person object prefix (yF-). The following exanq)les show that overt direct 

object arguments and the >«-ptefic ate in complementary distribution (4.16a,b,c,d are 

grammatical forms; 4.16a',b',c',d' are ungrammatical forms). 
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(4.16) Overt objects alternate widi the tfiud-petson object prefix, (O) V 

a. TQ ehbits. YehbSts. 
tu: ehbeets y-ehbeets 
water 3sS-CL-Vstem 3sO-3sS-CL-Vstem 
He's boiling water. He's boiling it 

a'. *Ta ydibSts. He's boiling it water. 

b. Kedats^etsets. Yetsets. 
kudatszn etscts yetsets 
moosemeat (3sS-CL)-Vsteiii 3sO-(3sS-CL)-Vstem 
She's eating moosemeat. She's eating it. 

b*. *Kedats6n yetsets. She's eating it moosemeat.. 

c. Ah gehtsjh. Geyehtsih. 
a:h gehtsih giyehts^h 
a:h ge-h-tsih gi-ye-h-ts  ̂
snowshoes 3pS-CL-Vstem 3pS-3sO-CL-Vstem 
TTuy are making (a pair oj) snowshoes. They are making it. 

c'. *Ah geyehtsjh. Th^2 are making it (a pair of) snowshoes. 

From these examples we see that an overt otgect noun is never used in conjunction with a 

third-person (direct) object prefix. However, the third-person (direct) object prefix is also 

not used to reference an object when the subject prefix is any non-third-person subject 

prefix (as in 4.16d and d*). Thus, a tiiinl person (direct) object prefix surfiues ̂ en the 

subject prefix is a third person prefix and there is no overt object noun (within the 

phrase).'̂  

With respect to the handling verbs, this means that v^en tiie direct object noun is 

" The diidributiao of the thinl person smgulardnect object pre&(,>«-, is explamed by dujomt reference 
Qtiwl989). Since this prefix only suifiKes wiA third person sui^iBGts, it ftnctions to diMmguish between 
AetwoAMpetstmrefinenoes. Add&kMH%,MedcaiidODonneIl̂ ()01)aigiiethat>e-aiailshig|i 
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not uttered, a third-person object prefix is licit. Additionally, the object is semanticaily 

co-referenced by the verb stem itself. It is reasonable to expect cases where the object 

noun is not directly uttered, but is referenced by both the prefix morphology of the 

handling verb and the semantic content of the verb stem. 

Kaska, as with all Athabaskan languages, also has so-called one-word sentences. 

That is, die verb by itself is a complete verb phrase or proposition (McDonough 

2000:142). For example, 

(4.17) Minimal verb phrase/proposition: V 

a. MegSnestan. 
mega:nesta:ii 
me-gai-ne-s-h-ta:n 
Opp-PP-TAM-lsS-CL-Vstem 
I saw/looked at it. 

b. Negeyenta). 
nigiyintaii 
ni-gi-yi-n-a-ta:i 
THM - 3pS - 3sO - TAM - CL - Vstem 
They Jacked him, 

c. Edzede'ots. 
aBdzsd£2ots 

aB-clze-de-0-2ots 
RFL - IpS - TAM (rfl) - CL - Vstem 
We are washing ourselves. 

Returning now to the question of what an Athabaskan verb form is; is it a "word" 

or is it a "phrase"? Rice (2000) claims that the answer is the latter. That is, a Kaska verb 

form is a phonological word, but a (morpho-) syntactic phrase. When children learn a 

transMvity (see also Shayne 1982). 
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verb fonn, then, they are leaning a syntactic unit To understand that the veib form is a 

syntactic unit it is necessary to be able to identify its various ̂ tactic parts. That is, for 

the child to realize tiut the verb form is not just a verb lexeme, s/he must at some level 

realize the syntactic nature of the form. The handling verbs provide a means for realizing 

this. Their overt reference to particular objects is syntactically advantageous because it 

shows that the verb form has a direct relationship (correspondence) with its nominal 

object It offers a to figuring out the referential nature of the verb form, ̂ ch then 

cues the leamer into the referential nature of the morphology of the verb form in general. 

Rice (2000) goes on to argue that the nature of the verb and verb morphology is 

not templatic. The template approach in Athabaskan verb morphology ranges fix>m 

tenqplates being said to order the morphemes in word formation to simply being a 

heuristic in describing this complex morphology. The only previous acquisition-based 

stu(fy of Athabaskan verb morphology argues otherwise. 

Saville-Troike (19%) asked w4iat children are learning when th  ̂leam an 

inflected verb form. She analyzed production data finm five Navajo children to find out 

"to viiat extent the process of acquisition may be templatic in nature for children, and to 

v/bat extent morjdiologically con4)lex forms miQr be learned and stored as single lexical 

units" (1996:137). She concluded that the process of acquisition is templatic because 

children b în by learning and producing a bare verb stem, followed by the addition of 

other relevant morphology, resuhing in the acquisition of a templatic concept of the verb 

complex 0  ̂the age of3) (1996:161). However, she went on to note that some 

morphemes ('constituents') are acquired lexically, as part of the verb stem. Thematic and 
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modal-conjugatioii prefixes are learned in conjunctioii wifli particular steins and stored as 

'single, complex lexical units,* whereas pronominals, aspect maricers and most adverbials 

ate learned in relation to template positi(M)s. The fact that child production data indicates 

a templatic approach to Athabaskan acquisition, î diere children order their morphemes in 

accordance with adult forms, does not necessarily mean they are constructiî  and using a 

template to understand verb morphology. Following Rice (2000) and language 

acquisition accounts in general, it seems reasonable that Athabaskan language learners are 

using syntactic and semantic knowledge, in conjunction with target language information, 

to determine the ordermg of morphemes and to leam how to construct an Athabaskan 

verb form (see also Courtn  ̂and Saville>Troike 1997, Pye 1988). 

Whether or not children are learning the Navajo verb complex as a template, 

SavUle-Troike's data cleariy show that the verb complex is conceptualized as a coherent 

(morphologically complex) unit (as evidenced by phenomena such as consonant and 

vowel harmony, strict prefixal ordering and lack of incorporation of English forms). 

Additional̂ , her data show that children conceptualize nouns and verbs differentiy. That 

is, they do not make the mistake of attaching verb prefixes to noun bases. The two 

grammatical categories are kept distinct My continuing research on Kaska langu^e 

acquisition hopes to address this. 

Obviously, the verb form carries die most semantic weight, and knowing how to 

use and modify the verb morphology is integral to understanding and speaking the 

language. Unfortunately, this is also the one part ofthe grammar that is not taught to 

children learning Kaska in the schools. According to Willie (2001), another integral part 
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ftf l^jHwiing an AthahaglfMn lungiiagft is learning the classificatmy vcfh system. Thcncxt 

section describes this set of verbs for Kaska, focusing on the handling verbs in particular. 

Kaska Classificatory Handling Verbs 

All Athabaskan langua  ̂have a closed lexical set of verb stems refened to as 

classificatory verbs. These verbs lexically marie semantic features that can correspond 

with or identify these same features in a related noun phrase. That is, these verbs can 

deictically reference subjects or objects based on physical features such as number, 

dimension, pliability, containment, etc. Across the language family, these verbs range in 

the number of lexical roots and types of associated semantic features. These verbs are 

also differentiable based on movement Cat̂ rizing the classificatory verbs this way, 

Davidson, Elford and Hoijer (1963) identify four sets: neuter verbs (set A), verbs of 

handling (set B), verbs of partially controlled action (set C), and verbs of five movement 

(setD). The focus here is on set B, the handling verbs.'̂  These are the verbs used 

fixquentiy in directives to children. Besides describing this set for Kaska, this section 

also points out: (1) that Kaska has a smaller set of handling verb stems than the Southern 

Athabaskan languages and some of theNorthem ones and (2) that acquisition of these 

verbs is complicated by the existence of a definilt stem. 

Some other verbs also index or identify particular characteristics in the overt 

subject noun. For example, Kaska verbs of locomotion show agreonent m number with 

the subject noun (six^ular, dual, plural), and certain verbs in Northern Tutchone show 
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agteement in number and type of pedalism (bipedal: hiunan or quadripedai: animal) 

(Cair, personal communication). 

(4.18) Deictic reference between locomotion veib stems and their subjects 

Kaska: Hunt 
a. ejedfliya' S/he went hunting. 

b. ejegedfli'Sts They 2 went hunting. 

c. ejeged^hditl Th  ̂3+went hunting. 

Nnrthem Tutchone: Wallf amund 

d. î s/he walked around. 

^add 

ia'rti 

They walked around. 

They walked around. 

Northern Tutchone: Walk Awav/Leave 

g. d£zhi 

h. d6jaw 

She left. 

They left. 

(singular subject) 

(dual subject) 

(plural subject) 

(bipedal singular subject) 

(bipedal plural subject) 

(quadripedal plural subject) 

(bipedal singular subject) 

(bipedal plural subject) 

(quadripedal plural subject) i. d6'ni They left. 

Additionally, some Athabaskan ku^uages' verbs also ind«c features of die corresponding 

object noun. For example. Northern Tutchone eating verbs distinguish between singular 

and plural objects, dassificatory verbs, however, identify particular physical 

characteristics ofthe corresponding object or sutgect They include a larger set of 

semantic features than the gomg and verbs do. This is true at least for Kaska and 

Meek and Jules ^001) describe aO four ctassificatofy sets fir Kaska. 
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NorthemTutclione. 

The Iheratuie on handling veibs ranges fiom liî wistic descriptions of object 

classes (Axeltod 2000; Basso 1990; Carter 1976; Hoijer 1945; Poser 1996; K. Rice 1989; 

S. Rice 1998; Young et. al. 1992), and &om metaphorical uses in oral literature and 

everydî  ribaldry (Rushforth 1991a, \(^e 2000) to anthropological descriptions and 

psychological tasks aimed at uncovering language's relationship to the mind and culture 

(Carroll et al. 1958; Hoijer 1951; Werner et al. 1983; Witherspoon 1977,1980). Again, 

these verbs can categorize objects based on physical features such as number, dimension, 

pliability, containment ete. Characteristics indexed by these verbs vary across the 

Athabaskan langu  ̂fiunUy. Even though these characteristics are not necessarily 

semantically identical across the Athabaskan language fionily, some are imsent across the 

various languages (see Table 4.5 below). 



Table 4.5: Semantic Features of Classificatory Verbs across some Athabaskan Languages 

Kaska Navajo (Willie 
2000:49) 

W. Apache 
(adapted from 
Basso 1990:4-
7) 

Koyukon 
(Axelrod2000: 
12) 

Carrier 
(Poser 1996) 

Chipewyan (S. 
Rice 1998: 
106) 

Slave 
(Rice 1989: 
781) 

animate animate, 
reclined 

animate, 
youno/small 

animate animate animate 

pnqxMtional defiiult compact/ solid compact generic round/hard/ 
compact 

chunky 

non-
proportional 

stick-like/flat, 
stiff 

stick-like/flat, 
stiff 

flat, rigid, 
stick-like 

long, rigid stick
like/empty 

stick-like 

cloth-like paper-
iike/flexible 

flat/flexible flat/flexible/ 
cloth-like 

flexible flat/flexible cloth-like 

contained, 
closed 

laiige bundle or 
load 

contained, 
closed 

contanied, 
closed 

bundled or 
contained, 
closed 

containerfiil 
long 

plural/rope-like dtial/rope-Iike dual/rope-like plural plural plural plural/rope-
like 

contained, 
open 

contained, 
especially 
liquid 

omtained, 
open 

contained, 
open 

contained, 
open 

in open 
container 

containerfiil, 
rigid, small 

moist/mushy moist/mushy mushy, wet mushy mushy 
plural objects 
(grouped) 

plural granular, 
powdery 

plural, mass granular/in 
heap 

liauid liquid/hay-like 
animate, sitting animate, 

mature/large 
burning generic 

wool-like, 
fluf&. dried 

plural, flexible plural, 
scattered 

fim-like food, edible 
plural/ pair plural 
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Most apparent is the &ct that Soudiem Athabaskan languages (13 categories for both 

Navajo and Western Apache) identify more features than the Noithem Athabaskan 

laî ^es do, and subsequently lexically categorize more object classes (i.e., have more 

classificatoiy stems (see Table 4.6 below)). However, even the features maiked between 

the two closely related Southern Athabaskan languages are not identical. 

A further observation is that all seven languages have the following categcmes: 

stick-like/rigid, flat̂ exible, plural, and contained in open container. Interestingly, they 

all have an animate category with the exception of Koyukon. Finally, they all have a 

category that includes compact, solid, chunl̂  objects, either specifically or default 

Likewise, the number of verb stems varies across the seven languages with some 

similarities maintained. Table 4.6 below shows this, highlighting the feet that a subset of 

phonologically similar stems occurs throughout 
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Table 4.6: Classificatoiy Veib Roots across some Athabaskan Languages 

Kaska 

i)h '«h tsos leh leh k9h tjh leh 

Navajo Young & Morgan 1987 

4 '4 tsooz U nil jM* jool 1166' yi tf 

W. Apache Basso 1990 

liih ISOOS Mh dm jfll ne deeh ziig kaah d«h teeh iQQS 

Slave K. Rice 1989 

tih 'fli chuh ke tee bOi tfh (6h 

Koyu ran Axeliod200 0 

ton '0 kool k> dzok koot nokk kko ton tinnlflf t'on 

Chipewyan S. Rice 1998 ; Carter 1975 

ti 'fih chuth le dzai tl6 ki ti chu 

Carrier Poser 19% 

tei 2ai ches lii dzih tloh kai dzo tei 
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There are five similar root types across these seven language. Using the Kaskafonns, 

these roots are: tih, 'qh, tsus, leh, ioh. Some verb roots corre^nd with more than one 

object category or set of object features. For example, Kaska -leh and Slave, -iee, 

correspond with both plural and stick-like features. This means that there is not 

necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between verb stem and semantic feature. 

Kaska then does not maintain a one-to-one correspondence between verb stem and 

semantic feature, and the lexically-mariced features are not semantically identical to other 

Athabaskan classifications. Of all of the above listed languages, Kaska most closely 

resembles Slave. 

To reiterate, Kaska has eight semantic categories marked by seven verb sterns.*  ̂

They are the following: -(0)'̂  proportional (rock), •(0)tih non-proportional (gun), -

{Oycqh contained in open container (a cup of tea), -(h)reA animate (bear), •(h)fmr cloth

like Oxipcr), -OoLitih contained in a closed container (sugar in a bag) and -(Qî eh rope-like 

(string), -(Oyeh plural (shoes). (All of these stems are given in transitive, imperfective 

form.) The data below, taken fiom narratives, interviews and elicitation, fiirther illustrate 

these groupmgs. 

" Not all ofthese object classes are used productivefy by all Kaska speaken. Forexample, -(0)'«Ais 
often used to refaence mass contamed otgiecis. 
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Table 4.7: KaskaVob Stems and Conesponding Objects 

Verb Stem Objects 
a. 

Propoitional 
rock, ball, pail/pot, ciq>, can, box of cnqrons, pad of 
paper, piece of (diy) meat, toilet paper, 1 coin, box of 
salt, can of coffeeAea, container of beads, radio, votive 
candle, groceries, knife, can of snuf  ̂mushroom, hook, 
baseball hat, bow/arrow, cigarette, axe, gun, fillcxl 
backpack, plate, bowl, book 

b. -(0)kQh 
Contained, open 

ciq> of sugar, cup of tea/coffee, bowl of soup/broth, ciq> 
of water, any contained liquid 

c. -(0)leh 
plural 
and 
Rope-like 

pairof shoes, pair of socks, bunch of berries, pile of food, 
herd of animals, money Q)!.), stack of coffee ffltras, string 
of beads, bunch of loose beads, pile of logs, ashes, pants, 
arrows, blankets, rabbits, feathers, blood, brush, mitts 
eyeglasses, bullets, snow, &t/lard/butter AND 
rope, hair tie, ribbon, shoestring, babiche 

d. -(h)teh 
Animate 

animal (dead or alive), dog, 2 mo. old baby, baby, person, 
salmon, squirrel, younger brother, doll 

e. -mh 
Non-propoiti(mal 

gun, axe, spoon, shovel, pencil, fishing pole, one crayon, 
paddle, one log, one stic  ̂one bullet, tî  candle, 
feather, long-stemmed flower 

-mh 
C(»itained, closed 

bag of sugar/flour/rice^can(fy/salt/diy meat/dirty clothes, 
etc., beg of X 

f. -OOtsus 
Qoth-like 

blanket, piece of pq)er, one book, one coffee filter, empty 
cloth bag or bacl̂ k, empty plastic bag, 1 pqierbill, 
towel, clothing, one sock, one mitt, hide, one pair of 
pants 

The first observation here is that two loots,-/eA, anddo double duty. Thefirst 

stem, lehy is used for both plural objects and singular rope-like objects, and the second, 

q'A. is used for both mass quantities in a soft (cloth) container and singular rigid, long 

(non-proportional) objects. For the latter, a change in classifier helps distinguish the two 

classes and related stems. 
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A second obsetvadon is that ̂ walms vary in classifying objects. FQrexample,a 

few q)eakets (fiom one dialect) used -Outsits for a folded blanket vdieieas two speakers 

(fiom a different dialect) used -(0)'Qh. All of these speakers used -^)tsus to talk about 

handling paper. Part oftbis is due to the feet that classificatoiy verbs identify the state of 

an object at a particular time and place, in a particular context or situation (Carter 1976). 

Drawing on the above example, speakers of the one Kaska dialect may r  ̂to a roUed-up 

blanket with the stem, -(0)tih, a folded blanket (as in a square) with -(0)'qh, and a blanket 

laid out on a bed with -(h)tsus. 

Some speakers, however, co-classify objects. That is, a speaker may use certain 

stems interchangeably to index/reference a situated object without marking any senumtic 

or existential difference in the object For example, cigarette, arrow and gun are 

acceptable in both the -(0)tih and -(0)'qh categories. Additionally, book and blanket 

(singular) may co-occur with -(O/qh and -^)tsus without marking a change in their object 

status or positioning. 

Rather than claim that there is synonymy between stems, or even just semantic 

overly, it is important to note that the cross-classification of objects occurs with the 

same verb stem,This suggests that this verb stem is a defiuilt or generic stem 

used to talk about the handling of any object One situation, however, that never occurs is 

the use of this stem with any dual or plural objects. Thus, '(0)'qh is a genetic, single 

object category.'̂  

S. Rice (1998:118) notes diat for Giipewytn speakeis, -(0)'«fc is used "to designate an unknown, 
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The impUcations this has for leaning the handling veibs is significant bi 

particular, it offers Kaska learners a "way out," a means to avoid discerning all of the 

subtle semantic nuances of Kaska handling verbs. This would result in a loss of linguistic 

specificity/complexity as well as a loss of language play. Even thou  ̂S. Rice (1998) 

states that these verbs are seldom used metaf^orically or creatively, both Rushfoith 

(1991a) and ̂ lie (2000) i»ovide evidence to the contrary (see also Basso 1990). 

Handling verbs offer a prime opportunity to indulge in linguistic sophistication and 

figurative play. 

Morphologically, handling verbs use a variety of morphemes, adverbial and 

otherwise, to modify the different states of being, both spatially and temporally. English 

put requires similar modification. For example, you can put something down, up, on top 

of, or into as well as being in the process of putting, being about to put or having just put 

something somew4iere. Kaska handling verbs mark these distinctions using adverbial 

morphemes. 

The following data set shows some of the spatial and/or directional differences 

marked on the various Kaska handling verbs. The data come fiom elicitation, recorded 

interviews and conversation. 

anspecified object" This definiltcategoiyK also used to talk about abstract tfamgs or ideas. Fuitfaennoie, 
she slates that the prefened generic stem fixm in Navajo is-(0)Vf. 
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(4.19) biventoiy of some spadal/diiectional moifdiology of Kaska classificafoty veibs 

a. 

b. 

c. 

ne- 'up, away* 
i. Ahdegenede'l, Upweards he's picking up (dtfault object). 
iL Nedfstan. I pickal up (stick-like object). 

n '̂down' 
i. Ndmln. 
ii. N6y6ni'Sn. 
iii. N€y€iiihtsdts. 

g€- 'around' 
i. Ge  ̂
ii. G^yehtsOs. 
iii. G^yehtjh. 
iv. G^yekth. 

deg6- 'across' 
i. Deg '̂i. 
ii. Deg^sinln. 
iii. Deg^sintan. 
iv. Deg^sin .̂ 

n€-'over and back' 
i. N^sinli. 
ii. NSnll. 
iii. Ndsestsdts. 
iv. NSnhtsQs. 

He put down (default cbject). 
He put it down (d^ault object). 
He put it (cloth-like) down. 

She's carrying around (default object). 
He's carrying around it (cloth-like). 
She's carrying around it (contained, closed). 
He's carrying around it (contained, open). 

You're taking (dtfault object) across. 
You took (default object) across. 
You took (stick-like object) across. 
You're taking (stick-like inject) across. 

You took (plural objects) over and back. 
You're taking (plural objects) over and back. 
I took (cloth-like object) over and back. 
You're taking (cloth-like object) over and back. 

f. Es + y^-, 'to me' 
i. Esy^nnla'. 
ii. Esy '̂in. 
iii. Esy^nnh .̂ 

You gave me (î ural objects). 
You gave me (d^ault object). 
You gave me (animate t̂ ject). 

-back (to)' 
i. Ts'̂ dd* Moihtsdts. 
ii. LfnehtsOs. 
iii. LdiyedehtsOs. 
iv. Ldiyedehtsdts. 

He returned the blanket. 
He is returning (cloth-like object). 
He is returning it (blanket). 
He brought it back. 
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These data represent a subset of possible spatial orientations and classificatoiy veib 

inventory. Th  ̂are not exhaustive of the granunatical and creative possibilities 

accessible to Kaska q)eakers. The goal is to show some of the (derivational) 

morphological knowled  ̂required for Kaska interaction and use of handling verbs. 

Additional̂ , this reveals viiat children would need to acquire in order to understand and 

produce the verb words themselves. 

Along with tt» spatial orientations, classificatory verbs can be temporally complex 

as well. That is, tense-aspect-mode relations are intricate, with certain morphological 

correspondence restrictions. None of the teaching materials address these restrictions or 

temporal differences. The following data illustrate two temporal differences. 

(4.20) Two handling verb examples oftwo temporal alternations 

a. Take cloth-like object over and back: perfective/imperfective ahemation 

i. N£sestsdts. 
ni-si-s-h-ts4:ts 
ADV-TAM:pcrMsS-CL-Vstcm:perf 
/ took (cloth-like object) over and back. 

ii. NSstsOs. 
n'-a8-s-h-t8u:s 
ADV-TAM:impf-lsS-CL-Vstem:impf 
Vm taking (cltah-like object) over and back. 

b. Pick up stick-like object: perfective/imperfective ahemation 

ii. Nedftin. 
nx-di-ta:n 
ADV-TAM:pcrf-Vstcin:pcrf 
She or he picked up (stick-like object). 
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u. Nedf  ̂

ADV-TAM:impf-Vttem:impf 
She or he is picking vp (stick-like inject). 

For (4^0a), the difference between the imperfective and the perfective is mariced by 

changing the fonn of the verb stem and by adding the perfective morpheme, s-. For 

(420b), the only difference between the two verb forms is that the stem changes, -tan for 

perfective and -^h for imperfective. This presents another challenge for the Kaska 

language learner, a challenge not addressed in the classroom or in the instructional 

materials developed for the classnxHn. The following data ate fiom the instructional 

materials developed by YNLC for teaching the Kaska language (see Gnu  ̂and 

Acklack/YNLC 1994, Mercier and Wolftail/YNLC 1994). These are the (Mily forms 

provided in the manual. They do not display any tense/ aspect/mode alternations nor 

other morfdiological variations. 

(421) Kaska Handling Verbs fiom YNLC teaching manual (1994:48,49) 

a. Esy '̂l Give me (propoitional objea). 

b. Esy£fik|. Give me (ctmtained liquid). 

c. Esy£fihtA. Give me Giving object). 

d. EsydfihtsOs. Give me (fabric object). 

e. Esy^ .̂ Give me (nm-proportional object). 

f. Esy^e. Give me (plural or rope-like object). 

These finms represent only an iota of the Imguistic knowled  ̂needed by Kaska children 
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in onfer for Aem to be able to piodiice novel utteranoes conversmg in their heritage 

language. That is, it is impossible to interact with adult speakers without having access to 

and competence with a greater range ofvetb forms (see Chapters). Having such a small 

subset of verb kno^dedge is useless because the language learner is limited to those 

f(»ms, allowing him or her to express or talk about a very small number of events. Even 

thoî  children's language curriculum is grammatically impoverished, children nuQr yet 

be acquiring some ofthe grammatical structures illustrated above. The next ch{q>ter(S) 

addresses this. 

Summary 

This ch t̂er has illustrated some of the grammatical knowledge necessary for 

Kaska language use. hi order to be able to use the Kaska language in everyday 

conversation, interactants need to have acquired the above grammatical structures to 

some extent. As the next two chî tters show, some adults and a few children are exposed 

to spoken Kaska outside of a classroom and have enoî  competence in order to be able 

to converse (in English) with Elders and others who ate speaking Kaska. 

bterestingly, the adults who seldom speak Kaska do not describe this language as 

beii% difficult to team for the simple &ct that they akeaify know the language (and 

therefore seem to disregard its greater morphological complexiQr compared to English). 

As one interviewee stated, "I think that ifyou understand, you can speak it" However, 

this same interviewee also noted that "it might be {HetQr hard to leam how to write Kaska 

because iKdien you hear a letter thafs not î iatyoute really heating." Frequently in the 
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Kaska language woricshops, younger adults wrote their Kaska forms according to the 

sounds of the English alphabet, and not the IPA-based orthography that diey were being 

taught. This phenomenon and the statement above clearly attest to the abstract and 

ideological nature of writing systems. 

Finally, given that these individuals find the language easy to leam (with the 

exception of learning to write in it), it may be that they assume their children will acquire 

the language even though they themselves do not ( îcally) speak the language. Because 

they, the parents, acquired Kaska passively firom their parents, it may seem reasonable to 

these current parents that their children will also acquire Kaska passively, in this case, 

from the grandparents. Acquiring a language passively, however, presents an interesting 

challenge to the child learner as well as to the researcher interested in finding out what 

grammatical knowledge the child has actually acquired. 

The youngest generations, then, vary in their use and experience with the Kaska 

language. Those children being raised by older relatives or grandparents appear to be the 

ones acquiring Kaska and represent the targeted population of this study. Thus, for the 

development of appropriate language maintenance and re-creation programs, it is useM 

(and necessary) to find out what these children know of their heritage language in order to 

reinforce and fiirther develop that knowledge. Chapter S explores children's linguistic 

knowledge by examining their speech as well as analyzing socially-occuring speech 

around them and directed to them. 
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5. PATTERNS OF KASKA AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE USE 

The concept of language socialization covers two general ideas: cultural 

socialization through language use and language development (socialization) through 

linguistic practices, including everyday use as well as instructional use. To quote Ochs 

and Schie£felin (1995:91), "grammatical development cannot be adequately accounted 

for without serious analysis of the social and cultural milieu of the language acquiring 

child" (see also Ochs 1988:17,129; PhiUps 1983:3-4, Schieffelin 1990:14; Schieffelin 

and Ochs 1986a:2; Ochs and Schieffelin 1984). Given that social contexts play a 

fundamental role in child language development (see Chapter 3), interaction data should 

elucidate the impact of different social contexts on Kaska language use as well as show 

the impact of different patterns of use on the structuring of social contexts (Ochs, 

Schegloff and Thompson 1996). Toward that end, this chapter describes situations of 

actual language use, observing how English and Kaska are used by interactants in 

everyday life. 

For endangered languages, the language that interactants choose and the manner 

in which they use that language varies predictably with age, as noted by Krauss (1998, 

1996), Crawford (1991) and others. The most fluent speakers of indigenous heritage 

languages are ̂ ically the elders, the oldest living generations. What Krauss and others 

do not explore closely is how this linguistic distribution significantly relates to other 

factors ~ social, economic, political ~ except in expected ways. They recognize that 

minority populations must learn the dominant language in order to be economically 
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onnpetitive, educationaUy equal, and sociaUyacceptd>lewitiiin various dominant culture 

contexts. This partially accounts for the preference to use English over Kaska. However, 

the choice to speak Kaska is not just related to one's ability as a factor of age and/or past 

history, but is also linked to patterns of interaction and individuals' social roles or status 

within their own (subordinate) conununities. 

To illustrate the relationship between language choice, age, and (social) role, 

interaction data recorded in a variety of contexts is analyzed, supplemented with 

participant-observation data. The goal is to show how interaction patterns differ across 

participants and to analyze their impact on the use and acquisition of the Kaska language. 

Furthermore, this chapter focuses on how English and Kaska are used in relation to each 

other, constituting child language socialization jnactices and predisposing children to use 

English in place of Kaska while at the same time providing them with opportunities to 

acquire some grammatical knowledge of Kaska. Another facet of the data is to show the 

grammatical differences between speakers and the ways in which they speak both English 

and Kaska. Finally, ideas about child socialization are presented and discussed in 

relation to Kaska child language development 

By fixnî g on sodally-occurr  ̂qseech, this chqrter shows the following. First, 

data show that children spontaneously produce some Kaska forms (predominantly 

nouns), but primarily converse in English. This is remforced by the Anglo-Canadian 

images that dominate children's interests and their topics for conversation. Second, the 

data reveal that there are subtle differences between child-directed and adult-directed 

Kaska utterances jKoduced by adults. Adults use directives with children (and younger 
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adults); they do not use them with their peers or Elders. Third, adults produce a variety 

of granunatical forms when speaking with other adults. They do not show the same 

variety in their utterances addressed to children. Children, however, are exposed to a full 

range of grammatical forms. Finally, this chapter highlights an interactional pattern 

showmg that in an exchange older interactants are the ones who speak Kaska and are 

sanctioned to speak Kaska (see Chapter 6). 

Children's Discourse 

In earlier chapters the point that children do not use Kaska as their everyday 

language has been illustrated through historical description and demographic data. This 

claim is supported here with interaction data, showing that children use English when 

talking with each other and adults. The following interactions were recorded at the 

Aboriginal Head Start building in Upper Liard. All names have been changed in order to 

maintain the privacy of the participants (see Appendix C for a list of participants by 

pseudonym). 

In the first transcript, the children were playing and eating their snacks. The 

teachers, myself included, were in an adjacent room, watching the children through open 

double doors. The children's ages are the following: Anna is 4;2 years old; Adam is S 

years old; Joy is 4;1 years old; Jason is S;8 years old; Ben is 6;0 years old; Michael is 2;9 

years old. All of the children, except for Adam, have either older or younger siblings, 

and all of them are being raised by their parents and/or grandparents, residing at either 
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Upper Liaid ot TWO/ TWO and a Half Mile. None of the childrai live in Watson Lake. 

(Topical tenns and phrases are underiined; see Appendix D for transcription notation). 

(S.l) Random taping of children at AHS* 

1. Anna: are vou going to school? 
2. Adam: imrrmii 
3. Joy: //teacher// 
4. Jason: veah he's going to school after, school after snack 
5. Ben: he's got a lot of school 
6. Anna; //cuz I dont gO tO SChool// 
7. Michael: //mom, mom, h  ̂mom// 

(:02) 
8. Anna: me! ((knocking at AHS front door)) 
9. Ben: lean write ynv name 

003) 
10. Jason: (???) ((doorbell ringing)) 
11. Adam: uh. I am Kennv Gordon 
12. Jason: //t̂  tell me// 
13. Anna: //I'm Kennv Gordon too!// 
14. Ben: //who's Greg Rvan//. hey? 
15. Adam: vou're not Greg Rvan 

003) 
16. Teacher, who's done with their snack? 
17. Jason: Fm Greg Rvan 
18. Anna: rm Greg Rvan 
19. Jason: lam 
20. Joy: hev. tomogow 1 go Disnev World 

008) 
21. Anna: teacher, teacher! 
22. Teacher, hm? 
23. Anna: w^s your name? 
24. Teacher Lisa 
25. Anna: Lisa, I almost done 
26. Joy: Mickey mouse there and Goofv there, the ̂ ole (???) 
27. N :̂ [o:] teacher! 

' FoUowmg Sacks, Schegloff and Jefifeisoa (1974) and Duianti (1994X die foUowing tnnscriptkm symbols 
are used to maik relevant infimnatioa. Colons are used to separate speaken from tbeir utterances;// 
indicate poinis of overlap; a l^phen stands fi>r an abrupt mtemiption; square brackets indicate phmlogkal 
material; words betiveen parentiieses indicate a best guess at the spoken material; question maiks within 
parentheses or between slashes represent uncertain oruninteiligible material; numben between parentheses 
mark lengdi of pause; material widiin double porendieses provides exttalinguistic or contextual mfbrmation 
or additkmal description. Underiiamg is used to highlight important information or patterns in tiie data. 
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007) 
28. Bou you playing? 
29. Joy: me, me! (^chael is trying to take Joy's snack)) 
30. Teacher Michael, sit down or el% you're not going to get anything 
31. Michael, Fm gonna put you in the crib 

((Teadwr leaves the room)) 

Note that throughout this exchange the children and teachers speak English only. 

Furthermore, the topics of conversation range from school to characters, play-actiî  and 

Walt Disney World; all topics linguistically and socially Imked to the dominant Anglo-

Canadian culture. 

This next set of data, recorded during a research session, also siqyports these 

observations. While trying to elicit some Kaska nouns, Joy intemqrted our playing and 

told me about what she had done the previous day; she watched an American-made 

horror film. 

(52) hiteraction between myself and Joy (age 4;8) 

I. Joy: Yesterday I watched Chuckie 
2. Barb: You watched what? 
3. Joy: Chuckie 
4. Barb: What's that? 
5. Joy: Chuckle's scary movie 
6. Barb: ooh, did it scare you? 
7. Joy: yea' 
8. Barb: that would scare me 
9. Joy: You watch it? 
10. Barb: I've seen little bits of it, it scares me too much so I cant watch the 

\̂ le thing 
(:03) 
11. Joy: but, moms watch it(:01) he scream really hard 
12. B :̂ really? 
13. Joy: yea' he jus-just tun away iq>stairs, he just screamed and I watch it 

myself my mom scooted off on me 
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Joy introduced the topic of conversation, a horror movie about a doll named Chuckie. 

Again, this is a movie produced by "Hollywood," a part of the dominant culture, 

associated with English. In our discussion of the movie, Joy also used English only. 

This may or may not have been due to my limited Kaska language abilities. 

The data also show that Joy produces English sentences. Through her use of and 

changes in grammatical form, her utterances provide a glimpse of her knowledge of 

English grammatical structure. The examples in 6.3 below highlight her use of pronouns 

and tense (underlined forms). 

(S.3) Analysis of Joy's English structure 

a. use of object pronoun: i. Yesterday I watched "Chuckie." 

ii. I watch it. 

iii. My mom scooted off on n .̂ 

b. use of subject pronouns: i. 1 watch it myself. 

ii. You watch it? 

iii. (fe scream really hard. 

c. tense changes: i. Yesterdav I watched "Chuckie." 

ii. Moms watch it. 

iii. He scream really hard. 

iv. He fust screamed. 
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The utterances above show knowledge of the difference between subject and object 

pronominal fomis? Th  ̂also reveal knowledge of tense differences and related 

morphology. That is, some of Joy's English grammatical knowledge is reflected in the 

consistent structural modifications ofher English utterances. Whereas Kaska child 

utterances show little variability or creativity in Ae heritage language (see below), Joy's 

English utterances reveal grammatical variability and creativity. 

Another set of data shows the interaction between myself and a five year old girl, 

Ashley. Ashley is being raised by both her parents and Kaska-speaking grandparents. 

She also has one sibling. We had been playing a game, a pointing task ̂ ere I showed 

her two different pictures, said a word in Kaska, and she then pointed to one of the two 

pictures. Throughout our game, Ashley often changed the conversational focus (the 

task), usually prompted one of the pictures presented to her. hi this case, she was 

looking at a picture of mittens (labdt) (the target picture) and a picture of snowshoes (qh). 

(S.4.a) Interaction between myself (Barb) and Ashley (S;6) 

1. Barb: ate you ready? Fm gonna say another word 
2. Ashley: um 
3. Barb: libit 
4. Ashley: [la:ba±] ((repeating Bari>'s utterance)) 
5. Barb: lilAt 
6. Ashley: (>uba:h] ((repeating Barb's utterance)) 
7. Barb: look at both pictures carefully 
8. Ashley: kay,P9bd:h] 
9. Barb: libit 
10. Ashl̂ : [l9ba±] ((repeating Barb's utterance)) 
11. Barb: what's that mean? 

 ̂Note that J<qr also uses the EoglidipnnouiiAe to refer to her nxNfaer. This is consistent wiA the EngiiA 
dialect spoken throughout the Kasinconununi .̂ In my opmion ft reflects the influence of Kaska grammar 
<m Ei^h usage m that the Kaska lai^uage do« not gtammaticalfy marie gander (masculme, feminme, 
neuter), resuhmg man English dialect that uses Ae to reference all persons. 
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12. Ashley: that's uhboots ((explainingpicture of snowshoes)) 
13. go in there ((explaining ̂ xdiere your boot goes)) 
14.Baib: yeah, wiiat'slildt mean though? 
15. Ashl̂ : Qsbach]? 
16. Baifo: yeah, do you know what libit are? 
17. Ashley: m snow, walldn'in the deep snow ((talking about snowshoes)) 
18. Barb: that's w  ̂you use these for, right, how "bout these? 
19. Ashley: mm 
20. Barb: what are these? 
21.Ashl̂ : (???) mitts 
22. Barb: yeah 
23. Ashley: I show you, more boots over in the other room 
24. Barb: boots in the well how'bout later? Let's finish playing our game 
25. Ashl̂ : mhm 
26. Barb: do you like animals? 
27. Ashley: ye  ̂
28. Barb: //okay// 
29. Ashley: //???// us a horsey, that's a gun, my grandpa shoot big, he shoot big 

giwis 

After this last comment, Ashley returned to playing the game. All of her commentary 

was in English (lines 12,13,17,23,29), focusing on snowshoes and boots (lines 12,13,17, 

23) and then switching to guns (line 29). The only Kaska utterances were her repetitions 

of my Kaska utterances. However, later in the dialogue, she produces a Kaska word as 

part of her commentary. The unelicited Kaska words are underlined. 

(S.4.b) Continued hiteraction between Barb and Ashley 

1. Bari): ta 
2. Ashley: [tu:] 
3. Barb: v^ch one's tQ? 
4. Ashl̂ : ((points to the picture of water)) 
5. Barb: very good, î iat does it mean? do you know î iat that means? 
6. Ashley: one 
7. Barb: tO,> îat is this a picture of? 
8. Ashl̂  water 
9. Barb: very good, ta is water 

ok  ̂here you go, whoops ((handing Ashlar the picture)) 
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10. Ashl̂ : Tm gonna stand 
11. Baib: okî , you can stand up, Aat sounds like a good idea 
12. Ashlar: Iseedzdndze ((walking towaids window)) 
13. Baib: /Awliat?// 
14. Ashley; //there's// dzflndze 
15. Baib: where? 
16. Ashley: I see'im fly away 
17. Baib: dzdndze? 
18. Ashley: mhm 

In this case, Ashl̂  produced the Kaska word, dzSndze Cbiid*) in lines (12) and (14) 

without any prompting. She sawthe biid, a crow, outside the window and commented on 

it Even though in the first dialogue set she qipeared unfocused and did not undeistand 

my Kaska utterance for 'mitts,' she revealed here that she does know the wwd for 'biid.' 

These data do not show, however, \«4iether or not Ashley distinguishes between Kaska 

and English lexemes. She may have mcoiporated a Kaska lexeme into an English 

grammar. One additional observation is that Ashl̂  produced tlw Kaska word in the 

context ofother Kaska words. That is, the game involved producing (Caska nouns. In 

this setting, Ashley contributed by producing her own Kaska noun. 

Ashley's utterances also reveal to some extent her competence in English. Like 

Joy above, Ashlqr productively uses English grammatical structures, as in pronominal 

alternations Oines 12,16) and tense changes Oines 10,12). 

On another occasion, I was looking at a book with Joy (4; 1 years old), and 

Michael (2;9 years old). In the middle of the story, someone staited crying in the other 

room. I asked outloud who was crying and N ĉhael responded, "my edidze-r," 

([idaedzr]) referring to his sister using die Kaska noun for'younga sister* {edidze) in 
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conjunction widi the English first peiscm singular possessive,'my.' (TheKaskafirst 

person singular possessive morpheme is e5-or se-, depending on a speaker's dialect) In 

conversation, he also refinxed to his aunt as ene. 

Michael often used Kaska expressions. During a play session, he began singing 

and drumming. Joy (4;1 years old) and Ileanna (2;8 years old), responded by pretending 

to stick-gamble and sing. When the gjrls stopped singing, Michael told them, "ninjen" 

Csing again*), directing them to continue singing. Later in the interaction, he told one of 

the girls, "n^n'd" Cput it down*), directing her to put down the toy she was holding. This 

indicates that Michael has some knowlec  ̂of Kaska verb words, though not necessarily 

grammatical knowledge of verb structure. Below the morphological structures of these 

verb utteremces are given in order to show the potential knowledge that Michael might 

have or was in the process of acquiring. 

(5.5) Morphological analysis of Michael's verb words 

a. N(£njen. b. Nî n'l 

The only grammatical difference between an adult's utterance and Michael's is that the 

form in 5.5.a would be nihjen (d6, 'again'+eh, 'you 2' + -jen, 'singraat*)! replacing the 

second person singular subject prcMooun (r-) with the second person dual one (eh-), 

because his utterance was directed at botii giris, not just one of them. 

n^-n-jen n6-n>& 

again-2sg-sing 

Sing again. 

down-2sg-put (proportional object) 

Put (it) down. 
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Children also produce colloquial Kaska expressions, mono- or disyllabic forms 

that ate used as directives. At the year-end AHS picnic, John (1;10) went around to the 

adults and Elders present, offering them potato chips by holding up the bowl and saying 

"no"' (analogous to English "here'). Similarly, Michael used both luf Chere*) and de' 

('gimme') when either offering or requesting items. During a drive to Ross River, 

Michael's mother and grandmother reported that Michael said, "Pop di'" when asking for 

the pop can that his mother had in the fi»nt seat of the truck. Based on such reports and 

observations, the following is a list of Kaska utterances produced by various children. 

(5.6) Kaska colloquial expressions spoken by children 

Kaska exoression Gloss Aees of soeakerfs) 

a. Here. I; 10,2;8,5;4 yrs. old 
b. (object) d€'. Give (object). 2;8,5;4 yrs. old 
c. Emd'. No. 5;4 yrs. old 
d. And'. Go there. 5;4 yrs. old 
e. Tsini. Be quiet. 5;4 yrs. old 
f. Denjada. Go/walk away. 5;4 yrs. old 
g- K6li hey. Enough. 5;4 yrs. old 
h. Essendli'. Leave me alone. 5;4 yrs. old 
i. IMntl'd', g^ntl'̂ . Go run (play) around. 5;4 yrs. old 
j- Deg6'. Stop it. 5;4,9;7 yrs. old 

Again this shows that children know some Kaska phrases, including verb words, which 

they may use to reference particular objects or people. English is most likely their first 

language. However, they appear to insert Kaska phrases into English sentences. Also, 

these children produce English utterances in more creative and/or varied ways than they 

do Kaska ones. Whereas children's Kaska utterances are limited to a phonological word 

(simple nouns or single verb words), their English utterances are not limited to a 
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Zoological woid, structurally varyu  ̂more. &i a sense, they are more linguistically 

precocious in English than in Kaska. 

Child-directed Discourse 

This section illustrates a number of different ways adults interact with children. 

For example, command forms and other types of directives are found in adult-child 

interactions (see Field 1998). For «cample. Field's data below show the use of a Navajo 

classificatory handling verb by a mother instructing her child to pick \xp his toys. 

(5.7) Use of a Navajo directive in parent-child interaction (firom Field 1998:84) 

M: ni Ronald, pick up all those toys, now 
you 

R: oh 
M: hurry up, pick (up) all those toys 
R: no 
M: hnv hiiti naanijtiah 

box intaU back.2p.puLpLobjeas 

put them back in the box 
R: huh? 
M: hnv hiih naanipah 

R: no 
M: Nora, help your brother to put those toys back in the box. 

While Field focuses on the triadic form of the interaction, the pattern of interest here is 

the context and form of the Navajo utterances. Fust, the mother uses a directive 

utterance wiA her child. Directives are fiequently used by older Kaska q)eakers to 

control the actions of children. Second, the directive is preceded by a parallel English 

utterance, "pick iq[> all those toys.' This pattern also {q;ipeats in the Kaska data below. 

Third, the Navajo directive utterance here is a classificatory verb form, naanijtuih Cput 
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plural objects back'), similar to the classificatory verb forms used as directives by Kaska 

language teachers, as in esyinhtsus ('give me cloth-like objecf), to tell children to hand in 

their assignments. 

The next sets of data show the following: 1) how directives are used between 

Kaska adults and children, 2) the grammatical shape of these adult utterances, both Kaska 

and English, 3) the language or type of response to these adult utterances, and 4) the 

differences in grammatical structure between adult English and Kaska utterances directed 

at children. Finally, this section shows the prevalence and potential prevalence of Kaska 

classificatory verbs in adult utterances. 

The first set of interactions was tape recorded at a family's cabin in the bush, a 

permanent camp site. The interactants were an Elder (GM), an adult son (S), an adult 

daughter (D), and three grandsons (GSl, GS2, GS3), plus myself (B) and the Elder's 

husband (GF) in the background. GSl (age 10;11 years old) is older than GS2 (age 5;4 

years old).̂  The exchange occurred around GM's cooking supper. The data show how 

Kaska utterances are distributed across interactants in relation to their age and social roles 

(and not competence). As expected, GM uses Kaska the most, then D, followed by GS2 

and GSl. GF, S and GS3 (the three oldest males) are for the most part silent and/or 

peripheral to the entire exchange. (Underlined forms are either handling verb forms or an 

English equivalent.) 

 ̂GSl is not one of the chfld participants ui the AHS program. 
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(5.8.a) Inteiactioa between ftmilymeinbeis at theii camp 

1. GM: niyAdia? 
what <M she scqP. 

((to daughter)) 

2. GSl: wiiat microphone? that microphone 
3. D: //boys, you cant speak like th /̂ 
4. B: //see bow it works// 
5. GSl: yeah 
6. D: use big knife (???) 
7. GSl: vUxxe's the kî  then? 
8. D: your uncle's that big one over there 

m 
9. GM: î diete did I put that knife? 

The recorded interaction began with GM asking her daughter about what I had said. I 

had just turned on the tiqse recorder and was showing it to GSl Oines 2,4,5). At the same 

time, D was reprimanding the boys (line 3) and directing GSl to help his grandmother cut 

up the meat for supper Oines 6-8). bi line 1, the grandmother uses Kaska to ask her 

daughter a question, but switches to English later when addressing everyone (line 9). 

When her grandson asks questions, he uses English (lines 2,7). Her daughter also uses 

English here. However, note that all of the daughter's utterances are directed at the 

children Oines 3,6,8), and not to her mother (GM). 

In this next section of interaction, the daughter tried to get the children to sit down 

and speak Kaska. 

(5.8.b) biteraction at can  ̂- continued 

10. D: GS2, don't bother the dog please, GS2, OS2 hrin^r vour car and 
come speak Kaska 

11. GS2: wait ((pots banging)) 
012) 

12. D: Tell them tell them to be quiet then, in Kaska 
13. GS2: quiet 
14. D: Kaska,//?????// 
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15. S: //(Oaughing))// 
16. D: howyotts îtinKaska 
17. GM: sayt̂  
18. D: he, he knows 
19. S: shkhe tell him ((translating for B)) 
20. B: how would you tell him to leave you alone ifhe was bilging you 
21. GS2: what? 
22. D: essendli'»iy 
23. GS2: essendli' 

Here the daughter (GS2's mother) attempts to elicit a Kaska expression fiom her son in 

two ways. First, she uses English directive and question forms to initiate die interaction 

for prompting a Kaska response (lines 10,12,16). Second, she provides the form to be 

translated, in this case "be quiet' Oine 12). When the child does not provide the expected 

response Oine 13), the grandmother joins the interaction, using a directive utterance to 

supply the child with the form requested (line 17). (Note that GKTs directive utterance 

conesponds with English syntax), hi line 22, a directive utterance is used again to elicit 

the requested Kaska form; this time it is siqpplied by GS2's mother (note that the word 

order corresponds with Kaska syntax). Again, all ofthe utterances directed at the child, 

GS2, were in English. Only Ae elicited token was given in Kaska. 

Continuing with the same recording, the conversation returned to a discussion 

about knives and to the dog rummaging tiuough the garbage. 

(S.8.C) Interactioa at can^)—continued 
28. GSl; do you know where the knife is? 
29. GM: beske-6ad(? 

kntfe ke-yotLsaUfl 
30. D; th^dog*s in diat garbage mom 
31. GM: n£ (Oumdmg knife to GSl)) 

here 
32. look^^hathedo ((about the dog)) 
33. GSl: Pm startmg to //cut meat// 
34. GM: /Anmmy//cup(??)? 
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35. B: oh. one of them's UD over there 
36. GM: oh, over there, et'in 6hdi 

overjhere she.smd 
37. GSl: oh, Iknow vliatthu (??) is 

38. GSl: is this here the garbage? 
39. B: this the garbage? ((toD)) 
40. D: mhm. have vou alreadv nut it in here? 
41. GM: nf^deg^M ((to GFs dog)) 

(??) stopl 
42. GSl: get out, ((GFs dog)) 

In this section, the grandmother switches back and forth between Kaska and English. Her 

utterances directed at her grandson (GS1) are in Kaska (lines 29,31,36), as well as the 

scolding directed at the dog (line 41). However, both lines 29 and 36 are translations of 

previous English utterances (lines 28,35/36). The other interactants speak English 

throughout the interaction. In particular, the daî ter interacts with her mother (GM) 

using Englî  (line 30). The grandson also uses English î en talking to his grandmother 

and to the dog. Opportunities to speak Kaska with the grandmother are declined. 

Next the attempts to elicit a Kaska utterance turned to using the same expressions 

practiced at school in the Kaska language class, expressions familiar to the children 

enrolled in Kaska langu^e class. 

(5.8.d) Interaction at camp - contmued 

50. D: enzfdfly5,((GS2))? 
51. B: (???) 
52. GM; say,sayeszf ((GS2))giiye 
53. GS2: ((mumbles, inmidible)) 
54. D; nenihi? 
55. GM: enzfddyi? 
56. GSl; ((GS2))giiye 

((toGSD) 
((to GSl)) 
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GS2 contmuestobeahesHantpacticipaiitmdie exchange, even when his grandmother 

prompts him with the exact reqwnse (line 52). GSl produces a Kaska utterance, but not 

in refuse to his aunfs or grandmother's questions Oines 54-5). Instead he sillies his 

cousin, GS2, with the response, GS2 is called Oine 56), responding to the initial questicm, 

what's your nam? (line 50) as well as imitating his grandmother's utterance and 

participant role (line 52). That is, GSl, the older child, is asserting himself as an 

authority over GS2, the younger child, hi contrast to the earlier sections of interaction, 

here the daughter uses Kaska in her attempts to elicit a Kaska response fi»m her son (line 

50) and her nephew (GSl) (line 54). 

Continuing the attempt to elicit Kaska utterances firom the children, the daughter 

and myself next resorted to holding up objects (toys fiom my bag) and asking the 

children to name them. This last attempt proved more successful in engaging the 

children than the previous attempts. 

(5.8.e) biteraction at camp - continued 

58. B: ((inaudible)) ((holding up a squirrel pî ^)) 
59. GM: ((inaudible)) 
60. B: y&le? 

wha's tinsi 
61. GSl: what? 
62. B: ((slowly)) yiet'a? 

what is ̂  
63. D,S: (Oaughing)) 
64. B: h ,̂ don't laugh 
65. D,S: ((more laughing)) 
66. GM: destl'edekefe 

it's like a squirrel 
67. GSl: acat? 
68. B: destl'ede? 

squirrel? 
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69. GSl: 
70. B: 

71. D: 
004) 

72. B: 

73. B: 
74. GSl: 
75. GM: 
76. B: 

77. GS2: 

78. GM: 

79. GSl: 

go. B: 
81. GS2: 
82. B: 
83. GM: 

84. GS2: 
85. B: 
86. D: 
87. B: 

(:03) 
88. GM: 

89. GS2: 
90. B: 
91. GM: 
92. B: 
93. D: 

94. B: 
95. D: 
96. GS2: 
97. D: 
98. B: 
99. GM: 

uhjifsasquuiel 
here, let's see all the rest of the things that I have, those are for 
Utdelddshey? ((to GSl)) 
((GS2)), come look 

ySefa? 
what is it? 

how would you call this? ((holding up doll to GSl)) 
(???) 
^chone? 
hm? ((GSl)), how would you call it? 

gedinf ((iniiispenng)) 
woman 
ged^nf? 
woman? 
yeah,gedSnf 
yetA, woman 
gedenf, ((GS2)), «4iat'd you say? 
ged^nf 
how about what she's holding? 
na ebW/a//? ((translating B's question)) 
what is she holdinĝ ? 

f/vS/f etdn ((repeating GM's utterance)) 
etdne? 
nieuSna, it means what̂ t̂ is she holding 
oh 

eht'dt ehtî  // eht'Qt // 
she's hoWt̂  a baby 

// eht'dt// ehtdn 
ehhe' ̂  has a//baby// 

//baby// 
okay, Kelvin, yi et'a? 

string (slmelaces) 
ha', you're mom (???) 
say that, say 11*01 
tl'Ol 
tnhm 
((GM))? 
henh? 

(OK)lding vap shoelaces)) 

((toGS2)) 
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100. B: ySe î? how would you call this? (Oboldingiq) a plastic 
shovel)) 

101. GM: oh, we dont have nothin'for shovel 
102. B: shovel? 
103. GM: just say shovel ((laughing)) 
104. D,B: (Oaughing)) 
105. B: tow would you say Fm holding a shovel? 
106. GM: shovel esx6a 
107. B: estdn 
108. GS2: estda 
109. S: you want milk in it dad? ((shouting across room)) 
110. GF: ;̂i4iat? 
111. S: T just put millc in it 
112. GF: (???) 
113. S: M^? 

During this exchange, GS2 became more comfortable producing Kaska utterances, 

Aether answering or reproducing an adult's utterance (lines 77,81,84,89,96,108). 

GSl, on the other hand, refiained from ̂ )eaking Kaska, eventually answermg my first 

question with two English responses (lines 67,69), the second a correction of the first 

His one Kaska utterance was produced as a statement of agreement with GS2's initial 

response to a question (line 79). As before, GM and D direct some of the children's 

responses as well as translating (both to and from Kaska). Overlying this exchange is 

one between S and GF (lines 109-113). Though brief, it shows S speaking English with 

his &ther, not Kaska, even though his &ther is a Kaska-dominant speaker and spoke 

Kaska around his children, including S. 

hi this final part of the exchange, GS1 switches roles fix>m elidtee to elicitor in 

relation to GS2. 
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(S.8.0 bteraction at camp-continued 

114. B: ((GSl)),yaet'a? 
US. GSl: uh,de-
116. aduhs: (Oaughingatthetoy)) 

((GSl holds iq) atoy dog for GS2 to identify)) 
117. GS2: tli' 

((GSl holds up a plastic fish for identification)) 
118. GSl: tage,tQge ((identifies the fish himself)) 
119. GS2: iage,Iknowdiat 
120. B: wliatwedidntcatchanyof 

((GSl holds up a plastic yellow duck)) 
121. GS2: tdde 
122. B: tdde? 
123. GS2: tilde 
124. adults; [adi] ((sounds of iqrpioval)) 
125. B: yaet'i? 
126. GSl: what is that? ((translating B's utterance)) 
127. GM: sayessi ((whispering to GS2)) 
128. GS2: s-ess| 
129. GM: essi //mean you don'know that// 
130. GSl: /A»1iat is that?// ((asking GS2)) 
131. B: //ess|// 
132. GS2: //ess|// 
133. GM: essi say 
134. GS2: ess4 
135. D: I don't know ((translating)) 
136. GM: he don' know 
137. B: canot sticks 
138. D: is it? 
139. B: they're supposed to be, it was one of those healthy little-
140. D,GM: ((laughing)) 
141. GSl: what is them? what is that? 
142. B: the carrots? 
143. GSl: carrots? 
144. B: carrot sticks 
145. GSl: mm 

This section ofexchangebegms with me asking GSl for the name of a toy. Hedeflects 

my question by picking up the object and showing it to GS2 who then identifies the 
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object in Kaska. By doing this, GSl tiansitions into an elicitor role and takes control of 

the interaction momentarily. For the next few turns (lines 115-130), he acts as both 

elicitor and elicitee in that he is controlliî  the objects used for elicitation as well as 

responding by naming one ofthe objects himself. His dual role-playing instigates a 

reqmnse fix)m GS2 interprets this duality as a correction for his lack of a response 

(line 119), an adult practice, as opposed to the child's practice of siq[>plying the target 

response. Again, the grandmother prompts GS2 î en he does not respond to the 

question being asked (lines 127,133). Both the grandmother and the daughter continue 

to provide translations as well (lines 129,135). 

The practice of translating Kaska into English (but not vice versa) jqppears in the 

following exchange also involving children. In this case, translating is important in order 

to maintain the audience's (children's) participation in the interaction and fiicilitate the 

communicative event During this exchange, the Elder speaking breaks her nanation to 

comment on her audience (line 26). The audience's ages range fiom 1;6 to 5;10 years 

old. Di this exchange, Deana is 2;7 years old, Jason is 5;6 years old, Michael is 2;7 years 

old and Joy is 3;11 years old. 

(5.9.a) Interaction between two Elders (Adele and Ann), two teachers and children 
during Elders' Day at AHS 

1. Adele: Yi wQ gudusddh s$ g^di? heh, heb 
What (M she seo> I should talk about! hdi, heh 

2. Ann: Her? ((referring to a teacher)) 
3. Adele: Hsun 

Yes 
4. Ann: Anything dahgudend^kol(a) 

T(dk<Aout anything, ready 
5. Adele: IAd£ d t̂sfle kd, ts'̂ dine esSni 

When I was reaify small, (when) I was a child 
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6. Ueamia: Hi 
7. Teacher Do you know what she said? (???) 
8. Adele: Whm I was, long time ago I was this, you know, Utde child 

((banging of blocks and toys in badcground)) 
9. Dene dio' den(e) detst Kn-t€ndedeli, e ts'6dine ts'<d3n(e) 

When adults people came together, the cMdren children 
10. kindit'lde k^dzehfS 

everyone (all of us) -we did like this ((children sitting in semicircle 
around Adele)) 

((noise of toys being dumped out of bin)) 
11. e}ig€\ etfg£', (:02) digd* one place dene n€dz^detsT, guchS 

(in) one, one, (:02) one one place people, we all siU, our parents 
12. nfgiidddeid. Ts'ddinenSg^dfts'ekla 

they would be talking (and) we would listen 
13. Did4>dî kldz t̂«h 

No, we dî 'tplay around 
14. Teachen You didn't play 
15. Adele: mhm 
16. Teachen Did you hear that? ((to children)) When she was little, she didnt 
17. play, like what you've been doing all day long, ask her what she 

did 
18. Jason: rsa(???)lateron 
19. Teachen what do you think 
20. Jason: I Med offand bumped my ankle. 
21. Teacher: yeah, but wliat do you thiidc your grandparents did when they were 

Utde? 
if they didnt play, viiat do you think they did? 

22. Jason: Iwasciasy 
23. Teacher: mmm 
24. Adam: Me too 
25. Teacher: yeah, you're both cra ,̂ come on let's listen 
26. Adele: yeah, maybe I shouldjust talk to them in English? think so? 
27. Dui|nlg6d t̂s'ekgSt'S ((to Ann)) 

It seems like they don't hear (understand) 
((children talking in background, not paying attention)) 

28. Ann: KSgiht'S-la 
Tĥ  are like that 

((Teacher trying to get kids to pay attention)) 
29. Adele: !igldischode,edineSdests'es-seg-la,1,ld6dicho-ji? How old is 

he now? 
thatone, thatone, when I was that bî  I really listened (well), that 
one, that one, how old is he now? How old is he now? 

30. Teachen How old are you? 
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31. Jason: Five 
32. Teachen Five 
33. Adele: K&bbdiode,]UhUscboesjid ,̂e,e,elfg t̂s'̂ daiiezQzesiig l̂a, 

When I was that big, when I was his age, I would be teaclnng that 
one little chUd, 

34. ech'ele gutie si&Mssin ma' mdma idhlay, kSsgiih kesgdh kigut'e la 
(and} I took good care of younger brother (while) wy mother 
worked, that's the way it was, 

35. dene k'6h  ̂
Indian way 

36. Teacher: mhm 
37. Adele: Ts'61ine dull dull kig^net̂ h. 

Children didt't didn't jpiay, 
38. lit'adekSg€nt4h,kolaetiets'6d3ney£hkig t̂4hde 

Sometimes they played, when children were good they picked 
39. Teacher: are you really listening? ((to children)) 
40. Jason: I'm five (???) 
41. Teachen ((to Adele)) do you want to explain what you said to them? 
42. Adele: I said I was five years old 
43. Teacher. Now listen, listen 
44. Adele: Jason 
45. Ann: Bdfints'ek 

Listen 
46. Adele: When I was five years old like urn five years old like you 

already I had to learn to help help my mom and dad look after little 
little toby like that ((referring to 1 year old child)), 
we never play aroun' we, we had to help, we don't play aroun', 
sometimes we play aroun', we play aroun' with otlî -

((a child interrupts)) 
47. Listen, sometimes we would plî  aioun' with other kids but um a 

lot of times when we were home we help our mom an' mom and 
dad look after the other kids, you hear? ((to children)) 

48. Do you help your mom and dad look after your brother? ((to 
Jason)) hunh? 

49. Michael: mhm 
50. Adele: Do you? 
51. Jason: I do 
52. Adele: You listen? ((toIUeanna^Kdionodsyes)) 
53. Good girl. Good girl. 
54. Yeah, well, well, I was well I was taî t to be respectful tt)o you 

know 

* See ̂ l^lherspoon (1983) oaNav  ̂kin tenn.k'eh. 
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55. DeQ-denitsf(d)le wdl6 % dene la, dene dio' gutslh 
egudedfh, de' dio' 
Even young people are told to have respect, elders say this to us, 
adults 

56. Didl deneyi) kistan (???) gutslh 16nde(h)deli, d&e dzedAts'i, 
ts'6fine 
We (Sdni (???) different people, strangers, when they come to 
(visit) us, we really sat (still), (us) children 

57. When strangers come, \«4ien other people come to visit, 
((child intemqrts)) 

58. well um it's just out ofrespect for people 
((child screeches)) 

59. and don't run around all over, (???) we have to sit down in one 
place and listen 

(Child scteeching) 
60. Teacb  ̂ do you hear that? and did you talk while you were sitting down in 

one place? 
61. Adele: No ((child still fussing)) 
62. Ann: ed^nts'ek! 

listen! 
63. Adele: the only, the only time we would uh maybe speak was when 

they ask us questions, but uh no often tbey would the Elders would 
just come and tell stories and we'd listen 

((all children wound up, so stop and try to get children paired up with adults)) 
64. Ann: hey, Jason, senda'! 

sitl 
65. okay, come on, senda'! 

sitl 
66. Adele: yeah, ̂ len we were little like you kids we dont we dont do 
67. Michael: aaaah 
68. Adele: we dont disobey, ya know, somebody tell you you gotta do 

something, we do it, even (???) evetyw îeie; we say, kids, thqr 
have to learn how to be respectful to everything, you can't pull 
flowers Mdien somebody talk to you gotta listen, ya hear? 

69. You listen to your grandma ̂ en she talks to you? ((to Joy)) 
70. Joy: mhm 
71. Ann Joy, no 
72. Adele: Joy 
73. Joy: mm 
74. A l̂e oh, that's good 

when you grow up, that's how you got to teach your kids, you 
gonna have kids when you grow up? 

75. Ann: turn around babe, look at your grandma, she's/AaUdng// 
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76. Adele: //oh yeah// 
when you grow iqi you have to teach your kids you leam 
when you're small, you've gotta leam everything you could about 
our ways 

((some adjusting of kids and quieting)) 
77. \̂ ien I was little we used to live only in camps, we we never had 

house, we dont have running water, nothin', we travel aroun' with 
not skidoo, we travel aroun' with dog team, (it) was really good 
used to be, we used to have lotta dogs, they M- they hitch vp our 
dogs and we, me an' my brother we go inside the sled, they tie us 
in with big big feather blanket when we go wintertime, we, even, 
fifty sixty below we travel 'roun, yea', so it's 

78. Ann: dont m  ̂the paper iq) ((to Joy)) 
79. Teacher. (???)senda' 

sit 
80. Ann: eitfdiadia'i 

don't, bring it back 

The exchange begins with both Elders speaking to each other in Kaska. Adele begins her 

narrativeby asking Ann what the teacher said she should talk about (line 1). Ann 

responds using Kaska foUowed by the beginning of Adele's narrative about her 

childhood. In line 8, Adele translates into Eî sh ̂ t̂ she has ahieady said and then 

continues in Kaska (lines 9-13). The children, Jason and Adam, begin to lose interest 

(lines 18-24). So, in line 26, Adele asks the teacher if she should speak English rather 

than Kaska, with side commentary to Ann in Kaska (line 27). Ann responds in Kaska 

(line 28). Adele initiaUy gives her narrative in Kaska (lines 33-35,37,38,55,56), 

proceeded by English translations (lines 46,47,57-59). Eventually, Adele switches to 

Bnglish entirely Oines 63,66,68,74,76,77). Adele's questions to the children are also 

all in. English Qines 48,69). The teachers and the children speak English, and Ann uses 

both, often duectiî  the children to sit and listen (Kaska, lines 45,62,64,65,78; 

English, lines 65,71,75,78). 
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Adele's narrative is inteinqitedw^etiie teachers, including Ann, try to get the 

children to settle down. John, 1;6 years old, is trying to color on the table and Joy, 3;11 

years old, is trying to carry Ileanna, 2;7 years old. 

(S.9.b) Interaction - continued 

86. Ann: John 
87. Jason: John, dont color the table 
88. Ann: well, you started his way 
89. Teacher over here (???) 
90. Anna: sit 
91. Teacher (???) 
92. Ann: hev Jov. n^d '̂ftihtdi. sdk'ade dfaht'a? 

ĥ Jby, put her down, what's wrong with her? 
((Joy is trying to pick up Ileanna)) 

93. Ileanna: ((squeaking)) 
94. Ann: No 
95. Jason: okay 
96. Joy: coloring [gdidi] 

coloring [they said] 
97. Teacher listen 
98. Jason: John 
99. Joy: they're coming down 

All interlocutors, children and aduhs, use English throughout the exchange. Ann 

addresses Jason in English (tines 88,94). However, she uses Kaska with Joy, instructing 

Joy to put down Ileanna Oine 92). (Joy is bemg raised by her grandmother, Jason is not) 

Additionally, her instruction uses the command form of a handling verb (see also line 78 

above). 

This is the last part of the occhange. The Kaska utterances directed at the children 

are now shnple sentences, one-word or two-word commands or question forms. Adele 

has given up peaking her narrative in Kaska. 
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(S.9.C) tQtecaction-continued 

112. Anna: is it finished now? 
113. Teacher. Joy 
114. Ann: endd  ̂

no (it's notfinished) 
US. Adele: Lany, id '̂ega? 

are you listening 
116. Lany: [dadinda] 
117. Ann: Ham 

Yes 
118. Adele: eddits'ega? 

câ e you listening'} 
119. Ann: sî rham 

sayyes 
120. Teacher: Laî  
121. Adele: Imvegah. senda'. iSni. kova-na* senda'. (gflitan). endf? 

rAere, sit, thatplMe, by there sit, (she's carrying her around), 
understaneH 

122. Ann: say ham 
sayyes 

123. Anna: yes 
140. Adele: when I was really small too I never had toys like that, you know 

v îiat we play with? we used to play with grass dolls 
141. Jason: I play with cool robots 
142. Adele: v^^en I was small (???) grass by the shore, we pull it out and clean 

out that roots and we use the roots for hair and dress up doll, we 
dress up and make legs and anns out of the um the grassy part, and 
we use the roots for hair and we use the- sew little for the for our 
little grass dolls or we make 'em swings, we have lot of swings, we 
used two swings for babies, small babies, that*s um that's how we 
used to babysit 

143. Teacher what did you call the swing 
144. Adele: eh, ges^se, I think 
145. Ann: now don't go in the kitchen now, no, no Adam 
146. i machine turn off €nieh 

that machine turn offfuauBe (rope-like object(s)) 

Duringthisocchange, Adele uses Kaska to ask Larry if he is listening (lines lis, 118). 

Ann responds for Larry widi the Kaska word Aom eyes') (line 117). Later she directs him 

to re^nd to Adele's question Qine 119). Adele also uses Kaska witti the giris, Joy, 
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neanoa and Aim, telling them to sit down Oine 121). The giils obey the command. 

Additionally, Ann responds to Anna's question in Kaska Oines 112,114). To end, Ann 

finishes the exchange by telling one of the children to turn off the tape recorder, an 

utterance containing a handling verb (line 146). Throughout this exchange, the children 

have inattentive moments, bnpressionistically, it seems that the children attended to the 

speaker more when she spoke English than wdien she spoke Kaska. 

A Conqndson of Child-directed and Adult-directed Utterances 

The style of Kaska language directed at individual children differs from other 

styles of speaking that involve child listeners. Some of these differences sur&ce 

structurally in the utterances used by adults viien addressing and lecturing children. The 

following data, taken from the above exchanges, show this by comparing grammatical 

differences across utterances. 

(5.10) Different styles ofspeaking as reflected in grammatical differences 

a. Giild-directed language 

1. Kaska directives 
i. ti£ here 
ii. edfnts'ek yoUsg.listen 
iii. Ocuyegah) senda' (there) yoUsg.sit 
iv. ddid^n'i yousg.bring.back (crayon) 
V. n6d£'̂ nht6h yoUsg.putdown (child) 
vi. esy^nhtsQs yoUsg.glvejne (pe^) 
vii. esy '̂4 you,g.givejne (piece of food) 
viii. i machine turn off ̂ nllh turn off the machine (rope/plural) 

2. Kaska questions 
i.enzfddy&? what is your name? 
ii. neni hP and yours? 
iii. eddnts'ega? are youjg listening? 
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iv. SndfCa)? yoii,,.ui)derstand? 
3. Englididir^ves 

i. sh down or else you'ie not going to get anything 
ii. you cant qpeakUke that 
iii. use big knife 
iv. dontbodier that dog please 
V. bring your car and come speak Kaska 
vi. come look 
vii. turnaround 
viii. look at your grandma 

4. English questions 
i. how you say it in Kaska? 

5. bstructional statements 
i. tell them to be quiet then in Kaska 
ii. saytsfoi 
iii. essendii' say 
iv. say eszf (name) gUye 
V. say that, say tl'IU 
vi. sayessi 
vii. say ham 

b. Adult-directed language 
1. Kaska questions 

i. oiydidia? 
ii. bSs ke'lndih? 
iii. yi wQ gudusd  ̂s4 g^di? 

2. English questions 
i. ^xAiere did I put that knife? 
ii. have you already put it in here? 
iii. you want milk in it dad? 
iv. maybe I should just talk to them in Eî lish? 

3. Instructional statements 
i. "ssh" he tell him 
ii. 'vi etdna* it means is she holding' 
iii. we dont have nothin' for shovel 
iv. (we) just say shovel 
V. 'ess|'mean you d(m't know that 

A comparison ofthe data above, samples of child-directed and adult-directed utterances, 

reveals the following patterns. First, directives are more often used with children than 

with adults (5.10.a.l, 3). There were no instances of directives used with adults (only by 
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adults in the data). Observationally, I only heatd a directive being used once between 

adults. Of the eight Kaska utterances, five use a handling verb form.̂  Second, question 

forms vary between (S.l0.a) and (S.lO.b) in that the child-directed questions are those 

fi%quently used in educational settings and do not vary granunatically. Speakers tend to 

use the exact same verb forms (and topics) in their questions to children. Adult-directed 

questions are not as formulaic. These questions vary according to the topic. Typically, 

questions are addressed to adults (older addressees) and directives/commands are 

addressed to children (younger addressees). Children, then, are exposed to a full set of 

grammatical structures since adults produce both questions and directives. Finally, 

instructional utterances differ between those directed at children and those directed at an 

adult. Child learners are directed to produce (speak) colloquial or formulaic Kaska 

utterances whereas adult learners are given explanations or translations of Kaska 

utterances. 

Cross-culturally, child-directed speech is often different finm adult-directed 

speech (Bavin 199S; Ochs 1988; Rushforth 198S; Ochs and Schieffelin 1984; Schieffelin 

1990; Schieffelin and Ochs 1986a, b). Different interactional routines are used with 

young children, such as elicited imitation routines (Demuth 1986; Gleason and Weintraub 

1976; Grief and Gleason 1980; Heath 1986; Peters and Boggs 1986; Watson-Gegeo and 

Gegeo 1986). An imitation routine is fi«quently used in the Kaska language classroom 

and elsewhere (see 5.8, S.lOa and 6.3) where the expression, sayX, is a prominent 

formulaic phrase across these exchanges. 

^ The verbs, ed^ts'ek (listen) and senda' (sit), aie probably more frequently used m educational settings. 
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child-directed speech, both Kaska and English utterances, differs fiom adult-directed 

speech with respect to directive use and additional formulaic expressions. Thesetwo 

ways of speaking also identify the addressee. Induect ways of speaking are typical of 

interactions with peers or older addressees; direct ways of speaking, with younger 

addressees and children (see Rushforth 1985). By producing directives, formulaic 

questions or formulaic instructional statements, the speaker indirectly identifies the 

addressee as being younger than she (or he) is. She identifies the addressee as being a 

child, or in the role of a child. As Chapter 6 points out, how ways of speaking and 

speaker/addressee identities pattern together reinforces the language shift, fix>m Kaska as 

the language of everyday use to Kaska as the language of Elders. Finally, even though 

child-directed speech reflects only a subset of Kaska grammar and children are prompted 

to produce a smaller subset still, children are exposed to a greater variety of Kaska 

structures in those contexts where adults ate conversing in Kaska. The point is further 

emphasized by the next section. 

Adult-directed Discourse 

This final section presents additional data that show how adults use Kaska in their 

interacti(His with other adults. In particular, the styles of speaking and grammatical 

structures of adult language show greater linguistic variety than those used above with 

children (the child-directed occhanges above). 
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This first exchange occuned at the communis hall during a Kadca language 

workshop. The mommg sessions ofworicshops were spent learning to write Kaska and 

the afternoons were spent learning a cultural activity, in this case, moose hide 

preparation. The interaction recorded here took place in the afternoon ̂ ^e the women 

were scRq>ing the hair off of a moose hide. The initial topic of conversation was a new 

federal law requiring the registration of guns and stipulating that they be carried unloaded 

with bullets a designated distance firom any firearm. (A and C are Elders; B is a young 

woman.) 

(5.11) Interaction at Kaska Language Woricshop 

1. A: g^dla d6ndia 
they.sayyou.knaw 

2. B: yeah,kehg6h(fila ((agreeing)) 
ye<A, they.say.that 

3. A: already dni llS, thev ynimfl take it awav from us 
guns already 

A. B: idesgUh how you gonna sharpen it? (I) tell you 
((switch to talking about knife being used for shaving)) 

S. C: what that? na' 
here 

(:08) 

7. 

6. A: 

8. C: 
9. A: 
10. B 
11. A 
12. C 
13. A 
14. 

kit's y€h dene kl(ge)dlhts'Sh-lS, I-i aghii' good, 
like.tfuit with (hair) people they.sew - also, with hair good, 
you see you gotta learn, one old man in Liard they say he get 
mean, you got to learn, you know, you gotta learn, you know, one 
guy from Pelly he act like (crazy man), what do you call that one, 
that big M guy IS 
you mean that uh, uh-
he tells anybody at meeting, "I want one wife, I want one" 
((DM))? 
A^eah// 
//yes//((DM)) 
this one he tell me "how bony you are" 
I told hun "I dont want my belly kShdlcho*" I teU him 

that big 
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15. "Eiî ',̂ x4iatd'yousay? î iatd'yousay?" 
auntie 

((B, C laughing)) 
16. Gee, number one crazy'ol man liyWs^-1. 

I said about him 
17. ets'gg t̂sT "Gee I like this ets'eg '̂" 6hdi 

about the white lady white lady he said 
18. C: ez^s kundzuhtl'Q - i (???) 

moosehide, lefs tie it up again 
19. A: gukd' gft'e dene isadi k<S' giM t̂'in. az^s tfn '̂On a'seni 

thM:s like our home, at home alone there are lots of skins there 

20. C: (???) 
21. A: Ho. k^ndiv^K teveli dedien '̂ tfn '̂on 'ah &6 tehtsih. 

yes, he scrapes drum frames (and) there are even lots snawshoes 
(there) that hemade 

Note that the exchange between these women is not formulaic like the exchanges in 

Kaska between adults and children. Also, a variety of verb forms ate used, including 

classificatory verb words, and topics shift randomly—thqr are not focused on instruction. 

Additionally, the interlocutors fieely switch between English and Kaska. 

This next exchange, though more formulaic in that the Elders are narrating or 

teaching about past practices, reveals again a mote grammatically complex use of the 

Kaska language than that used with young children On instructional settings, in 

particular). The exchange begins with a discussion ofEldets, how one becomes 

identified as an Elder and what it means to be an Elder, hi particular, the discussants 

below point out that part of bemg an Elder entails passing on knowledge, by telling 

stories to or recording stories fcnr younger peq)le so that this knowle(^e is not forgotten, 

l̂andling verb forms and related English forms are undedined.) 
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(S.12.a) Interaction at Elder's home 

1. D: Dene desQhdi y^ndedihi feni, they get old 
People have a hard time getting up when they get old 

2. dene-j5n l-lSgehdi dene too old dene ehday 
people-getting old, thafs what they mean by elder, when people 
become too old 

3. E: Dene guglnidsbi, kola echo'enja'gededf. 
People like us, they say (we're) already elders. 

4. ih} yi ghlde meySgehdl gediya? 
how do they say they know? 

5. D: Dahyegahdeneenfinniey{ge<fis|geh(fi-na. 
When people become they just know so they say. 

6. you know dene enlin dzenis, eh? 
you know a person's birth day, eh? 

7. you know, si l̂ dent'̂ i, ighlde ISgehd} 
you blow, when the sun comes back), (thafs) how they 
knaw(someone's age) 

8. hlngodiw(H 
it goes back to where it began ((like hands on a watch)). 

9. E: hm 
10. D: I guts'ih dene cho'edS gehtfi. 

from that there they become elders 
11. E: mhm 
12. D: Dene cho'd| gudeji yaghlde dene meyudiha 

Elders tell stories so that a person can learn 
13. i guts'ih how many years yaghlde dene gud  ̂Irag time ago, eh? 

from this, (in) how many years peopie will have knowledge from 
long time ago, eh? 

14. E: mhm 
((intemiptton)) 
15. D: ema gecho'you're old enough tt)W(xkldntlaezes 

when one's mother gets old you're old enough to work (so) you 
worked (on) hide 
denek'dhmeyintla 
Indian way, you worked on it 

16. E: nihrn 

17. D: t'iky€d£(???)gahy6d£gh$nentl*iiiiie-momydhg^ndahi. 
your mom woidd go around with you when you set snares fi)r 
rabbit, usingfeathers. 
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18. E: mhm 
19. D: spring pde snare vfli kul̂ denlf i. tl'itt kl tl'Ol (???) gah doeah 

and spring pole snares, you put them on the pole, rope also rope 
(???) for rabbit 

20. gucho' l| hard time tl'l, they die 
when our elders had a really hard time, they died 

21. L| hard time gucho' n^seiii' tl'l kCgedehteh 
our elders became elders, they all died off during really hard 

times 

This interaction shows a variety of Kaska phrases being produced, including two 

ciassificatt)ry verb forms (lines 19,21). 

Next the exchange shifts to a discussion of the word, a*/, a concept that Elders 

and others translate as respect This is an important cultural idea because it defines how 

people should behave (see Chapter 6). Many Elders are concerned that young people are 

not leammg or do not understand what i means. This concem motivates the following 

exchange. 

(S.12.b) Interaction at Elder's home 

22. D: Yeah,i'i gShdia i kit'e yld  ̂gh9 gudehd  ̂
yeah, taboo they cedl it that, like that, so let's talk about it 

23. ts'̂ dSne meyigudflu dega, k'dk kah megegun(e)gets 
so that children can learn about it and she can write it down 
((she r̂ ers to Barb)) 

24. dega lS<fi,l̂ flk kah meglgenehtSnis4meySgudfhi-gedai, 
so that tfthey see it on paper they can learn what 

25. ydidll̂ . /CiyigMai'i? 
somebody se ŝ X says. So, (fi whatJo.theyjnean.by d î? 

26. A'î htfiyidf gh^gudendflidikolaetie. 
A'i they aba say also ifs fine to Uilk about to learn about it 
(it's okay ̂ you talk about d'i) 

27. F: yeah, something on the ground (???) you can't, i*i, somebody's 
coat maybe on ground thm lidced ((if step over it or on it)), even 
mittens just (MK, vou can't walkover, put it in the comer, mom say. 
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28. G: so dcm't leave your stuff lying all over 
29. F: no. put it in one place so nobody walk over ((your stuff)) 
30. E: even kids 
31. F: evenkids 
32. E: even kids do it 
33. D: (???) 
34. F: that's kids so they won't get hard time 

growing up so they know and they go in the bush, if they get hard 
time, something gonna help them. 

35. E: mhm 
36. F: put in comers, even blankets and take 'em out put them on pole 
37. E: mhm 
38. F: gee, you know, time when no washing machine 
39. E: mhm 
40. F: (???)nats'ilfut boys got washtub for them, nobody put his clothes 

in there with them 
41. E: oh 
42. F: gee, hard time 
43. D: gee, young girls ((today)), they don't care, eh? 
44. E: mhm 
45. F: our clothes we wash it Hods, in old pail or something, boys got 

good tub, thev don't even put moosesinn in ((the nibs used for 
boys' clothes)) 

46. E: m  ̂
47. F: "A', A', the boys' tob latl" they say 
48. E: mhm 
49. F: oh, too much, eh? even old moccassin 
50. D,E: mhm 
51. F: kS ts'ade they call it, thev throw Cem) in the fire when they finish 

so nobo(fy walk over them. Sometimes I can't just take it 
52. D,E: (Oaughing)) 
53. D: Indian way too much//sometime// 
54. F: //cache we got little// 

"gd6il6h. Sdftiiar they call it," dcm't walk on it" they just holler 
throw them away, throw them away 
"no," I said, "I didn't wa]k<ni it" 
"just pull it out," they say. Put <mi tope, take it down (too), ch too 
much even flour, even (hi a sleigh like that, pile of stuff, "ah no, 
no, no, dcm't walk over, go around" they say. Thev put it their 
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stuff, aa a bnish, "don't walk over it," he say," i'i," they say. 
Ropemoiewocse. Soon as we finish they pile 'em UP 

55. E: any kind of rope? 
56. F: mhm 
57. E: mhm 
58. F: even dog harness, the dog harness, don't walk over l<mg 

^ece),onatrail. We camnin'. thev put all the rone on the brush 
and put brush on top so nobo  ̂walk on it, even axe, "don't touch 
my axe, don't walk over it" they say. S<Mnebody walk over the 
axe. 

59. E: You can't teuch anybody's things, eh? 
60. F: Gee, I find my own axe, sometimes I dcm't see ((/r)), I make 

mistake, I walk over my own axe ((laughing)) There you can' trap 
with beaver trap (:02) (^o make tea) gotta put it under tree, "don't 
walk over! don't touch it!" You set trap, vou push stake. I pull it 
out, "no, no, no, just pull it straight (???)"(???) oh my, sometimes I 
just look up 

61. D: what (???)? 
62. F: yeah, beaver meat worse, gotta hang it up. smoke it, all hang up. 

his head and his feet thev tell me put it long ways in the bush, put 
it, they say 

63. D: doiteven-
64. F; even they cut mooseskin that round llgat'is they bum'em (the 

scraps fiom cutting it out) so nobody walk over it, it reaUy hard, 
these days nobody sayin', kids they got good time Oaugh) 

65. E: no, they say I think they need to learn it, eh? 
they need to know these things, you know? 

66. D: inrmnv/i 
67. F: //we set tent// 
68. D; line hard time gehtlniyimtl'$ 

really hard time after they were raised 
69. F: nobocty walk around the tent 
70. G: around the tent? 
71. F: just outside, he don't go around like that, just go one way 
72. D: that first time, i ts'6dSne old woman eday nSnits  ̂gA<fi. 

that first time, when children become women, they sew 
((when you first become a woman, you sew and wear a puberty 
hat)) 

73. E; ts'& dio yegeh, kln^gfnlim? 
under abig hat, did they do thattoyou? 
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74. D: mhm 
75. E: oh 
76. D: gift's i»le of skin, can't see nothing, can't look up, eh? 
77. E: oh my goodness, how big n t̂s'ad6'd6diaicho-a? 

how big was your hafl 
78. D: bi:g, you know, like tent, eh? 
79. E: just like a tent? 
80. D: mhm, i'i, you can't look at your brother or nothin', bad eh? 

now giiis don't care 
81. E: yeah 
82. D: thev throw awav ifaeir ttunes. thev d<m't (care) (flauehing)) 

they throw out everything, (thafs why everything) more bad, giija', 
it happens 

endia, no good, dolli' genzen yA 
ya know because they don't have respect 

83. E: yeah, well, doll eng£dihy€hieget'ini 
yeah, well, they act (like that) because they don't know 
deda 
yaknow 

This exchaî e shows again that adult-adult exchanges have longer Kaska utterances (due 

to the use of compound and embedded sentences), more Kaska verb forms and greater 

morî ological variation than child-adult exchanges. The handling verb forms illustrate 

these observations nicely. Recall that children are taught and directly exposed to 

handling verb directives. These directives are one-word utterances. As an example, 

consider the utterance meaning 'give me (the papa)', esyinktsOs, an utterance firequently 

heard in the Kaska classroom. This form is morphologically analyzed in (S.13). 
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(5.13) Moiphologjcal analysis of 

Esyfnhtsfls. 
es- y€' n- h- tsOs 
IsO- PP- 2sS- CL- Vstem 
me- to- you- place cloth-like object 
Give me (the [nece of paper). 

This form offers the language learner knowledge of two pronominal prefixes, a 

postposition, a classifier, a verb root and morjdiological structure. It does not give the 

learner insight into Kaska word order or into grammatical variability. Now compare the 

form in (S.13) with two handling verb forms taken fiom the above exchange (S.14). 

(5.14) Morphological analysis of handling verb forms fiom (5.12) 

a. Sd£nl̂  
6- dd- n- -l€h 
ADV?- TAM- 2sS- -Vstem:impf. 
away- inceptive- you- -place plural objects) 
Throw them away 

b. sping pole snare y6h kul̂ nla'̂  
kuld- de- n- -(h-)la* 
ADV7-TAM?- 2sS- -(CL-)Vstem.-pcrf. 
on.poles- inceptive?- you- -place plural) 
you (wouM) pia them (snares) on poles 

With respect to word order, a comparison of these forms reveals that the topic of the 

sentence precedes the verb word (5.14b). Morphologically, these two forms reveal two 

morphological variations: 1) verb stems change form in relation to temporal differences (-

///t versus-/d*) <uid 2) adverbial prefixes (e-versus ibi/̂ -) change m relation to the way an 

'b this case, tense-aspect-mode umaiked with n-prefix (see Moore 2001). This prefix is (rixxiologically 
meiged with the 2sS prefix m this context, and is not moi^Iogically or orOogiqriucaUy represented here. 



action is hq)penmg (away versus on). Isolated uses of forms like (S.13) do not provide 

the language learner with the same acquisitional opportunities that conversational 

language use provides. 

These data also reveal that adult interactants have passive Kaska competence. 

They clearly understand Kaska conversations, even though their interactional utterances 

are usually in English. This again reinforces the idea that children may be acquiring a 

passive Kaska competence. As some of the above data show, children do comprdiend 

some Kaska utterances. 

One final observation is that one of the Elders (F) imfers to use English. One 

probable explanation for this is that she is younger than Elder (D) and does not speak the 

same dialect as Elder (D). Note that respect is shown through behavior, including 

speaking. To show respect, a speaker may choose to speak the same dialect as the eldest 

interactant in an exchange. However, ifa speaker is not able to speak the tqrpropriate 

dialect, s/he may choose to speak English and avoid potential disrespect This would 

partially explain Elder Fs choice tt) speak English, not Kaska. The youngest Elder (E) 

does speak the dialect of the eldest Elder and subsequently uses Kaska throughout the 

exchange. How linguistic choices are made is discussed further in Giapter 6. 

^ Theie is devoictng of the stem-mhU /I/ due to an -h> classifier. 
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A Conqnrisoii of Kaska Verb Focms across Speech 

As pointed out above, Kaska child-directed utterances are more formulaic and 

structurally more similar (to each other) than adult-directed utterances are. To elaborate 

this point further, the following compares Kaska verb forms differentiated again in 

relation to child or aduh addressee. 

The verb forms are extracted from twenty mmutes of tiq)e-recorded interaction, 

ten minutes fiom a child-directed exchange and ten minutes fiom an aduh-directed 

exchange. These forms are organized by verb stem for comparison across the two 

different exchanges. In particular, this comparison shows a greater range of lexical verb 

fonns sur&cing in adult-to-adult exchanges than in adult-to-child exchanges. 
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Table 5.1: Kaska veib steins across child- and aduh-directed speech 

Kaska verb stem Gloss Child-directed 
speech: Frequency 

Adult-dnccted 
speech: Frequency 

a. •(O)cho* •be big- 2 
b. -{0)da' 'sit (singular)' I 
c. -(0)dech •tell story* 1 
d. -(0)d& 'speak' 2 
e. -om 'say' 1 7 
f. -(Odfh 'know' 4 
g- -(0)sets •write' 1 
h. -(0)i4' *happen' 1 
i. -(Oleh "handle Q)lural 

objects)* 
2 

j- -(0)tah •play* 1 
k. -(h)tin 'see' 1 1 
1. -(h)tln 'raise iq)' 1 
m. -(0)fi •belike' 1 1 
n. -(0)t'ls 'cut* 1 
0. -(0)tie "be fine' 1 1 
p. -(0)t'in "behave, act' 1 1 
q- -(0)tsek 'sew* 1 
r. -(Ots'ek "hear, listen' 1 
s. -(0)ye' "be called' 1 
t -(0)zen think' 1 

10 different verb stems surfiue in the child-directed speech. 16 different verb steins 

sur&ce in the adult-directed speech. From the 20 total verb steins sur&dng, 6 stems 

appear in both adult-directed and child-directed speech (S.lSe4c,m,o,p,q). The most 

fiequent stem in the aduit-directed speech is '(h)di Csay*)- This stem also surfaces once 

in the child-directed q)eedL The most fiequent stem in the child-doected speech is-

(0)tsekCsew'). This stem also sur&ces in the aduh-directed speech. Generally, the adult-

duected speech contains a greater variety (16 to 10) and fi«quency (28 to 11) of verb' 
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stems than the cIiil(Miiected speech. Lexically, tiien, adults produce a wider variety of 

forms in their interactions with adults than with children. Conversely, they produce a 

wider variety of syntactic structures mtheirinteractions with children than with other 

adults (see 5.10 above). Two observations can be drawn firom this. First, children ate 

being exposed to a more complete Kaska grammar than their own production suggests. 

Second, they are being socialized to produce only a subset of this grammar. 

As mentioned above, the different grammatical patterns observed in relation to 

different interiocutors is expected. Adults often speak differently to children than they do 

to each other. For the case at hand, one possible explanation may relate to interlocutors' 

comprehension skills. Following Tsitsipis (1998), the exchanges above support to some 

extent the idea that "terminal speakers' inexpertise hinders the performance of fluent 

speakers" (1998:97). When children fail to sit and Usten cpiietly during Elders' narratives, 

the tqjpropriate step to regain their attention is for the speaker to switch to English (see 

5.9). Even in contexts M îere the focus is on Kaska language acquisition and cultural 

knowledge. Elders question Aether or not they should continue speaking Kaska to 

children. 

(5.15) Conunent on speaking English to Children 

1. Adele: yeah, maybe I shouldjust talk to them in English? thinkso? 
2. Dull nlg616ts'ek get's ((to Ann)) 

It seems like they don't hear (understand) 
((children talking in background, not paying attention)) 

3. Ann: K6gihfS-la 
They are like tfuit 
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Cleariy themattentioiiand "inejqpertise" of the children iiiteinq)ts the Elders' 

petfonnance. However, this does not necessarily mean that those with expertise will 

refiainfiom^)eaking their heritage languî e. As the above exchange shows, the 

narrating Elder continues to speak Kaska before resigning herself to an English-only 

narrative. 

Another possible ecplanadon for the switch to English may be similar to Kulick's 

analysis of the shift fiom q)eaking the local Pq>uaNew Guinean language, Taiap, to 

speaking the national language, Tok Pisin in relation to the Taî  concept of lad (Kulick 

1992). This concept is associated aggressive, loquacious, and angry behaviors, behaviors 

linked to children and women, as well as individualism and backwardness. It is also 

associated with speaking Taiiq[>. A baby's first words are in Taitqp. Tok Pisin, however, 

is associated with men, positive bdiaviors, collectivism, and modemiQr. As a result, 

children are socialized to speak Tok Pisin and not Taiap. In particular, adults speak Tok 

Pisin with children when teaching them to control their aggressive behaviors. Thus, an 

adult might switch from Taiiq) to Tok Pisin in order to instill order and cafan to an 

otherwise raucous situation, signaling a focus on the group as opposed to the individual. 

This analogy may not qiply to the Kaska scenario because the Kaska language is 

not ideologically positioned in exactly the same way that Taiq) is. Specifically, Kaska is 

not associated with backwardness or negative, inaî priate behavior (at a communiQr 

level). Kaska is also a language used to address large groups of people (at storytellmg 

events and Fnst Nations meetings, for example) and to unite them as a community (e.g., 

Kaska language woricshops). Speaking Kaska to a group ofchildren, then, is an 
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qipiopriate piactice. Switching fiomKaska to English, then, would not have the same 

ideological force that it has for the Pî nia New Guinean community. 

Additionally, the Kaska language is associated with Elders. Given that some 

infints are re-bom individuals (elders) and that loquacious, headstrong behaviors are 

considered to be signs that a child is a reincarnated Elder, speaking Kaska would again be 

the appropriate practice. Switching fiom speaking Kaska to English could be a sign of 

disrespect (less tqppropriate) in such cases. With respect to the exchange at AHS, then, it 

is more likely that the Elder switched to English because of the children's possible lack of 

comprehension (or at least inattention) rather than an ideological association between 

Kaska, in^ropriate behavior(s), and individualism. 

Summary of Language Use Patterns Across Generations of Kaska Speakers 

Most adults do not or did not use Kaska with their children ̂ en raising them, 

following their own patents, \nbo made a conscious decision to use English. 

Explanations for this vary, but most refer in some way to residential school experiences. 

Additionally, many children were (and are) placed in foster homes. These are usually 

homes of Anglophones, preventing contact with everyday Kaska langu^e use. For the 

children of the residential school generation (younger adults), the decision to use English 

m place ofKaska was made for them indirectly by their parents. One individual 

mentioned that she never remembered speakiog Kaska when she was growing up, saying 

"I understand it but I never used it..[my parents] spoke Kaska [with me] sometimes, but 

mostly Englî " She also noted that ̂ en she was litde, although her parents ̂ ke 
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English to her, they spoke Kadca with each other. Nfany parents ofthe residential school 

generation exhibit this pattern, raising dieir children using English as the primary 

language of communication, eventhoughthey continued to speak Kaska with each other 

and other aduhs. 

Elders often use Kaska to converse with each other, in their homes (in the 

village), at the band ofGce, or in the bush. According to one interviewee, "^en dad was 

alive, he and mom used to stay out in the bush and pCaska] that's all they ever speak 

v^ben they're out there, well, even at home that's all they speak." When visiting the 

schools, Elders also use Kaska with each other, but often switch to English v4ien 

addressing the school children. Other adults occasionally use Kaska, usually when 

speaking with an Elder or another adult that understands Kaska. Kaska can also be used 

to exclude certain audience members, as in gossip, personal matters, or joking. 

Elders also use Kaska with their children (and grandchildren to some extent). 

Children of elders do not usually spesk Kaska, but passively use their linguistic 

knowledge to understand their parents. One young adult recalled that her grandparents 

used Kaska with each other and with thev own children Oier mother and father). 

However, they often used English with her. She also noted that one of her grandfathers 

tried using Kaska with her all the time, but that her grandmother would translate ̂ l̂at he 

hadsaid. The interviewee's need to learn Kaska then was then diminished. Thechildren 

ofAese children seldom speak Kaska (ifat all) and vary m their comprehension. Most 

individuals do not ̂ eak Kaska to children, except to make requests or to name objects. 
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Filially, children do use Kaska in a number of ways. Th  ̂speak Kaska to 

impress their parents and other adults by naming objects ot as language ̂ ay with their 

parents. Th  ̂also speak Kaska to attam authority among their peers by using directives. 

Some children blend Kaska and English fonns, with seemingly no awareness of the 

language shift Passively, children use Kaska more often - to understand requests made 

to them by adults, especially by grandparents (Elders) and to listen to Elders converse. 

The overall patterns of use suggest the following for the children being socialized 

in tfiis community. First, adults and Elders speak Kaska in the presence of children. 

Impressionistically, a low estimate of 10>2S% of all conversations are m Kaska. This 

provides children with the opportunity to acquire some knowledge of the language. 

Child-directed speech also adds to and reinforces these opportunities. Second, adult 

child-directed speech reveals that adults fiequently fiame Kaska responses with English, 

by either translating the Kaska utterance or providing the Kaska response using the 

English command, "say X." This suggests that children are learning to combine English 

and Kaska grammars. Inserting an English word into a Kaska frame and vice versa is 

perfectly acceptable. Third, particular child-directed imitation routines focus on the 

production of token Kaska utterances. This suggests that children ate beiî  socialized to 

produce (speak) only a subset of their linguistic knowledge. Fourth, directives are 

fiequently used with children. Their non-linguistic responses to Aese directives suggest 

that they understand the utterances. The use ofduectiveswitii children also relates to 

how children are positioned socially within the communiQr. That is, this is one way that 

they learn to identify social roles. Additionally, Guq  ̂6 will show that these children 
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are being socialized to qieak Kaska only with individuals of the same age or younger. 

This pattern, \ti)ile q>plicable to Kaska, does not qiply to children's production of 

English. 

For Kaska langu^e maintenance, this sî ests that children who study Kaska m 

school as well as hear Kask at home are more likely to acquire Kaska grammatical and/or 

lexical knowledge Aan children «dx) are exposed to only one or the other linguistic 

environment This idea supports the program recommendations of language le-

creationists. 

These data also support the promotion of informal language learning. Thatis,for 

indigenous languages to persist at any level, language use in non:>traditional educational 

settings (homes, camps) is necessary. For Kaska in particular, dus is the only venue at 

present wliere children have the opportunity to acquire any kind of verb knowledge, 

crucial in Athabaskan grammar. Fonnal language classes are not providing children with 

any grammatical competence. Children's Kaska gtammatical competence (and 

perfonnance) relies on family use and infoimal instruction. By hearing the laî vage 

spoken, children have a greater chance of acquiring Kaska than by any other means. 

Any researcher interested in reversing language shift or language re-creation 

stresses the impoiance of language use in the home, adult language use being die fi)cus 

(Cantoni 1996,1997; Fishman 1991; McCarty and Zepeda 1998; Reynhold 1997). By 

fixusing primarily on adults, though, those concerned with language loss lose sight of the 

role of children. While teachers and cuiticulum consultants acknowledge the importance 

of child language learners, little is done to resolve the gap between adult laî uage use 
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and child language acquisitioiL That is, these researchers M to realize the abilî tiiat 

children have to learn language expediently through a variety of cues (or techniques) and 

in a variety of linguistically coiiq>lex situations. Rather than telling parents and 

grandparents that they must speak their native language ̂  the time, a more productive 

step might be to recognize and build iqwn practices that are conveying language 

knowledge whether they realize it or not And, as they become more comfortable 

linguistically, personal concerns of incompetence or embarrassment may subside, 

resulting in greater languî e use and greater acquisition among child learners. 

Summary 

Kaska language practices and their role in child language development exemplify 

the interaction of context and languî e use. In particular, the use of the Kaska language 

by particular speakers reveals how participant behavior affects langus^e choice. Adult 

speakers control the production of the Kaska langua  ̂by child speakers, particularly 

through linguistic routines that are used to prompt child speakers. Outside of these 

routines, children typically do not speak Kaska. 

Analysis of directives has revealed how linguistic fonn can corre^nd with 

social roles, ultimately affecting language production. Specifically, while children 

participate in contacts of Kaska language production, contexts that contribute to 

children's acquisititm of Kaska, these same contexts constrain children's jvoduction, 

periiaps impacting their overall grammatical acquisition. Thus, while Elinor Ochs and 

Bambi Schieffelin (1995:93) state that" cultural values attached to particular codes do 
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impact the acquisitiim (or nonacquisitioii) ofthose codes," the data here show that the 

cultural values attached to Kaska impact the {Hoduction (andnoih-inoduction) of this 

code. (Quarter 6 shows this more explicitly.) What children are actually acquiring ornot 

acquiring requires fisther investigation. 

hi sum, this chapter has mapped the patterning and distribution of Kaska 

utterances and phrases in everyday interaction across different contexts and participants. 

It has revealed that Kaska language development and language maintenance are 

integrally connected to how English and Kaska are used in relation to participants' social 

identities. The next chiqpter shows how these interaction patterns link to cultural 

ideologies, changing Kaska language ideology(-s) and reinforcing the speaking of Kaska 

by older adults only. 
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6. IDEOLOGY AND KASKA LANGUAGE SHIFT 

Over the past twenty yeais, a surge of interest among the Yukon native 

communities in btiî g back their heritî  laî juages has occurred, as well as a 

significant increase in fimding for such projects by the Canadian government As 

mentioned in chapter 2, the Yukon Native Language Centre and Aboriginal Languages 

Services fund projects rangiî  fiom native langu  ̂teacher education to radio and 

television programs, and various workshops that collect and teach language data directly 

or indirectly through kinship projects or traditional crafts projects. 

Despite the existence of such programs, heritage language use continues to 

decline. Some of the factors contributing to this decline result fiom a basic 

incompatibility between the Western language ideology embodied in the government's 

programs and the indigenous language ideology at the receiving end of funding. A fiiU 

riietorical analysis of tiie greater Canadian language ideology (as reflected in policy) is 

beyond the scope of this work, histead I narrow the focus to those aspects that can be 

examined at the local level with the tools of linguistic anthropology. To this end, diis 

ch2q)ter focuses on the factors involved in the re-positioning of the Kaska language as a 

language of authority and prestige, a transformation resulting in part fiom the federal and 

territorial attempts at linguistic equality, and the ironic consequences this may have for 

Kaska language maintenance. 

Often the language of the dominant society becomes the prestige language for the 

mdigenous community, thus attributing greatty to the decline of the heritage language 
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(Dorian 1989; Fisbman 1991; Foley 1988; HiU 1993; Hfll and HiU 1986; KuUck 1992, 

1993; McCarty and Zepeda 1998; MfllhSusler 1993; R. Moore 1996; see also Gal 1979, 

Tsits^s 1998). In die past, this has certainly been a central feature in the Yukon. At 

first, many patents were willing to send their children to the residential schools, 

convinced that learning English they would be equal participants in the wealthy culture 

of the non-Native Canadians. This, however, did not turn out to be true. This 

misconception is partially attributable to knowle(  ̂of the few Native people fiom the 

early 20th century ̂ o mastered English and could therefore take the lucrative jobs that 

the Anglo-Canadians were offering at that time (see chapter 2). 

More recently in the Yukon the reverse is happening. That is, die indigenous 

languages are acquiring a certain type of prestige. This is largely due to the communities' 

efforts at heritage language i»eservation and revitalization (see Kroskrity 1993,1998, 

2000 on prestige and the Tewa language; see also Kahane and Kahane 1979), but also 

attributable to government practices as well. In this case, as the number of speakers 

declines, the indigenous language rises in the economic value that outsiders (the federal 

and territorial governments) place on the language, and the social prestige people within 

the communiQr place on speaking it 

The individuals in social positions of authority within the Kaska community are 

Elders. Th  ̂advise younger community members, including those occupy positions 

of authority as defined by the Canadian and Yukon governments. Again, these Elders are 

bilingual Kaska-dominantq)eakers,tl» most fluent remaining ̂ )eakers. Byaddingvalue 

and consequently prestige to knowmg a heritage language, the Canadian government has 
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Muencedlfaeliaditioiial, Kaslu social practice, and its conesponding ideology, involved 

in the construction of local authority. Specifically, they have le-defined Elders as 

linguistic authorities, and their linguistic knovdedge as economically vahiable and 

prestigious. This economic transfinmation has resulted in an ideological diiii for the 

Kaska language; the language that was once the code for everyday communication has 

now become the language of Elders, a language of autiiority and prestige (removing it 

even further fiom its once everyday status).' 

This rise in prestige and authority, thot̂  has not helped encourage younger 

people to leam and use Kaska. To understand why, we need to ask ̂ l̂at ideological 

fectors involved in the relationship between langut̂ e and authority are inhibiting the 

transmission of Ka  ̂today, given its new status. Both linguistic and etimographic data 

collected in my research pertain to this problem, the problem of how the interrelationship 

between positions of authority and the concept of respect have come to constrain Kaska 

language use in should be a fertile environment for its revitalization. 

This goal fixes the present research within the field of language ideology (see 

Kroskrity 2000, Schieffelin et al. 1998; see also Woolard and Schieffelin 1994, Woolard 

1985, Silverstein 1979). Language ideology can be defined as "the cultural system of 

ideas about social and linguistic relationsh  ̂together with their loading of moral and 

political interests" (Irvine 1989:255; see also Kroskrity et al. 2000). If we assume, 

' ByIabeImgKaskaasalaiigui^eofaiidiorily,IineandiatitisaIaiiguag$reflectn!igaiKlreafiBnmngthe 
authotftative SOCMI positioiiing of die speaker, and also, that the language itself is ideological^ constncted 
as being audioritative. Tluis, Kaska is a language ofauthoriQrand spoken by those mpositioos of andiority. 
However, thosepersonsiaposttidnsofauifaoriQrini^changeacrosscoatexts. So, m one even^ a speaker 
may have the opportunity to speak Kaska while in another, s/be would not 
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following Kioskrityetal., that'̂ members' language ideologies mediate between social 

stnictares and fonns of talk" (2000:21), and that members' social and linguistic practices 

construct and transform hn^uage ideologies, we can make connections between the 

discussion of ideology, and actual linguistic utterances evidenced in data. This study 

sedcs to go bqrond simply discussing the relationship between language and ideology, by 

elucidatir  ̂the links between actual Imguistic practices and the overt and implied 

ideological associations. 

To do so I draw on the concept of indexicality formulated by Nfichael Silverstein 

(1976,1979) (see also Hanks 1999,1990, Irvine 1989, Ochs 1996,1992,1990). To 

examine indexicality is one way to analyze the relationship between linguistic practice 

and social structure. la this chî ter, the linguistic practices in question ate language 

choice QCaska vs. English), and the social element is speaker status (Elders vs. others). 

Specifically, contemporary Kaska language use indices positions of authority (and 

knowledgeability) held by Elders, reinforcing Elders' use of Kaska >^e at the same time 

limiting community-wide use. 

The next section begins by describing the position of Elders in the community, 

describing their roles as authorities. Also important here is the concept of d'i (respect), 

and the relationship between Elders' roles and this concept (that is. Elders ate defined as 

Elders Itythe respectfiil acticms of others towards them, linguistic and otherwise. Age, of 

course, is also a factor and the most salient characteristic). This is evidenced, in 

particular, by socialization natratives on respect (see also Ifill 1998b; Rushforth 1992). 
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Knowle^e, Authorily and The Role of Elders 

As I have noted tiiroughout. Elders use Kaska nuxe fiequently than younger 

adults. Below this age group use drops off considerably, with individual exceptions. 

Most parents do not use Kaska widi thek children, including parents who ate fluent in the 

language. ChildreniKiio use Ka^ îcally acquire their knowledge of the langu^e 

from interactions with grandparents and other Elders, bterestingly, it qspears that adults 

and children are not ocpected or required to respond to Elders in Kaska (see chapter 6). 

Children also hear the language used in conversations between Elders and between Elders 

and other adults. Adults do not usually speak Kaska, but passively use their liî stic 

knowledge to understand Elders. Thus, the language is ̂ ken predominantly by Elders, 

understood by adults and older children, and is being passively acquired by children. 

A key element of the current language ideology is the construction of the position 

of Elders as the distributors of knowledge, now and in the past Elders are the loci of all 

knowledge, from the mundane to the spiritual. This knowledge ranges from learning 

practical, everyday survival skills to being able to control one's own power. Thqr share 

this knowledge through personal narratives and Kaska legends {(kne grnkji), as well as 

through everyday commentary. In varying degrees, access to this knowledge has to be 

earned. Dreams, kinship and gender play a role in determining the kind of knowle  ̂

one mî  acquire, but the acttial attainment ot and authority to use this knowledge comes 

fiom the Elders. To become a storyteller, shaman  ̂drummer and the like, one has to study 

intensively with an Elder and redprocate by providing a service or paying the Elder for 

his/her knowledge. 
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For example, as achild, oneofmy consultants spent two months mthe bush with 

an Elder, continually practicing the Elder's songs so that he would know them and be able 

to be a lead drummer. He is now responsible for sharing this skill with the community 

and for training the next generation of drummers. Also, his training did not end ̂ xiien he 

returned fiom the bush-it will continue as long as there are Elders to teach him. 

Additionally, children and families in general leam their histoiy and literature fiom 

Elders, fiom the narratives they provide. One Elder remembeis always visiting her 

gran^Moents in the evening to listen to her grandfiither tell stories, and now her 

grandchildren often visit and stay with her and her husband, hearing retellings of these 

same stories. Another man recalls stories being told whenever people were sitting around 

relaxing at camp. To inspire an Elder to share a story, an individual might chop wood, 

haul water, or offer small game to that Elder. Again, the privilege of learning fiom an 

Elder is earned. 

The economic reality of exchanging goods and services for an Elder's knowledge 

is most salient among the shaman, or nedet'e. Nedet'e were typically men, but could also 

include post-menopausal women (see McClellan 1975: S31). hi either case they were 

exclusively Elders. The abilities of Nedet'e included being able to locate game, heal the 

sick, change the weather, and make predictions. This did not preclude all others, in 

particular, other Elders, fiom having qiecialized abilities; it pimaiily meant that nedet'e 
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were more public, and more pioftssional? That is, th  ̂received goods in exdiange for 

tfaeir services. 

Historically Elders have also assisted in ananging mairiî es, using tteir 

knowledge to find the {qppropriate spouse for their grandchildren. The maternal 

grandmother and mother of a giri would visit a man's mother, taking him a pair of 

moccasins. If he accepted the gift, he would reciprocate by killing a moose for his future 

in-laws. He would then go and live with them, providing for them until the community of 

Elders decided he had proven his skill as a provider (Wheelock and Moore n.d., see also 

Honigmann 1954,1949, McClellan 197S, Cruikshank 1990). In the past, Aggie Magun's 

grandmother teased her and her sisters about finding a good husband, saying "make sure 

you find a good husband. Fm not going to live for long [...] You look for a man that 

could hunt good" (Wheelock and Moore n.d.:37). She followed this advice and is raising 

her sons to be equally good providers. 

hi addition to advising on maiiiage arrangements, Elders have also been 

responsible for naming children (see Christian and Gardner 1977). One Elder noted that 

her husband's grandfather, a nedet'iy named all of her children after groundhogs because 

ofthe dreams he had had. She herselfreceived her name fiom her grandfather who was 

alsoan t̂fer'e. Names can also reflect a particular attribute in the named child. Oneelder 

named his grandson dech'w ('porcupine') because the baby resembled a porcupine. 

' It is iK)tuiicoiiinKm for Elders to note dot ceitammdividuals have strong medicnie. OfieiLthese 
observaikRisaretiedtodiattndividiiarshistoiy. That is, lie nugbt be a consistently successfiil hunter and/br 
camebacktolifefiomanear-deadiexperidice. AddMonaUy,ifapenon<beams about and receives songs 
fiom a previous shamao, dteo diat person is said to have strong me&ine. 
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Another young man was given tiie name noghwa (wolverine) because he behaved 

viciously, like a wolverine. It is also common to name children in honor of a deceased 

relative. The act ofnaming identifies a strong attribute in Aeinftnt, an attribute Aat only 

an Elder, or a person of strong medicine, would be able to recognize. The name that an 

Elder bestows associates a particular kind of 'medicine' with that child. 

Dene A'Nezen 

Most importantly, Elders are responsible for teaching people the 'proper' way to 

live--<fene d' nezen, to live respectfully and wisely. According to Elders, this is necessary 

forsurvival. They often comment on how ifpeoplearent wise, th  ̂will die young. One 

consultant explained, "well, all they Qparents and grandparents] said was not to be too 

wild.. .They said wild people always die young. (You should] just take things slow." The 

central concept here is a'l, for all action, fixnn the most mundane to the most ritualized, is 

d'L When individuals describe this word, they use English terms such as respect, 

disrespect, wisdom, honor and taboo, bi particular, d'i describes a way of acting, v^ere 

an action can be either respectful or disrespectful. One consultant, an Elder, recalling her 

grandmother's teachings, now her own teachings, fisquently reminds people of how 

everything is d% and how one needs to be respectful to everything in one's environment. 

Another person, a younger aduh stated, "d'i is mostly like respect for animals and stuff 

like that, and criticizing stufTlike that is d'i" That is, people are expected to behave 

lespectfiilly toward animals, plants, water, everything. Criticism, however, is a 

disrespectful behavior. 
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Mostimportaiitly, people are siq>posed to respect each other, dene i'nezen, (think 

lespectfiilly of people), and Eldets in particular. 

b the following excerpt from an Elder's visit to the Aboriginal Head Start, the 

Elder (Adele) discusses the importance of respect with the preschool children: 

well I was taught to be respectful too you know 
v«4ien strangers come, ̂ »4Kn other people come to visit, 
well um it's just out of respect for people and don't run around all over, 
we have to sit down in one place a  ̂listen 
the only time we would uh maybe speak iqt was when they ask us questions, 
but uh not often, they would, the elders would just come and tell stories, 
and we'd listen [...] 
wedontdisob ,̂ 
ya know, somebo<fy tell you you gotta do something, we do it 
we s ,̂ kids, they tove to leam how to be respectfid to everything, 
you cant pull flowers, 
when somebo(fy talk to you, gotta h'sten. 
\«d)enyou growiq), that's how you got to teach your kids 

This entire narrative describes different wt  ̂of behaving respectfiilly and emphasizes 

children's need to leam these behaviors. The last line of the narrative points out a reason 

for leammg to be respectful, i.e., "that's how you got to teach your kids." 

Respect embodies all practice, from the preparation of food to the prescriptive 

behaviors surrounding pregnant women. Respect can be shown orally, as well as through 

nonrvetbal action and silence. For example, i;«4ien skinning and cutting moose or caribou, 

there are respectful and disrespectful ways to do this. As one woman notes. 

You make sure that you cut it by the grains, across the grain, 
ifyou ruin it the old hidians [eldets] will get mad at you, 
so ̂ ou] havetohavealot of respect for howyoucutyourmeat 
(Wheelock and Moore iLd.; 125) 
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A secoiKlw r̂ to behave ieq)ectfulfy is speaking Kaska to animals. In 

particular, hunters show respect to animals thanking them in Kaska and hanging 

their throats in neatly trees in order to let their spirits move on. It may be possible to 

speak English to an aninud, but to show the utmost respect and gradtude, a person should 

use Kaska, especially since animals ate said to speak Kaska as well. 

Additionally, there are many ways to show respect to people. Specifically, a 

person shows respect through behaviors reflecting generosity and attentiveness. This is 

important when interacting with Elders since they demand the most respect One 

consultant noted that "especially if you were around the Elders [...] that you gotta show 

them respect [...] like be nice to them (and) if they piss you off, dont s  ̂nothing back." 

He also stated that as a youngster, his grandftther would not directly punish him ̂ ^len he 

misbehaved, he would simply talk;" (my grandpa) always did a lot of talking." 

Another sign of respect and social standing is reflected non-verbally in the order 

individuals are served at meals. At the language wodcshop lunches and fimeral 

potlatches. Elders and visitors were served first at meal times, and were given the best 

portions of meat. Young women (myself included) and children served them and then 

ate. Similarly, the distribution of meat after a hunt also reflects the practice of respect 

towards and the social status of Elders. 

So us gffls we use to pack along the meat and two or three pack sacks, 
to the old people, 
young people if thqr want meat, th  ̂got to come over and get it, 
but old people, us, we deliver the meat to them, 
we give that mostly the best parts to them that*s worked hard, 
bdians, old Indians do diink the best grub todiQT we say is, 
the best part is the moose rear end, like moose hind leg, hmdquarter. 
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thafs the best part to me, 
but to them its adog food, 
and then moose liver, 
you give it to them they would get really upset, 
to them if s dog food. 
(Wheelock and Moore, n.d.: 125) 

They receive the best parts, such as the moose ribs, heart, and nose. 

Moose ribs, brisket, moose heart, head and stuff is the most important food to 
l^ders] 
so you usually give them some piece of ribs, 
and then piece of heart and then the rest of the meat, like moose hump, 
those too [are] important food to them, 
you got to cut in little pieces and you send the kids to this old la(fy, that old, 
that old man, this old man. 
(Wheelock and Moore n.d.: 126) 

Accordii  ̂to one young man, "wdien we were kids, all the good parts of the moose all the 

time they say is d'i for youngsters Qaughing) and I finally figure out is that they 

didnt want to share it" After one moose hunt and the carving of meat, the nose of the 

moose was roasted and offered first to the male Elders and the hunter before the 

remaining morsels were divided up among the women gathered. 

A'i, as respect, is also shown through silence and listening, edehts'egi (see 

Christian and Gardner 1977:80-1 on silence). For children, the adage that they should be 

"seen and not heard" underlies maiQr discussions about reflect and how young people and 

children today need to leam this concept The most fiequent comment that I heard had to 

do with being quiet and sdll, especially at meal times. As one Elder recounts, 

Sa'a didzitsedle gudehf duga kSd2ila'. 
My yfh '̂ gudeh  ̂duga ses tidehli'," gwocfi. 
Tses Udzedele, etsi mets'l no'gwehdiT. 
MacDames dSstsedle kSscK. 
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Egudeh  ̂ts'{ IfiidzededSlf meduga tu' 616 tfdzedel6hi tses €16 }fdzedel6hf kidzet'm. 
D6du ts'̂ fine iil(ge)d6ts'dc guji*. 
Guheni la vi/idff Mom ts'ed6ts'ek - la. 
Dene guded6h, dene zedl6' (???). 
Ts'ddine did| g^geyes, til gutie. 
D6du til ts'6dSne k'6ngeyese, dene godedfh gdU. 
Dull gdlf dene gudeddi genezen. 
Dull £ genezen. [...] 
K'6ngeyes, egudeh  ̂n^liii nitsedzi gdlf. 
G^neyes dull £ genezen. 
Guji'. 
Guheni dedzits^dle dull g6dzeyes-la. 
Ndguna'in £h kula dene etsedzi, dene etsedzi kula ts'ed6htsl-l9. 

Long ago when we were small, we woriced for an old lady, my cousin and [me]. 
Th  ̂told us, "bring back wood for that old woman." 
We brought wood down to her like they told us to. 
I remember when I was small at MacDames. 
When we returned to that old woman, we brot^t water for her and wood. 
That's >^t we did. 
Now children don't listen. 
We Riders] always listened to our mothers. 
When people talked (???) 
childrm didnt run around, that's how it was. 
Now [children] run around even when people are talking. 
They [children] don't show respect vibea people ate talking. 
They armt respectful [...] 
Th  ̂tun around even v^en those old ladies are eating. 
They tun around without thinking [about the elderly women]. 
That's the way it is. 
When we were little, we didnt run around. 
While a person ate, we sat down. 

Another consultant, ayoui  ̂man, commented that "when we were growii  ̂up and we 

were kids and people were eating, stuff like that, we weren't allowed to tun around or 

walk aiound all over, likethaL [We had to] wait until they're all done." Asasignof 

respect children are not supposed to run around while others, eqiedally Elders, are 
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eadng. They must wait undl the Elders have finished. A number ofElders explained that 

this was based on the fact that there once was an Elder would starve himself all day 

until siqipertime, and then if a child accidentally tan behind him, he would swallow that 

child's spirit (Chariie 1999:175-177). 

It is also important to be quiet i^e others ate talking; again this smiles 

especially to one's behavior when Elders are talking. Silence is necessary because this is 

how one learns and shows respect, by listening and watching adults and Elders. Asone 

young Elder recalled, "we all sat in one place and listened while the grown-ups talked [...] 

As a child, this is how I was taught" She went on to talk about how her mother was 

always working, and how she watched and learned in order to be able to help her mother. 

Helping her parents also involved taking care of siblings. 

When I was five years old [...] like you already I had to leam to help my mom and 
dad look after little little b  ̂like t  ̂[tefeiring to 1 year old child], 
we never pliQr aroun' we, we had to help, 
we dont play atoun', sometimes we play aroun', 
we play atoun' with other [children] [...] 
listen, sometimes we woiddpk  ̂aroun'with other kids 
but um a lot of times >KAen we were home 
we help our mom [...] and dad look after the other kids. 

In a similar commentary, the above Elder wrote. 

Toys and games were basically tools \^ch would be needed later in life. Boys 
had miniature bows and arrows, sling ̂ ots and carvings of various animals- The 
younger girls'games were basically to do housekeeping. I remember playing 
games where the boys pretended to be hunters and brought back moss and 
branches whichdwy considered meat ̂ ^e we [the girls] stayed home to cut and 
drythemeat From these games we learned at a young age some of our cuttural 
sl  ̂v^ch would be useful in later years. 
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Entafled in coDunentaiy on learning is another idea, the ideatfaat if a person wants 

to do something, he or she must do it the "right" way, the respectful way. From sewing to 

drumming to cooking moose meat, all of these tasks must be done the ri^t wi ,̂ with 

respect, as atribute to one's teachers, one's fiunily and one's ancestors. Those i^o have 

knowledge of the "right" way are the Elders. An important role that Elders play, then, is 

to teach children, and remind adults, how to behave respectfully, to know what is d'i and 

to avoid unwise behaviors that are not d'i. In turn, children and adults ate expected to 

treat the Elders with respect, to acknowledge their authority behaving {q^iropriately 

towards Aem and around them. Thus, the practice of behaving respectfully towards an 

individual identifies that person as an Elder (or at least, as older than one's selQ while 

simultaneously marlring one's own social position. More generally, respectful actions 

index authoritative social positions. 

When flgamiing such roles, their actions as Elders produce and reproduce their 

own authority, reflected in the socially defined idea of d'i. Additionally, Elders' 

commentary on how things are done is integral to understanding how the Kaska language 

is being redefined as the proprietary language of Elders, and therefore the language 

reserved for those witfi authority in the Ka  ̂communities. 

The Impact of A'i on Language Choice 

Having established that Elders construct diemselves and are constructed by others 

as educators and die authorities on respect and "being a proper Kaska" (Wheelock and 

Moore, n.d.), it is necessary to reflect momentarily on the impact of history. The Kaska 
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community has undeigone a tremendous sh  ̂fiom a "bush* lifestyle (see Scollon and 

ScoUon 1981, Rushforth 1991b) to a 'Canadian' lifestyle within the last 50 years or so. La 

particular, education is no longer the sole re^nsibility of the Elders; it is now controlled 

by the Canadian and Yukon governments. Thus, educational priorities have shifted ficnn 

socializing children as Dene to socializing them as Canadian. 

The impact this has had on the role of Elders has been to reduce their authority to 

specific cultural activities, such as moose hide tanning (skinning, de-hairing, saiq)ing, 

smoking, etc.), snowshoe and drum making, and storytelling. More importantly, this 

includes knowing and speaking the Kaska language. The Elders'domain of authority has 

diminished fix>m coveting all modes of existence to covering exclusively practices 

considered "traditional," orJCaska-specific, as reflected in institutionalized educational 

practices. Ln the community, these limited practices reinforce the language shift and 

socially constrain Kaska use, surprisingly, by reinvesting the heritage lai^;u^e widi 

authority and prestige. 

Interaction Data: Kaska Language Use Indexes Status 

The language that interactants choose and the manner in wMch th  ̂use it varies 

with social role or position. To iUustrate the relationship between langu  ̂choice and 

social position, consider die following transcription recorded at the Aboriginal Head Start 

building, which, as noted earlier, was previously a residential home for Elders and is 

located m Upper liard, an "Indian settlement." 
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In this fiist sample, two Elders, Ann and Rose, are sitting at a table waitii  ̂for the 

children to sit down on the floor sa they can show them how to bead. Michelle is in 

charge of the children, and is the granddaughter of Rose. Michelle understands Kaska but 

does not speak the language, ^m sitting at the table, across from Rose and beside Ana) 

(6.1) Two Elders and an Adult 

yeah, I was wondering viio is that and 

I think I asked somebotfy I said I seen him 

a non-native person speak Kaska language really good 

mezf 

his name 

is that over? ((to Rose about her sewing)) 

mezf den(e) dlyil gehdi la. 

they say fas name is the man who continuousfy walks 

It means he's always travelling. 

Kola eszf that one denehdf. 

He alwt̂  said that one is my name. 

In this passage, the women are talking about a language teacher/Unguist has woriced 

with the Kaska communis for over ten years now. Nfichelle, a young Kaska woman, 

uses English entirely to communicate with the Elders, ̂ ^iiether questionmg them Oine S) 

or simply in conversation Oines 1-3). Ann, the younger of the two Elders, switches back 

1.Michelle: 

2. 

3. 

4.Ann: 

5.Michelle: 

6.Ann: 

7. 

8. 
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and forth between Kaska and English. Ann begins her interaction with Nfichelle in Kaska 

even though Michelle is using only English Oine 4). Ignoring Michelle's intenuption 

(line S), Ann continues her conunentaiy in Kaska, maintaining the topic of conversation 

introduced by Michelle (lines 6,8). She uses English in line 7 to translate some of her 

previous Kaska utterance. 

Next, Michelle leaves the room to help a child, leaving myself Rose and Ann 

sitting there alone. Ann and Rose continue the above conversation, discussing the 

language teacher-linguist (Kelsqr). 

(6.2) Two Elders 

1 Hose: that KelsQr, y^ehdi, how long dene y€h g  ̂sit'a-f? 

that Kelsey, I wonder how long he's been with the Kaska peopled 

2.Ann: Ass|. 

I don't know. 

3.Rose: Guja'i l| gutie dene ddts'ek, yS d£ndi-a? 

(Haw(Sd) it happen that he understands Kaska well, whatdoyou 

thinks 

4 Am: medeg- medegah school ts'i A nedi litl 

For it- for it, that's why he went to school. 
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5. DedesI d6du two-two years guja' kih^-a, i dene dzf, seda' ni', 

This one, now she will be able to in two years, the one sitting there 

called 

6. Barbara, ne(de)s .̂ 

Barbara, that Fm telling you about. 

In this case, the two Elders use Kaska throughout, with the exception of using the English 

words how long, two years, that and school. Neither Elder translates wdiat they are saying 

into English. The conversation continues in Kaska until Michelle returns with a child. 

In this next transcription, Deana, age 2, and Joy, age 3, arrive and ate being 

directed to sit down and listen to Rose and Ann talk about sewii .̂ 

(6.3) Two Elders and Two Pre-school Age Children 

lj\nn: Joy,̂ ' ((addressing Joy across the room)) 

2.Rose: Ni', nidentsdk, englnestjhf. 

Here, you sew, Pll watch you 

3. Ani'! 

Come (here) 

4. Ninustsfgf, come on 

nisew 

S.Ann: Joy, ed^nts'ek! Ani'l 

Joy, listen! Come îere)l 
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6.Rose: (to Ann) //I dont think she understand me and you// 

7Joy: //Tve got to get some blocks// 

8.Lynn: You can do that later (near Joy) 

9.Ann: Megrandma s$ wide' metsT gudedfh, dft'ada? 

her grandma ahvê  speaks (Dene) to her, what's wrong (with 
Joy)? 

10.Rose: Ass|. 

I don't hum. 

11. Megrandma dene k'dh dfttl gutie gudeddh sa'et'Sne, neni hi? 

maybe her grandma doesn't speak Dene very well, ya think!} 

12.Ann: mhm 

((Joy and Ueana are finally seated on the floor in fiont of Rose and Ann)) 

ISJlose: NlnentsdkkSoh'm ((toDeanaandJoy)) 

Sew like this (you do it) 

14. I tell you to sew, sew like that ((showing them beadwoik)) 

17.Ann: okay, Joy, say kifSk 

18Joy: kifak 

19Jlose: mhm ((sound of approval)) 

20.Ann: neni hi? ((to neana)) 

21. Saykifak 

22Jleana: Oca.ta:] 

23.Ann: flooohll ((sound of £q)proval)) 
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24Jlose: //mmm// ((sound of qjiwoval)) 

The Elders begin lousing Kaska with Joy, trying to direct her to sit down and listen, then 

switch to a combination of Engli  ̂and Kaska when thqr begin showing the children how 

tobead. They begin instructing the children using Ka  ̂but switch to Englishmen 

directing the children to pronounce the Kaska word, kafA. Also, the first exchange 

Rose illustrates a conunon practice \^ien interactii  ̂with children, both in the classroom 

and outside it Elders often follow they say in Kaska with a translation into English. 

This practice of Kaska-English translation pairs reinforces the Elders' roles as 

Kaska language experts and teachers. Although Ann has had a limited amount of 

Canadian teacher training and is recognized ofBcially as a Kaska language teacher. Rose 

does not, yet both women ate defined in this context as Kaska language authorities, hi 

fact, later in the interaction, Ann, the yoimger Elder, asks Rose, the older Elder, for 

linguistic advice 0.e., for the specific Kaska word meaning moccasin top). Furthermore, 

Ann uses a translation pair vdien conversing with Michelle in (6.1) above, a woman v«4io 

understands Kaska very well. There was no need for Ann to translate in that instance, yet 

she did anyway. This action subtly reinforces her own authority  ̂as a Kaska q)eaker while 

also characterizing her hearer as being less fluent or competent When Elders alternate 

between Kaska and English in interactions with adults and children, their language shifts 

index their social status as Elders and their position of auAority. hi contrast, Kaska-only 

interactions indicate an equal status relationship between interlocutors. 
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Piacticiiig Reflect, Learning Kaska: Use Indexes Authority 

Elders are still intellectual authorities and ate responsible for passing their 

knowledge on to younger community members, but what is significantly different now is 

that this expertise includes the Kaska language itself. As opposed to acquiring Kaska as a 

taken-for-granted first language, the lai^;uage itself has become a form of specialized 

knowle(^e that requires learning, just like beading, drumming and storytelling (see R. 

Moore 1988). The acquisition of Ka  ̂then, becomes subject to the same social 

practices that direct other forms of knowdedge. hi particular, the right to speak (and 

teach) Kaska is sanctioned by social status, positions of authority. This is reflected in 

individual commentary on speakmg Kaska, group activities, and Kaska kmguage classes. 

Recall the idea that a person should not do something until he or she can do it the 

right way. For language, this means that if a person wants to speak Kaska, then he or she 

must speak it the right or ̂ propriate way, where the ri  ̂ way is the way that Elders 

speak. To speak it the wroi  ̂way would be 47, disrespectful. This creates a dilemma 

because in order to learn a language, it is necessary to practice that language. However, 

due to socially-defined interactant roles and positions that force younger individuals to sit 

and listen, to conq^hend and learn, practicing ̂ leaking is inhibited. This is revealed in 

younger adults' comments about being 'shy* or 'embarrassed' to speak Kaska. That is, 

when asked why th  ̂dont speak Kaska, many younger adults stated that outside of the 

home people are afiraid to use Kask& for fear ofbeing laughed at or corrected. One 

consultant in particular said that this is vAky she avoids "speaking Kaska m finnt of just 

anyone." 
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When younger aduhs speak Kaska, Eldeis can be quick to conector OMnmenton 

any utterance that differs fiom their linguistic expectations. This does not mean they are 

necessarily scolding or criticizing them, because Elders often provide encouragement as 

well. It is important to note here vliat is being corrected and \idiat is left alone. For 

instance. Elders and others do not correct utterances that combine English and Kaska 

words. As the above transcript shows, Ka  ̂nouns are frequently replaced with English 

ones. But, interestingly, linguistic correction does hiqipen when a speaker uses the 

"wrong" dialect One young wmnan made the following comment; "I often tried 

practicing the Kaska language with my grandparents [after coming home finm school] but 

I became discouraged because th^r always corrected me to their dialect." 

This tt^ect of linguistic correction stems fiom the fiict that there are a number of 

family-sp^ific dialects. If a younger speaker uses a different dialect, an Elder will 

correct him or her, even though Elders often blend together these different ways of 

speaking in their own utterances. For example, Ann, later on in the above dialogue ((6.2), 

line 2), alternates between saying [issai] and [assa:], the first being standard in 

her family, the second being standard in Rose's &mily ((6.3), line 10). Rose does not 

conrect Ann, as they ate both Elders. The third interactant, a younger adult, uses only 

Ei^lish, and subsequently avoids potential collection. This predilection to critique the 

speech ofyounger adult members leaves many with die sense AatA  ̂do not know 

Kaska well enough to speak, even when they understand everything said in Kaska. 
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Nbny First Nation governmental activities also produce and reproduce the 

relationship between positions of authority and Kaska langui^e use in both formal and 

informal contexts. For example, land claims negotiati(H)s include Elders because they 

have extensive knowledge of the traditional use areas.' Although many Elders 

understand English, they conduct their business at these meetings entirely in Kaska, 

wiiich seems to give their testimony more weight as being genuinely "Kaska." 

Some children also employ this authoriQr relationship in their group activities. In 

adolescents' groups, the adolescent wiio can produce a Kaska utterance that the other 

group members do not understand is granted the leader position. As part of this role, an 

adolescent also uses Kaska commands (directives) to order around the other group 

members. These commands are like those often directed at children by adults and Elders. 

In this way, the Kaska langus^e is used also to construct and maintain social status among 

adolescents (one's peers) because, ideologically, the language itself indexes positions of 

authority and respect 

Language classes and workshops are the last example of how Kaska language 

choice has become linked to positions of authoriQr. First, all language teachers in Watson 

Lake are Elders. The Lower Post school employs a woman mIio is not an Elder as their 

language teacher, and, as a result, there is extensive criticism of her abilities. Second, 

Aboriginal Language Services reUes on a panel of conmiuniQr Elders for iiq>ut and advice 

on the direction heriti^e language projects should take. The Kaska communiQr itself also 

has an advisory board made vp of Elders and language teachers fiom the different Kaska 

First Nations, that determmes heritage language priorities. Third, Kaska language 
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woricshops are designed around tiie knowledge of Elders and are dependent on their 

participation for success. These woricdiops teach the language through the Elders to 

younger community members who understand the language but do not speak or write it 

These wcnkshcqis focus mcne on literal and cultural preservation than on practice in 

^)eaking by attendees. Thus, these woricshops provide a venue for Elders to share their 

knowledge, in particular, their knowledge of the Kaska language. 

These workshops also reinforce Elders' linguistic authority by providing 

honoraria, compensation for services rendered, to the Elders. Paying Elders to 

participate in these workshops marks their authority as Kaska language speakers in both a 

Western fiame and a Dene one. A major problem with this is that several younger 

speakers complain that they are not paid for their participation in these workshops and, 

subsequently, refuse to attend, hi a sense, they are refusing the ideological merging of 

Western and Dene systems of authority and respect They often comment that Elders 

should share this knowledge fieely, without pc^ent like in the past These younger 

people fail to acknowledge the fact that Elders were compensated for passing on their 

expertise in the past It was just that in the past, the langut^e itself was not a commodity, 

and compensation took a different form. 
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Summaiy 

One migbt assume that a le-valuing of the heritage langui^e would result in an 

inoeaseinuse. For the Kaska language, however, this has not proven to be true. Instead, 

the revaluation of the language has led to the sur&cing of other factors that impact Kaska 

language use Inmost members ofthe community, in particular, social fiictors that tie into 

concepts of authority and respect 

First, community-wide knowledge of the Kaska language shown in people's 

ability to comprehend is greater than community-wide production. Those v^o continue 

to speak the language most often are older adults and Elders. This immediately associates 

the Kaska language with Elders. Smce the role of Elder is a position of authority, and 

Elders are authorities on Kaska cultural practices, the indices of their authority now 

include speaking the language itself. Since children no longer actively or robustly acquire 

the language, the language becomes a form of specialized Kaska knowledge. As such, its 

everyday use, through command jriuases, conversation or formal narratives, indexes 

concepts of authority. 

Second, the association of Kaska language use with Elders constructs an ideology 

that promotes speaking Kaska among Elders, as well as by Elders with non-Elders. This 

also suggests that individuals of equal status would be likely to speak Kaska with each 

other. However, it may also have the inadvertent effect ofidenti^g the hearer as being 

of a lower status than the speaker. This, in turn, would be disrespectful, and nuty partially 

explain i^y non-Elders refiain fiom speaking Kaska in everyday interaction. 
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Thizd, the display and evaluation of reflect tiuough action has become a part of 

Kaska language ideology in the way Aat it impacts the perception of speech. Thatis, 

respect is shown by behaving or acting in the "right wiQT." A language leaner is expected 

to watch and listen until he or she can achieve this. Learning to speak a language, 

however, is not analogous to learning how to produce material culture. Finally, a concem 

for speaking incorrectly discourages many fiom even attempting to speak Kaska. 

Together all these belief affect language use, constraining Kaska use among the younger 

generations, which, in turn, is transforming Kaska language ideology. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

The focus of this research has been Kaska language shift in relation to child 

language development Drawing on Pye (1988) and others (Ochs and Schieffelin 1995), I 

have noted that language shift is not solely about adult language production, language 

choices and language competence; it is also about child language acquisition. In the 

beginning moments of langut^e develofmient, in&nts and young children are not 

consciously choosing to learn particular languages. They automatically acquire langu^e. 

The particular linguistic system(s) they acquire, however, is dependent upon the 

linguistic practices and/or contexts of the community where children are growing iqp. To 

understand the state of Kaska language diift as a consequence of child language 

acquisition (or non-acquisition), then, this research has examined the particular contexts, 

interaction patterns, and socialization practices of a particular Kaska community. 

Chiq>ter 2 began by describing the history of the Watson Lake Kaska community 

and how this history has impacted the linguistic practices of this community. It shows 

how a hierarchical Western system of commerce evolved as a product of the mining 

industry (the gold rushes) and placed the indigenous populations in a subordinate, 

peripheral position. Following this event, the government intervened with its own 

assimiMonist agenda, further segregating the indigenous peoples by sending thev 

chndten to residential schools throughout the Yukon Teiritory. The impact on the 

indigenous languages of the Yukon is clear; they have been replaced by Engh'sh. Current 

governmental practices, however, have chan  ̂focusing now on cultural and linguistic 
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diversity, biconjunctioii with tiiis change, the govemment has also supported the 

development ofindependent First Nations govenunents. That is, the federal and 

territorial govenunents are lestorii  ̂some of the past political/social/economic omtrol to 

the First Nations. This means that there now exist clearly defined contexts that are under 

First Nations control such as local band offices. 

One obvious way to promote speaking Kaska, then, is to use it in the band office. 

Meetings, documents, office signs could all be written in Kaska. Elders, who already sit 

in the lobby throughout the day, could speak Kaska with the office employees. For 

privacy, they could interact :with individual employees one-on-one in an enqiloyee's 

office, using the method developed for the Master-Apprentice Program Clinton 1994, 

1998; Sims 1998). The employees, then, could practice ̂ >eaking, using well-known 

expressions and conversing for only a few minutes in the beginning. 

Chs4)ter 3 examined the physical contexts that fiame Kaska-speaking events and 

that participate in the socialization of the community's children. This chapter highlights 

the omnipresence of the English langui^e, but it also reveals diat in Kaska-controUed 

domains there are more opportunities to hear (and speak) Kaska than in Anglo-controlled 

ones. Some oftheseccmtextsofcourse are private; they are fiunily homes. However, as 

Hill (1998a) suggests, the warmth and affection associated with these familial 

interactions might be integrated into a language re-creation program, similar to a Big 

Brother-Big Sister program. This integration of femily and language learning in feet is 

already true for some people involved m the Kaska language projects. The current 
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language teachers are the biological grandmothers of some of their students (and ate 

called "grandmother" in the classroom by many of their students). 

For children, non-Kaska sources of entertainment constantly attract their 

attention, indirectly steering them toward English^nly contexts. They will obviously 

continue to be interested in the latest fids, video games, movies, and so forth. To 

accomodate these interests, opportunities for speaking Kaska at home and at school could 

include conversations about the newest sensations, be it Pokemon or Lara Croft, as well 

as incorporating these images into classroom materials (see Hill 1993 for additional 

suggestions). 

Ch^ter 4 presented a grammatical description of the Kaska language, revealing 

the grammatical knowle(^e that people need in order to be able to understand and to 

speak this language. The &ct that almost all adults understand spoken Kaska suggests 

that they have acquired this complete set of knowledge. The trick is to inspire more of 

these people to produce Kaska utterances, if not in conversation with other adults, then at 

least with children in order to increase their exposure to the language and (hopefully) 

improve their acquisitional (^>p(»tunities. 

This chi^ter also made salient the need to have a language curriculum that covers 

all aspects of Kaska granunar, not just lexical knowlec^e of nouns. To expand on the 

current curriculum does not necessarily lequire that a teacher leam how to write 

unwritten words or to teach abstract linguistic concepts. A teacher could produce two 

(related) verb word utterances (such as meg îest&i (1 see it/him/her) and enganestan ([ 

see you)) and ask the children to identify the difiretence(s) between tiie two utterances. 
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Following this exercise, the teacher could then ask the children to produce their own 

words using the infoimalion they had just learned. 

In charter S, two important observations surfaced. The first observation is that 

even thou  ̂adult-diiected Kaska speech differs fiom child-diiected Kaska speech (in 

that child-directed q)eech is more formulaic and subsequently less varied grammatically), 

children are still being exposed to a full range of Kaska grammatical structures. The 

second is that age of interlocutor seems to play a role in the style of interaction and, 

relatedly, in the language of interaction. Setting up chapter 6, this chapter laid out a 

pattern of interaction that is integral to the way Kaska is being ideologically positioned 

within the community. This ch^iter showed that the older interlocutors are more likely 

to speak Kaska than younger ones and that language choice is constrained by the ages of 

the interlocutors (in relation to each other). The interactional pattern that shows this is 

one wliere the oldest interlocutor speaks Kaska to all interlocutors, the middle aged 

interlocutor only speaks Kaska to those younger than s/he is, and the youngest 

interlocutor only speaks English. 

Chqiter 6 related the interactional patterns observed in Chapter 5 to ideological 

concepts and discussed how these patterns create and re-create the association of respect 

and authority with q)eaking Kaska. This ideological shift, one that coincides with and is 

reproduced by the community-wide cultural and Imguistic shift, then, limits the 

community of Kaska speakers to those have acquired the autiiority to ̂ )eak Kaska. 

To earn this authority, a speaker must know how to be respectful and how to speak in this 

way, a way that is respectful to tiie language itsel£ The ones are the experts on how 
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to do this are the Elders. By qipealing to and leanungfiom their expertise, younger 

community members acquire the abiliQr and the authority to speak Kaska. 

Whether or not the community is aware of this constraint on speaking Kaska, they 

have developed language projects that rely on Elders for their success. Elders advise 

those Dvho run the language projects, they critique the projects, and they sui^ly the 

knowledge, the texts for these events. These projects would not odst without the siqiport 

ofthe Kaska Elders.' Rather than combat this constraint, all Kaska langui^e planning 

^>pear to be designed with it in mind. In &ct,ofall the Yukon First Nations, the Kaska 

ones have been the most aggressive in their efforts to preserve and re-create their 

language. Turning now to these efforts, the test of this chapter discusses what has been 

done to deal with Ka  ̂langut^e shift and what can still be done. 

The current state of the Kaska language is one of semi-dormancy. To deal with 

this as well as with the extreme shifts away from heritage languages throughout the 

Yukon, all levels of government as well as a number of individuals are working to 

preserve, stabilize and resurrect the indigenous languages of the Yukon Territory. To 

that end, each has taken on or is taking on different roles or tasks in relation to the 

Yukon's indigenous languages. 

The federal and territorial govranments have already established their roles in 

heritage language re-oeation. They have legislated mandates to re-establish and institute 

diversity, in reaction against past assimilationist practices. They have set aside money to 

fimd the development and implementation of indigenous language projects. One national 
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example is the Aborigiiial Head Start pcognan that uses federal money for the 

development of Aboriginal cuhure and language curricula and the instruction of young 

children. At the territorial government level, positions have been created, employing 

Native language teachers at community  ̂schools and siq^lying both Native and non-

Native personnel for the administration of fimding as well as for language services in 

general. This has-also required the development of a training program for Native 

language instructors. Again, both the federal and territorial governments provide funding 

for this certification. 

At a community level, langui^e recreation activities vary. For the Kaska, a 

number of projects have been initiated, such as Liard First Nation's Aboriginal Head 

Start program. To date, this is the only Yukon First Nation with such a program, diough 

other First Nations are beginning to develop and seek funding for their own AHS 

programs. During the time I was m the Yukon, the Kaska First Nations also had monthly 

language workshops for adults and Elders, with visits from students. Healing woricshops 

also use the language as part of their theriq[>y. Thus, much of the government funding 

received by the various First Nations and Tribal Councils i^peal to language efforts for 

additional monies. Many expressed concerns for the state of the Kaska language also 

have ties to additional funding sources. 

On an individual level, what people say does not always correspond with overt 

actions. Many individuals express some concern for the language in that they believe: 1) 

the Kaska language is worth learning, 2) community members should work hard to save 

' ThK is counter to observatrans made bjr Fistunan (1991) who dnmuiuiies the role of "the old ftOcs" m 
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the heritage language, 3) it is nnportant that the children leam about their Kaska heritage, 

4) it is important that their children leam the heritage language? Also, a number of 

identiQr as Kaska. However, ahnost any degree of familiarity with or knowledge of the 

Kaska language is sufBcient for identifying one's self as being Kaska. 

The language programs at the schools reflect the emphasis on general lii^stic 

knowledge as opposed to speaking and comprehension. The children enrolled in Kaska 

language classes have access to this knowledge, even though this knowledge is composed 

primarily of lexical items. But, not all Kaska children take the Kaska language class; 

some enroll in French. Commenting on her own experience, one parem explained, "(I 

was) told to take French because it's recognized by colleges" and "the curriculum was 

already in place." 

For others, French was the only langui^e offered to satisfy the lai^uage 

requirement Another parent, recalling her own experience, noted, "When I was going to 

school, there was only French; that's the only choice you had...They force us to take the 

language. I never hear anybody speakin'French." With respect to the current 

educational situation and her own children, she added, "At least shell pier daughter] have 

a choice when she goes to school. I prefer her to leam her own language ̂ Caska] instead 

of taking something else that th^H never use." Additicmally, her statement suggests that 

many Kaska children abeady have access to the language in their everyday experience. 

This is true. As shown above, Kaska children are exposed to the Kaska langu  ̂both 

argumg for die mcteased paiticipatk» of youngff gnMntkxis ID langu ê re-creatiOD projects. 
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diieclly aiul indiiectly when in the presence of Elders, grandparents and on occasion, 

their own parents. These children, then, already have knowledge of the heritage 

iflngiiagff, establishing their identities as Dene. These children ate the ones most likely to 

mflintflin the Ka  ̂language because they are the ones who mteract with their 

grandparents and other Elders on a daily basis. 

Various dilemmas arise for language maintenance, preservation and/or re-creation 

inojects in such contexts due to an incomplete sqipreciation of the current language 

situation. One problem with such efforts in the Yukon derives fiom programs whose 

goals focus on developing orthographies, creating spelling conventions and in general 

promoting literacy in the subordinate language. This is how efforts began in the Yukon, 

as ''literacy workshops" for Elders. Although efforts have broadened significantly, 

including actually teaching the language, the underiying philosophy has not changed. 

bi another example, historically, the indigenous conununities of the Yukon were 

linguistically blended, often having one member of the immediate family firom a non-

Athabaskan group, or one of the neighboring langui^es. Also, the introduction of 

English as the new dominant language has led to the creation of new dialects and the 

mixing ofold ones in both the dominant and subordinate languages (Odlin 1989). 

Therefore, describing the "original" Kaska grammar becomes difiBcult and raises issues 

for language documentation and maintenance projects (see MOlhausler 1990,1996). 

The existence of dialects within a speech community presents a similar dilemma: 

How ̂ uld the linguist or educator go about standardi/ing the writing system without 

 ̂These statements are fiom inttrview data and questiomuiies. 
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omitdng a particular dialect? The solution for Kaska has been to develop sq»rate 

writing conventions for each dialect, as well as separate orthographies for each langut^e. 

On a large scale, this avoids the issue of language purism, where one dialect is chosen as 

the prefeired form over the other dialects. This does not mean that language purism does 

not exist widiin the community; it does. For example, my speech was corrected when I 

mixed lexical items fii>m different dialects in my own expressions, such as substimting 

m fatyS Cv^ut*) in questions. This would be also be an example of Michael Silverstein's 

idea of lexical awareness (Silverstein 1981; see also Boas 1966). On the other hand, my 

misuses of tones or my inexact vowel qualities were seldom pointed out Individual 

Kaska speakers do comment on others' Imguistic performances, which in part explains 

younger speakers' hesitancy at speaking their heritage language. Additionally, there is a 

"wrong" way and a "right" way to spell words, and individuals know ̂ om the authority 

or authorities are on spelling conventions, conventions that vary by dialect 

b the schools, and elsei^wre, language educators promote their own dialect, 

written and spoken, ̂ ch leads them to correct children who have learned different 

dialects. Some effort has been made to address this issue. One has been to invite Elders, 

vdio speak a different dialect fiom the teacher, to visit the classroom and speak to the 

children. The El^rs use their own dialect, exposing children to the linguistic variation 

and showing them that these different dialects are acceptable as well as their own 

teacher's. Ultimately, spelling conventions will be set by the conmiunity that writes their 

langui .̂ 
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Another dilemma is determining which linguistic structures are attributable to 

dialect variation, idiolect, language shift, or intellectual intervention. That is, what are 

we, as participants in such language projects, trying to preserve, maintain or recreate? 

On a general level, the answer is speakers of a minority/indigenous language. The focus 

of most lai^u^e efforts has been to increase the number of speakers of minority 

languages. Given that heritage languages are spoken solely by elders/grandparents in 

many/most cases (Krauss 1998); the creation of "new" speakers is directed at younger 

adults and children. Most language efforts directed at children are designed in the style 

typical of foreign language instruction in the U.S. where diere is little emphasis on 

spoken language. Learning to read, write and name objects is the objective, not speaking 

or conversation. This means that younger adults are the targets of the language projects 

emphasizing speaking. This implies that younger adults are in some way not as 

competent as older adult speakers are and therefore require additional linguistic 

instruction in order to successfully preserve or maintain the heritage language. This 

subsequently reinforces their own linguistic inhibitions. The point here is that langu^e 

project developers/designers need to keep in mind that not all individuals are as 

competent or incompetent as statistics, gossip or interaction may lead an outsider to 

believe. 

Current Kaska language re-creation efforts, then, primarily focus on literacy and 

teaching literacy to Elders and adults. The children's language {uograms are merely nods 

to the Canadian and Yukon governments' mandates to support linguistic and cultural 

diversity. As shown, their classes provide only a semblance of the Kaska granunar. 
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tokens of the overall langiu^e. To design a mote complete program for Kaska language 

re-creation, the issues raised here need to be addressed. There are a number of ways to 

do this. 

First, younger people could attempt to overcome their inhibitions and begin 

speaking the language with others. This is an obvious solution that has been stated over 

and over again (Cantoni 1996,1997; Fishman 1991; Reyhner 1997). At the very least, 

though, those who know Kaska could try to speak the language with those of their 

generation. Additionally, though perhaps not as communicatively rewarding, anyone 

who has any knowledge of Kaska could attempt speaking the language with younger 

people and children. Such efforts would not only provide the speaker with venues for 

speaking the language; they would also give children more opportunities to learn the 

language outside of formal instruction. From my own language learning experience, 

trying to speak Kaska with my own peers and with children proved educational and 

entertaining. Children, in particular, were happy to accommodate me and frequently 

participated by speaking Kaska as well as testing my knowledge of Kaska. 

For example, the family I stayed with helped me practice speaking Kaska during 

our many hours-long road trips. In particular, the older speakers (older than myselQ 

corrected my utterances and taught me new words. The children participated by 

producing either a Kaska or English word and then asking me for the appropriate 

translation. These children often played this same "game" at home with thev siblings as 

well. Since children like playing games, another possibility for increasing Kaska 
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language use would be to create more word games, such as playing the car game, "1 spy," 

in Kaska instead of English. 

Additionally, children are not afiaid to or shy about speaking Kaska. Theyarenot 

being socialized to be shy or ashamed of their heritage language. They ate being 

socialized to speak Kaska in particular contexts. Thus, the historical events and negative 

steieotypes are not the factors that are preventing children from speaking Kaska. 

Second, the approach to teaching the langu^e foimally requires adjustment One 

place where this can happen is at Yukon College through the teacher training program 

where all Native language instructors in the Yukon receive their certification (unless they 

have an actual B.A. in education). The program needs to move beyond literacy and 

simple sentences and develop language materials that truly reflect the structural 

complexities of the various languages, focusing in particular on verb structure. 

Third, each grade, while reinforcing previously learned information, could add 

new infonnation. This would engage the students more as well as contribute to the 

overall re-creation of Kaska. Part ofthis could include writing. As one parem noted, the 

Kaska languî e program should model itself after the English program, combining 

speaking with grammar and spelling. Additionally, since the languî e itself is largely 

undocumented, children could participate by filing Kaska words according to their own 

intuitions, hi one of the fourth grade classes, I tried this and found that the children were 

extremely adept at creating filings for unwritten words. Directly participating in the 

construction of filing conventions also clearly engaged and inspired the children. 

Adults could do this ondidrownas well. 
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Fointfi, more materials need to be developed for Kaska language instruction and 

for the language in general. Many have been working on documenting and recording the 

language. However, much of the work is scattered. As those working with the language 

have stated, one reasonable task to undertake now is the compilation of all of these 

materials to detetmine vdiat has been done and what remains. 

Finally, a language immersion program, modelled after other programs such as 

those in Ifowai'i O^son 1998), would also be useful for inspiring people to speak their 

heritage language and pass it on to their children. Not only would an immersion camp 

present an opportunity to speak the Kaska language (and only the Kaska language), but 

Elders' and adults' knowledge of Kaska culture would be learned by the children and 

youth as well. Such a program would also bring the community together, direct attention 

to children and unite fiunilies. In addition to language immersion, the master-apprentice 

method could also be a particulariy useful qsproach since it pairs younger speakers with 

older speakers, providing younger speakers with a less formal/mote private setting for 

speaking and practicing Kaska than classrooms and langut̂ e woricshops do. 

It is clear that the Mute to produce new child speakers results in language shift. 

In this case, the dominant language, English, is replacing the heritage language, Kaska. 

However, it is necessary to realize that many non-speakers may still maintain Imguistic 

knowledge of their heritage language and that the step from passively to actively usii% 

the language may not be as &r as it may seem. Unless the progtams designed to 

preserve, promote and re-create Ae Kaska language change or ate re-structured with this 
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and the above inmind, the use andkno^edge of this language (and others tiuoughoutthe 

Yukon) will continue to decline, resulting in complete domiancy. 



APPENDIX A: LIST OF ACRONYMS 

The following is an alphabetical list of acronyms used throu^out the dissertation: 

AHS Aboriginal Head Start {»ogram 

ALS Aboriginal Language Services 

CBC Canadian Broadcasting system 

CYFN Council of Yukon First Nations 

HBC Hudson's Bay Company 

KTC Kaska Tribal Council 

LFN Liard First Nation 

NNBY Northern Native Broadcasting, Yukon 

NWT Northwest Territories 

RCMP Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

SA Social Assistance 

UI Unemployment Insurance 

YNLC Yukon Native Language Center 

YTG Yukon Territorial Government 



APPENDIX B: GRAMMATICAL ABBREVIATIONS 

The following is a list of the abbieviadons used in the grammatical description: 

IsS first person singular subject THM thematic prefix 

IpS first person plural subject 

IsO first person singular object 

IpO first person plural object 

2sS second person singular subject 

2pS second person plural subject 

2sO second person singular object 

2pO second person plural object 

3sS third person singular sutgect 

3pS third person plural subject 

3sO third person singular object 

3pO third person plural object 

ADV adverb 

CL classifier 

DIST distributive 

Opp object of postposition 

PP postposition 

RFL reflexive 

TAM conjunct prefixes relating to aspect, mode, conjugation, tense 
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APPENDIX C: LIST OF PSEUDONYMS 

The following is a list of pseudonyms with descriptive infomation about the participant. 

The children and adults named are the ones who were enrolled in or woriced with the 

AHS program. The other labels identify interactants in relation to the oldest speaker 

present to emphasize their age differences in a family interaction that involves three 

generations of speakers. 

Children 

Anna: 3;7 - 5;1; first language, Engh'sh; primary caretaker speaks English; older sibling 

Adam: 5;? - 6;?; first language, EngUsh; primary caretaker speaks English; none 

Ben: 5;6- 7;0; bilingual?; primary caretaker is bilingual; older sibling 

GSl (grandson 1): 10 -11; first language, English; primary caretakers are bilingual; 

younger siblings 

GS2 (grandson 2): 4; 10 - 6;4; bilingual?; primary caretakers are bilingual; older sibling 

GS3 (grandson 3): 15-17; bilingual?; primary caretakers are bilingual; younger 

Ileana: 2;2 - 3;8; first language, English; primary caretaker speaks English; none 

Jason: 5;1 - 6; 7; first language, English; primary caretaker speaks English; older and 

younger 

John: 1;U 2;7; first language, English; primary caretaker speaks English; older and 

younger 

Joy: 3;6 - 5;0; bilingual; primary caretaker is bilingual; older sibling 
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Michael: 2;2 - 3;8; bilingual; primary caretakers are bilingual; younger sibling 

All of the children, except for Adam, have either older or younger siblings, and all of 

them are being raised by their parents and/or grandparents. 

Elders/Adults 

Adele: Elder; first language, Kaska; went to residential school 

Ann: Elder, first language, Kaska; went to residential school 

Rose: Elder; first language, Kaska; children went to residential school 

GM (grandmother): Elder; first language, Kaska; went to residential school 

Michelle: Adult; bilingual; went to public school 

D (daughter): Adult; bilingual; went to public school 

S (son): Adult; bilingual; went to public school 

All of the Elders and D are (or were) married to Kaska-speaking husbands; Michelle is 

not. S is not married. 
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APPENDIX D: TRANSCRIPTION NOTATION 

This is a list of the tiaiiscription symbok and descriptions of what they represent (see 

Sacks, Schegiofitand Jefferson 1974; see also, Duranti 1994). 

Colons separate speakers fioom their utterances 

// Double slashes indicate points of overlap 

Hyphens indicate abnqit interruptions 

Q Square brackets indicate phonological material 

(word) Words in parentheses indicate, a best guess at the spoken material 

? (Question marics within parentheses or between slashes represent uncertain or 

unintelligible material 

(:00) Numbers between parentheses maik length of pause 

(()) Material within double parentheses provides extralinguistic or contextual 

information or additional description. 

italics Italicized words are English glosses. 
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